LOCAL AFFAIR*

R

Bowdotu.
Parcber to
Bow doiu student, will be a
House page at Augusta during the session
of the legislature, aud will then resume
b'H college work.
In vital ions are out for tbe D. of L. sociable in Odd
Fellows’ ball next Friday
evening. Music for tbe dancing will be

NKW AUVKttTIftlSMKNTfe THIS HKbK.
M Gnllert—Dry goods
C 0 IturrlU A '■on li^urnnne.
Floyd A »i yne—New e*»-h n-arket.
Wlxglu A Moore—Ai»otl)ecarto*.
A K Moore—Dry goods, millinery, etc.
Tkknton.
Rrneet L Hodgkin*—Caution notice.
—

i!

good Investment Secuiities
your money into—securities
*jp>nt financial
outlay yet will yield
spurns. Look into this right off !

■

iI

In

URRILL & SON, ;;

•illsvrorth,

fOST-OFFICE.

began
name

m.

Going East—6.30 a m, a.so p m.
Going West— li..oa m, 6 and 9 IS pm.
SUNDAY.

Mall train from the west arrives at 7.18 am
Leaves for the vt^st at 6.08 p n.. Mall doses for
the west 63 pro.

h.

On New Year’s

ME.

f—~
GEO.

entertained her

—

GRANT CO..

/

riKK

HARTFORD, CONN.

Ellsworth, Me.
#

h

k

The beet line of wool-fleeced #
un*rwe»r *"the city- n p®r

jt

T

/(jflocrwi
'Menp Suits from $3 50 up
Youths’Suits from $3.00 up

I
m

MUFFLERS

|

Boys’
AND

A large stock of these goods which

t

e*.oo

up#

Suits from $1.50

up#

overcoats

from

j

MITTENS

we are

selling unusually

®

low.

4

FURNISHING GOODS AS USUAL.

I

?

BYRN

OWEN

Mabel N. Joy
a six-o’clock

Silas

at

♦ which "SILVER LEAF" Flour

♦

makes. Some way it seems to have
more of the genuine, old-fashioned
bread flavor than most flour does

§

f
f

candy

nowadays.

store are gone.

LEAF

SILVER

none

It

guaranteed.

dainty

after

found
you
them before. Same is tine
In
of other confectionery.

$4.50 per bbl.
and every barrel

as

Christmas

USE.

THE FLOUR THE BEST COOKS

just

are

as

of my

will

departments
supplies

you find that the

carefully made of select
Michigan wheat, and Michigan
wheat has always bad a good repuis very

Are AH Gone.

tation.

C. H.
Water Street,

CRINDAL,

CUNNINGHAM.

J. A.

Ellsworth.

oODOOMBOODOCKi

Hard Wood for Sale

PRICES
♦

AT

MILL.

DELIVERED:

PRICES

$6.00
55 00 j

Cut 12 and 10 inches
Cut 24 inches
HARDWOOD

Orders may be left at house

on

Oak

street or sent to J’. O. Box at.

Frank Fitts
ENO’S

EDUON

pl*ce

♦ on Rtate street has been remodeled into
0 a first-class restaurant for ladies and
♦ gentlemen. Service a In carte at*all
0 hours. I make a specialty of shell fish.
♦ Everything is

|
0

♦
O
♦

NEW
aud fresh ami inviting.
Easy of access, and especially convenlent for out-of-town people coming to
Ellsworth to trade.
I Intend to make
this the best

|
X

0

III

UNDERTAKER,

r

KLLHWOHTII.

Kllsworth,

now

open

for business

RPCT
DCSI

I

t*'e

c*ieaPes<-

That’s

ture cheaper than any other store can
sell you cheap furniture, and we carry
will
You
too.
line,
a
large
the next
town
in
be
during
probably
two or three weeks, so he sure and call

and inspect

our

stock.

DAVIS,

E. J.

MAINE.

EIXS W ORTH,

X

X
X

X
^

♦

G reat Feast
BREAD, CAKE, DOUGHNUTS,

and

PASTRY
DONOVAN’S

QUICK

LUNCH

RESTAURANT
I have leased the large rooms in the Coombs
block, ret—nil y occupied by O. E. Baker, and
have fitted them up m flrst-elass style.
Private
rooms

for ladies.

J

H

DONOVAN

of all kinds can lie purchased at my
bakery at a low figure.

Baked Beans and Brown Bread
Mornevery Saturday and Sunday

ing.

__

P. H.
Main Street,

BONZEY,
Ellsworth.

owner

of

of

Green Lake,
extensive

an

The

Associated Charities has urgent
need of clothing for babies aud children
about ten yeare of age. Tbe organization
will also be very glad to receive contributions of clothing of all kludsand bedding.
Sheets aud

pillow-cases

for

use

in sicknes*

needed at once. Articles can be left
at the room of the society at tbe public

Mrs. Samuel Harden is seriously ill at
tbe borne of ber daughter, Mrs, James
Smith, on Deane street.

library building.

a runaway or tne exciting
cnaracter
which Ellsworth rnnawaya usually are,
occurred Tuesday morning.
A pair of

Mrs. 8. J. Cunningham baa gone to
Buckeport for an extended visit with her horses owned and driven by B. B. Davis,
of West Ellsworth, wss started by tbe
son, Judge O. P. Cunningham.
Lygon ia lodge, F. and A. M will hold accidental ablftiug of a load of wood
Tbe
Its annual meeting to-nlgbt for tbe elio- while coming down Bridge bill.
load and tbe owner were
and the
tlon of olBoers.
sired.

A

full attendance la de-

spilled,

horses

ran

bridge,

and
rate.

down the bill, across
tbe
down Water street, at
a

Mrs. Frank W. Brackett and son Carl,
who spent last week with ber parents,
Utdeon 8. Cook and wife, returned home

terrific

They

were

Saturday.

though several who

were

in

our news

the
out

columns.

dauclng and cards.
E. Doyle’s barn at Bayslde was burned
on tbe evening of Jan. 2.
About {CO
worth of hay was also destroyed.
The

{350.

girls

who

have been

were

The Epworth league of tbe Methodist
elected tbe following officers:
President, Rev. J. P. Simonton; 1st V. P.,
Mrs. Jessie B. Meriz; 2nd V. P
Mrs.
Mary Bonsey; 3rd V. P„ Mrs. Eugenis
Snow; 4th V P., Mrs. Sylvia Silvia; secretary. Mrs. Florence Blaladell; treasurer,
Mr. Silvia.
church baa

spending

c.1 iM-1 m>Oi>Kins, stenographer in
office of Hale & Hamlin, loft Monday

Mian

tbe

for

noon

August*

secretary

of

Acadia

Royal Aron Chapter elected
officers laat evening as follows:
W. H.
L. H. Cushman, K.;
Dresser, E. H. P.;
J. H. Brimmer,8.; A. W. Greely, treasurer ;
J. E. Parsons, secretary.; J. W.
Neal ley. C. of H.; H. C. Jordan, P. 8;
H N joy, R. A.C.; J. H. Brimmer, E. E.
Rowe, C. R Foster, finance committee;
A. W. Greely, trustee. Installation Tuesday, Jail. 13.
y'
Ellsworth council, J. O. U. A.
W.,
installed officers la*«t evening as follows:
C., Harry Scamtnona; A. C., Frank Moore;
financial secretary, Charles Brooks; treas
ufer, Charles Moore; recording secretary,
Charles Bea»; A. R 8. Albert Stover; conductor, C'arence Morgan; warden, David
Rhorey; chaplain, John A. Lord; I. S.,
George Moore; O. 8., Guy Raymoud;
trustee, Albion Carlisle.

where she is c.erk to

senate, during
session of the legislature.
the

the

tbe

high school building at Fort Fairburned yesterday afternoon,
causing a loss of over flO.OOO. The liThe

field

was

brary, books and laboratory apparatus
were destroyed.
Hurry E. Walker, of tb s
city, is principal of tb* school.
Dr. Abby M. Fulton ieft Ellsworth last
week for Fairfax, lu the southern part of
Carolina, to pass the winter. Upon
Satuidsy, open air flowers,
shrubbery lo foliage, and warm fuusniue
were most welcome New Year’s greetings.

South

her arrival last

Clark, of this city, who,
Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., elected
since his graduation from tbe Uuivereity
last Thursday evening as follows:
of Maine, has been employed with the officers
General Electric Co., has recently been Albert L. Witham, W, M.; Leslie W. Jor8. W.; George B. Stuart, J. W.;
given charge of all tbe special testing dan,
Arthur W. Greely, treasurer; Melvin 8
done at the Lynn works of that coucern.
Smith, secretary; Harry E Rowe, 8. D ;
The Methodist Sunday school has* George F. Newman, jr J. D.; James E
Parsons, John H. Brimmer, Elmer E.
elected the following officers: Superinfinance committee; Curtis R.
Rowe,
assistant
F.
H.
Mace;
superintendent,
The inFoster, proxy to grand lodge.
will
stallation
take place
Anne
Mrs.
secretary,
tendent,
Stevens;
Thursday
Miss Lotie Johns; treasurer, R. A. Alex- evening, Jan. 15.
Lejok lodg I. O. O. F., installed offiander; librarian, Miss Cora Stevens;
cers last
Friday evening as follows:
organist, Miss Lotie Johns.
N. G.; Fred P. Haynes,
The college boys and girls who spent Lewis Dennett,
H.

L. Mason, secretary;
Chsries J. Brown, warden; Frank 8.
E.
j. Davis, R. 8. N. G.;
Call, conductor;
Charles! Staples, L. 8 N. G.; John A.
Mrtbre, R S. 8.; Willis M. Foster, L. 8. 8 ;
Charles Frazier, R. 8. V. G.; Leverett
Bellatly, L. 8. V. G.; Harry Brown, inside
sentinel; Herbert C. Poraroy, outside
sentinel; John P. Eldridge, James E.
A
Parsons, Herman E. Hill, trustees
banquet wca served after the installation.
V. N. G.;

their vacation here have ail returned to
their work—Miss Dutton to Vassar, Miss
Treat to Columbia, Miss Davis to Rosemont, Pa., Miss Friend and the Misses
Rollins to Wellesley, Campbell to U of
Haines

Hebron

to

academy,

'atibrrtisnnntts.

icourteous
the

Clerks

only kind

x

are

♦

have

2
J

We exjx'ct you
telephone, and

*

modation, also

♦

X

2
*

2

in

our

2
J

our

X

keep post-

2

to
we

will

store.

use

age stamps for your accorn- ♦
a

;

night bell X !

Drug

Nothing

trouble” for

ment and banquet
the order and their

for the

Moore

Opposite Post Office.

♦

Z

SUPERINTENDENT
BEING

The

establishment of

Reports from City Treasurer J. A.
CunninghRm show that there are more
than 118,000 of unpaid taxe9.
Never before in the city’s history has so large a

of the

A

Heroic action
seemed necessary, and afte* some deliberation it was taken.
The petition of the Postal Telegraph &
Cable Co., for the rebuilding of its lines
in Ellsworth was referred to the committee on streets and highways.
The committee on fire department,
together with Chief-Engineer Brown, w«s
made a committee to investigate as to the
hiring two
puugs for service in the Frauklin street
engine house. These pungs are to take
the

place

of the

to

going

hose carts in

to

poor.

woodworking
no
longer
and*, or bute;

a

is

now

or

organization has
by responsible pari ies

sob-

been

new

io make

the

of this effort to bring buaiueee

outcome

Ellsworth

A

a certainty.
part of the machinery

and set

up;

more

is

i*

a

beady hero

the

on

The

wsy.

superintendent of the new industry, Gk
II. Hardman, is here and in charge of tbo
work.

Already

or

fires when there is snow on the ground.
The bill of |58 of Drs. N. C. King, L.
Hodgkins and J. F. Manning, for the
operation and medical service performed
on and rendered to the sailor, Fred L.
Palmer, who was injured on Pine street
recently, was referred to Harry 8. Jones,
who has the contract for Ellsworth’s

MATERIAL

sufficient amount of the capita! sleek

scribed

remained uncollected.

buying

MACHINE**

HERE-

UP—RAW

factory in Ellsworth
contingent on any ifa,
it’s done.

of

PUT

ON THE GROUND.

tax-collectors.

advisability

AO*

TUALLY ESTABLISHED.

present. A d. McCarty was abBent.
The topic of the evening was uncollected taxes.
The situation is getting
serious. Practica-ly the entire evening
"as devoted to a discussion of the matter,
«nd the result was a unanimous vote of
the board that immediate action be taken
against the boudstaen oi the delinquent

sum

FACTORY

WOODWORKING

were

~\w

considerable

a

quantity

of

material has been delivered at tfUl

iactory. It will not be roauy days before
wood-turning will h gin.

actual

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

✓

_

Mabel Maddocks is home
Bar Harbor for a few weeks.

from

Mies

Mrs. Leonard J. Maddocks is visitlag
Orland and Buok^port.

relatives in

Mrs. Annie E. Gray, of Orland, was bem
mother, Mrs. Charlfli

last week with her

D Treworgy.
City-Clerk Wyman has received a letter j
Millard Lymburner Is at homo from
from the officers of the Maine Central
t he West for a visit. He accumpanted hli
stating that the officials are Investigating
father, who went there a abort time ago.
the delay caused to the firemen In going
to the Doyle fire on Oct. 4
The delay was i
COMING EVENTS.
caused by the train stopping ou the Main
street crossing.
Wednesday, Jan. 14, at Odd Fellows
hall—Installation of offloers of Dooaqo*
ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS.
Rolls of accounts were pasred as follows: lodge K. of P., followed by entertainment
$115 56
186
59 70

Total,

$176 60

TEACHER8'

SALARY

ROLL.

High school fund.
City schools.

$116 87
827 00

Total.
KtiLL OF

$415 87

ACCOUNTS

rUND.

NO.

11.

NAME.

Police,

AMOUNT.

Timothy Donovan,

45 00
45 00
City water,
1,000 00
45 83
Supt schools,
17 30
High school,
210
Schoolhouse,
2 10
Whitcomb, Haynes £ Co,
Geo 8 W«-euu,
2 <0
Geo H Grant,
(0 00
Amos O Rooks.
2 50
2 26
Henry L Moore,
C R Footer,
10 .V
2 00
Edgar Jordan,
Chas J Treworgy,
30
Philander Jordau,
20
A W Curtis,
1 88
A W Curtis,
8 46
W F Jude.
9 5c
School,
Harold Hall,
10 5f
Roland fc Davis,
9l'<
James 4 Carter,
1100
Cha* J Treworgy,
16 20
35 00
Benjamin B Davis,
W W McCartney,
5 5.'
Walter Carter,
1 CO
5(0
Georg* Moore,
J H Hammett Co,
32 2
3 00
.Apyu £ Bacon,
C L Morang.
2 04
Adams, Cushing £ Foster, 3) 2
M Gailert,
6 9
L K Knott Apparatus Co,
27(9
0 has E Pio,
1 80
Fire dept,
J P M<lridge,
20 10
Arthur c Jl<*rt,
1 fio
Cha- J Treworgr,
1 5<
C K Foster,
8 50
<4 A Parc her,
2 6*
John Brady,
11 50
Senator H «le Hose Co,
165 W»
152 23
City Llbrarv, Chas K l.aurlal Co,
( has I Welch,
13 If
E (gar Jordan,
13 0
3 57
Whitcomb, Haynes £ Co,
Geo h Grant Co,
5* 25
Maine Insane hospital,
51 5
Insane poor,
Eastern Me Ins Hus,
210 51
Electric light, El I worth Water Co,
150 00
G A Parc her,
2 5s
School Sup,
II F Whitcomb,
44 00
Contingent,
H W Dunn,
8 00
L BW| man,
28 65
J P ► Id ridge,
85
II W Osgood,
4 50
I N Avery,
200
II L Woodruff,
60 5
4 00
Walter Clark,
G A Parcher,
42 42
Geo H Grant Co,
17 50
2 00
Emery Maddocks,
C J Treworgy,
12
A W Curtis,
2 80
$

iliram C Lord
Ells Water Co,
Geo B Stuart,
Chas I Welch,
>J A Staples,

Total,
After
around

banquet.
Thursday, Jan. 16,

and

COMMISSIONER’S ROLL.

STREET

Highways.
Bridges...
Sidewalks.....

$2, 22 22

at Manning hale-*
by Esoteric lodge F. and A. 1ft.
All Masons witb families invited.

Sociable

Friday, Jsn. 23. at Hancock hall—Oon
cert, ball and supper of Columbia hook
and ladder company.
Tuesday, Jan. 27, at Hancock ball—
Apollo Male Quartette, of Boston.
“You talk about posters and your ads. upon the
fence,
But they ain't the kind o' mediums that appeals
to common sense;
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and sucn.
But I calculate they dou't assist an advertiser
much;
And especially In winter, when the snow Una
the ground,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers
can be found?
But within the oozy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow,
The newspaper is read aloud to everyone wa
know."

SSMiertwannua.

USE OUR

i

::

TELEPHONE

|

:;

on bad

\;

::

days,

::

■

•

;;
..

some

compliments

cigars

choice
of Z.

Jelllson,

of

with

the

Brooklyn,

Y., whose love for and interest in Ells
worth have been manifested it) many
ways. A recess was taken till Tuesday,
Jan. 13
N.

or

you are in a liurry,
whenever you feel

ll/hen
”

or

Call

like it.

Telephone

i:

No.

52=4

::

;;
■.

11
i
■

Aflfl 40c

•

<

..

ami tell

us

just what drug

goods you want. We
will send them right out to
you. 'this is the quickest

store

and most convenient possihle way of shopping.

::

TRY IT!

ii

PARCHER,

::

APOTHECARY,

J|
■

>

!

..
•

!!

■

..
>

..

Me.

] [ Ellsworth,
!

j;
!

1 1 )
L-i—

Jug

Your Molasses

/\11U

■

!
■

-—___-r

Bring

<

[;

our—

::

adjournment Mayor Grecly paused

Moore, outside guard; Charles
H. Le'and, representative to grand lodge.
Installation Wednesday, Jan. 14. Following the lnsiallatIon will be au entertain-

W6’ll give you a gallon of as fine a
fanCy Ponce Molasses as ever you saw.
It’s really a 45c or 50c Molasses—but
an<*

“cash down” lowers the

price

here.

members of

|

2

us.

Board—Bondsmen will be Sued.
The flrtit uittii. g in the new year of
the board of aidtrmen was held last evening. Mayor Greely was in the chair, and
Aid. Lelaud, Stuart, Patten and Brady

Charles B

lady friends.
v
Blanquefort coramandery, K. T., elected
Business. officers Monday evening as follows: J. F.
Part of the
In return you bring us your ♦ Knowlton, E C.; W. H. Dresser, G.; J. W.
C. G. ; A. W. Greely, S. W. ; H. E.
prescriptions and purchase X Nealley,
Rowe, j. W ; A. W. King, prelate; E. F.
of
us.
necessities
toilet
your
2 Robinson, treasurer; J. E. Parsons, reIf you are satisfied, we are. • corder; L. H. Cushman, J. H. Brimmer,
F. C. Burrill, finance committee; A. W.
much X
is
“too

l Wiggin &

£

we

drug

Fred

Donequa lodge, Knights of Pythias,
elected the following officers:
Harry L.
Crabtree, C. C.; J. T. Silvy, V. C.; W. F.
Aiken, M. of A.; 8. L. Lord. M. of W.;
John A Lord, prelate; E. C. Osgood, M. of
8. and K. of R. and 8 ; George 8. Hagerthy,
Inside guard; C. H. Leland, M. of E.;

j

Question of Taxes Again Before tlic

the track of

tary.
y
Nokomts Rebekab lodge has elected
officers as follows:
Delia J. Foster, N.
G ; MitMcent Browrn, V. G.; Harriet K.
Giles, secretary; Letitia Brown, treasurer.
The remainder of the offices will be made
Installation Tuesday,
by appointment.
Jan. 20.

weeks, returned to her home to-day.
Tbe dancing party in Manning ball last
Wednesday evtnlng was a decided social
success.
It was In honor of the college
and

in

bard work to get

elected:
John A. Stuart,
president; J. H. Brown, vice president;
W. H. Dresser, secretary; T. F. Mahoney,
treasurer; Winfred Clark, financial secre-

C.

boys

horses bad

of toe way.

officers

be

worth about

flying

Society Elections.
/
At tbe annual meeting of tbe Dirigo
the
held
evening,
clnb,
Monday
following

Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M will give a
sociable at Its rooms iu Manning block
Thursday evening, Jan. 15. There will

was

stopped by Capt.

Perry Alley near bl* residence on tbe
Bayside road, about five miles from tbe
No
serious
city.
damage resulted,

The annual report of the county commissioners will be Issued in a few days.
A summary of tbelr report may be found

«It's

A great feast in

the

are

why we
always have the best furniture we can
buy. We can sell you the best furni M.,

X
0
X

liRESTAURANT %
q

f

$a 50
$5-oo : tup
I I llC

Delivered

w.

j0000*0000000000000000000

BUTTINOS:

At mill

♦

l.

f JORDAN,

S3 °°
$a.5°

Cut 12 and 10 inches
Cut24 inches

$

$

now

day evening, Jan. 13.

Harold

SPLIT AND CUT TO 12, 16
AND 24 INCH LENGTHS.

Merrill, formerly

cattle rauch, is visiting relative*
at Ellsworth Falls. Mr. Merrill is the son
of Eheit
Merrill who, with two other
sons, Eben and Frank, resides in the West.
Two daughters reside At Ellsworth Falls—
Mrs. Jasper Frazier and Mrs. Keizer.

their vacation at home.

Apollo Chocolates

the

Dakota

M. A. King, of Ablngton, Mass
who has beeu the guest of her daughter,
Mrs. F. W. Hollins, tor tbe paBt three

for a moment that because
the holidays are about over,
all the good things of a

fall term with two excepW. F. Jude succeeds O. A. Mad
at

James Blaine Holmes, who has been at
home ill for several weeks, returned to
Bath Saturday.

Mrs.

Don’t Think

the

and

barn

wou’ll Like
m
The Bread

are

tea.

will be held at the club-house next Tues-

the i^ETNA

"APLEY, Agent,

Monday

Representative F. Carroll Burrill left
Monday for Augusta. Mrs. Burrill accompanied him.
The annual meeting of the Nicolln club

TELEPHONE.

'i with

■

Miss

front

been

and BAR HARBOR, ME.

>TH

eve

employee!

as

The teachers

Word has been received here of the
death of Almerin 8. Cook in Chicago on
Wednesday, D»c. 31. Mr. Cook was an
Ellsworth boy, but had resided in Chicago
for the last twenty years. He was tin
eldest son ot Amanda P. and tbe late
Richard 8. Cook.
Interment was at
Mount Hope cemetery, Chicago.

The Hagertby house on Pine street baB
purchased from J. A. Peters, jr., by
M. E. Maloney.

and Real Estate.
%irance
i
,

returned

Charles A. Phillips returned
from a pleasure trip to Boston.

BLDG.,
ELLSWORTH,

BANK

Mrs. Etts F. Condon
Yarmouth last Friday.

Monday.

on

tions:
docks, resigned, tts principal of the Fails
grammar school, and Winfred Clark succeeds Mr. Jude at the Carter district
school, West Ellsworth.

MAIL CLOSES AT I'OSTorFICE.

8URANCE

orchestra.

The winter term of all tbe city schools

6 08 p m.
m, «.<1 and 9.47 p

m.
a

Monaghan’s

A

effect October 13, 1903.

Going East—7.1t» a
Going West—h.fi«

1'

Maine

ELLSWOHTH

AT

by

Refreshments will be served at 11 o'clock.
feature of the evening will be the “peanut bag”, and somebody will get a prize

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

IN DOUBT NO LUNGER.'

a

furnished

■

CITY MEETING.

and

>we

Knowlton,

King, trustee; F. B. Aiken, St, B ; C, R.
Foster, 8w B.; L. H. Cushman, W. It
was voted to have a
public installation
next Monday evening, to which all sir
knights ami their ladies are cordially
invited. There will be dancing and refreshments. Sir knights are requested to
appear on this occasion in full uuiform.

*

'ICp

***J\>'

we

offer

Why not send TWO jugs? You

Floyd

another

bargain

great

in

Molasses—a splendid cooking kind—
never before sold for less than 55 cts.

&

can’t

get

too much of

Haynes,

a

good thing

s,“;

1

»

-y---

CHRI ST I AN

EN

HtinfTtirmcnte

fllutaal Dencht Column

DEAVOR.

Tnptr For the Week negrinnlns Jan.
11— (cnment by Key. S. U. Doyle.
Topic. Fr.nving others to Christ.—John
U: Mark v, 19. 20.
1, ( -vi; tv.
The supreme mission of the Christian
lb this life is to bring others to Christ.
Like Andrew, having found the Messiah ours Ives we should go to others,
tell them this fact and invite them to
Christ's mission was to
come to Him.
To seek and to save the
Beck souls.
lost was His chief business in life, and
as His disciples and followers it should
be ours.
The principal factors in bringing
Others to Christ are personal work and
Individual effort The church services
and the preaching of the gospel are
mot by any means to be underrated in
Itheir Importune'1, yet it must be acknowledged r,:,i most people are led
band to hand, face to face
to Christ
hod is eminently Scrip
(Work, 'i ins
led Peter to Christ.
An
turai.
f>hi ip led Nathaniel. Christ addressed
the in'altitudes, yet He also bad the time
to speak to one man, Nicodemus, and
to one woman, the woman of Samaria.
Peter and John brought the lame man
at the beautiful gate to the Master,
land Philip was led off to the Spirit to
buve the revival at Samaria that he
'might preach the gospel to the Ethiopian and bring him to Christ. Surely
there is one person in our homes or
among our acquaintances that we can
bring to Christ this winter.
To bring one person to Christ may

X Tired

—

seem

an

insignificant thing, yet eternity

alone can reveal the results of such
Andrew could not see Pentea work.
cost and 3,000 souls saved under Peter’s
preaching in one day, when he brought
him to Jesus. That may have seemed
a little thing to him, hut how important
It was in the light of future events!
It may have seemed a little thing for a
Christian workman to have invited a
Boston shoe clerk to Sunday school,
yet how transcendently important it
Was in view of Dwight D. Moody’s
subsequent career! No soul seeking
service is a little thing. If but the one
soul is saved, it would repay a lifetime
of work, for has not Christ declared
that our soul is worth more than all
this world?
io
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successiui

111
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to Christ we must be consistent in our
If your reliown lives as Christians.
gion has not made you better, it will
be useless to recommend it to somePeter bad confidence in
body else.
Andrew s word and life, else he never
would have followed him to Christ.
Get sin out of your own life before you
attempt to show others the way to
Christ. If still living in sin, we have
not traveled the way of salvation ourselves. and how can we guide others
along a way unknown to ourselves?
It would be a case of blind leading the
blind and both would fall into the
ditch.
Keep right with God yourself
first of all if you desire to be successful soul winners.
In bringing others to Christ we not
only bless them, and perhaps countless
others through them, but we bless ourselves. “Whosoever shall do and teach
[God's commandments] the same shall
be called great in the kingdom of
heaven.”
“They that turn many to
righteousness shall shine as the stars
forever and ever.”
BIBLE

READINGS.

Gen. vii, 1; Num. x, 29; Ps. 11. 10-13;
Dan. xii, 3; Luke xiv. 10-24; xv, 1-10;
John iii, 1-16; Acts 1, 8; viii. 20-40;
Bev. xxii, 17.
Missionary

Unbelief.

would
do well to read the following by Dr.
Herrick Johnson to its society:
The Christian that does not believe
In foreign missions does not believe in
the great commission. Repeat it and

Every missionary

committee

see.

Tbe Christian that does not believe
In foreign missions does not believe in
the Apostles’ Creed. Repeat it and see.
The Christian that does not believe
In foreign missions does not believe in
the Lord’s Prayer. Repeat it and see.
The Christian that does not believe
In foreign missions does not believe In
the Doxology In long meter. Repeat It
and see.
The Christian that does not believe
in foreign missions in this generation
bel ieves that .'100 more millions of the
heathen world ought to die before we
tell them of Jesus Christ.
How long
Is this belief to go on?
How many
more
millions must die before the
church of God is ready?
“If thou
canst believe, all things are possible
to Him that believeth.”
The Fire

We

Need.

Rev. Dr. Edwin Forrest Hallenbeck,
president of the New York State union,
in falling its recent conveutlon to or
der said:
“Our dependence is upon God.
If
we have cotne praying that God might
stir your hearts, and if we continue thus
to pray through these days. I feel sure
fire will be kindled here that will go
back with us to our fields and burn
till souls are born into the kingdom of
God. We believe that God wauts us
to carry away from this convention
coals of fire that will burn their way
into weary hearts."

Its Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful.”
The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it is for the mutual benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeiul
Being for the common good, it is for the com
moil use—a public servant, a purveyor of in
formation and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicit*

again,
tangled ends
Not that

of

begin

25. W. C. N.. Fort Meade. S. D.—There
are a large number of strictly Christian Endeavor papers published in the
United States. The Christian Endeavor World, with headquarters at Boston. stands at the head of the list.
This paper Is the international organ
of tbe movement.
2<i. O. II. O., Kentucky.—The honorable honorary list was designed for
those who. having passed on to take up
the larger activities of the church, had
little time for the duties of Endeavor
committee service.
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changed
was vibrating with “good-will”,
and if we had the true Christmas spirit
was

and

selfishness

With many of

envy
us

took

vacation.
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the chief regret

we ex-

perienced was that it was impossible to
bestow a personal remembrance on everyIf the peace and good-will
one we knew.
hearts to overflow
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A nervous, irritable mother, often on the verge of hysterics, is
unfit to care for children; it ruins a child’s disposition and reacts
The trouble between children and their mothers
upon herself.
too often is due to the fact that the mother has some female
weakness, and she is entirely unfit to hear the strain upon her nerves
that governing a child involves; it Ls impossible for her to do anything
calmly. She cannot help it, as her condition is due to suffering and
shattered nerves caused by some derangement of the uterine system
with backache, headache, and all kinds of pain, and she is on the verge
of nervous prostration.
When a mother finds that she cannot l>c calm and quiet with her
children, she may be sun' that her condition needs attention, and she cannot do 1 tetter than to take India It Pink lot in’s Vegetable Compound.
This medicine will build up her system, strengthen her nerves, and
The
enable Iter to calmly handle a disobedient child without a scene.
children will soon realize the difference, and seeing their mother quiet,
will themselves become quiet.
Dfar Mrs. Pinkiiam

Xadge to
helpful.
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the rest

life worth living”.
letter, “A,” was also

she needed has “made

personal
enjoyed.

“Uncle Madge”
lolook after “delinquent members”, for
see how quickly £stber responded when
my “John” inquired for her through the
column. I thank her for her cheery letter,
Hereafter I whall call

and for the

answer*

may appoint a third
sends her lisf.

on

she

sent--and

question'

r

w

she

hen she

Dear dunf Madge:
If “Uncle Madge” has missed me from the
column It is time 1 put in appearance. Sun lv 1
f *el complimented, and as a compliment always
inspires me "to aspire”, I may come so often he
will be sorry he sat i anything.
I have been intending for weeks to write, hut
the days are ho full and fly so fast Unit > ebolo !
“While thy servant was busy here and there,
opportunity ll d.”
I w 11 try to answer what I can of the questions
that have recently been asked, and
say that I
teel rather” ’umble”, as “Uriah I Jeep** would
s y, in regard to asking others as Aunt
Madge
suggested, fearing 1 might not hit upon those of
general interest. However, I will do my best to
have an inspiration in that direction I y the time
C’s and others are answered.
“A
An

is

it’s a feather and a chief a rod;
honest man’s the noblest work of

w

God,”
Man”, and is

lie found in Tope’s “Essay on
quoted by Brown in “The Colter’s Saturo..v
to

^

*

it

v

you honor.

Gratefully

you

uumr

viMi

The author of “TruMi Crushed to Earth Shall
Rise Again”, etc., Is W. C. Bryant in “The
Battlefield”.
John Buskin is the author of “Sesame and
Lilies”.
I think the geographical centre of the United
States is in Kansas, and that Virginia is called
the “Mother of Presidents", but have no
proof
at hand.
Hope to be corrected if wrong.
Esthkh.

Aunt Madge.
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Helped

Mrs.

opening

of the year, takes occasion to call
ex ellent publications.
Of

Ham matron, cut the mucus and
shortly
the child was resting easy and
speedily recovered.
It cures all Throat and Lung
troubles. Wigoin & Moobe.

Tlit* valuation of the
Tne valuation of the

ton

necessary
Its ample columns give !
Tbe Saturduy Journal at poiuts reached
space for not only ail the news of Maine,
by tbe afternoon and evening trains bebut also for a condensation of the news of comes more popular year by year. The
the

week.

the whole world.

fully

All

prominent

events

from its

own

political, business, literary, misceland family paper.
Journal adopted the f ature
presenting the agricultural section as a

news,

aneous

Since the
>f

are

fl.50

a

year.

leparate sheet w ith the attention given to
jrange matters, this feature has proved a
jreat attraction. These departments will
>e maintained with increased
vigor.
The price of the Weekly Is |2 a year,
f’hose subscribers who pay in advance are
11«o entitled to

a

liberal

premium,

lo

be

Magazine, Newspaper
Not

content

and all sorts of
of

with

an<l Hook

one

success

in

double number
the brief year

publication, Country Life

announces

tbe

another

Notes.

which

in

will

“gardening number”.

America
be

the

same
same

placed upon them.
By comparing the

Laxative

every box of the genuine
Tablets

Bromo=Quinine
cold

remedy that

cures

a

in

one

Pauper Notice.
undersigned hereby gives Dorics that h<
has contracted with the city of Ellsworth
or the
support of the poor, during the ensuin?
ear, and has made ample provision for theb
upport. He therefore forbids all persons froa
urnlsbug supplies to any pauper on his ac
; ount as wlthou this written order, he will paj
or no goods so furnished.
11akk* 8. Junks.

TMIE

a

made

by

assess*

Earthing.
——.

I'

JOHN F1LKIN8 & L|
STOCK BIKERS. I
92

STATE

BOSTON*

ST.,

1

SKMI Flllt

"Market Trend,” ieaued monthly.
"Market Letter," ieeued weekly.

valuations

of cities and

an increase.
The returns of local

were

railroad

in 1902 Is
$ #,2SC,775
lu 19<o was 19/>31.755

returns of

assessors

taxes

State

Moderate Margins.

towns

fCorrespondenoe Invited.

for the years 1900 and 1902. it will be seen
that nearly every item or class of property
shows

present year show

an

assessors

for

the

inerea-e in the value

of real estate for the two years of fl 1,974,568, of personal estate fl 910.567, a total of

fl3.S85.135.
The returns of
show

real

estate

approximately the

no

to what your money will
In vetted In tharct of the;

doubt

actual increa-e in

value, but the returns of personal estate
n t.
Maine is not exempt from the
general condition prevailing m nearly

earn

if

do

A

every state, wh ch is the apparent inability of assessors to reach all forms of property.

!j

The value of live stock for the two years
an Increase of f737,863,
money at
interest f 1 678.438. Btock in trade $637,697,

j

now

when you

reduce It

month. Monthly
every
and Interest together
payments
will
amount to but

stock

little more
than you are n«*w paying for
rent, and in about 10 years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A. w

a

long story published

In

Ellsworth

a
resident at Kalamazoo, Mich., or Tampa, Fla. It’s about
a resident o 1 Ellsworth and
given in Fllls-

worth’s
can

called

words.

own

Yuuuy

(Nahum

earn*.

I) ENTIST.
tfraduat*
laae of *7f>

of the

Philadelphia Dental Colleaa,

•rorricn m oiles* block, ellawokth
Closed Wednesday afternoons until further
octet.
1

I

j^

P.

BURNHAM,
ATTUKNEY

|

COUN8ELLUH AT LAW.
also prosecuting attorney for all classes

p

'nalons against the I’nlted States.
Bualness solicited.

Kllswokth,

No stronger proof

be had.

Mrs. Nahum

Bailey,
leading authority on

king. President.

H. GKKKLy,

j )u.

invest

not

particulars Inquire of
llLNKy vv. CuaiiMA*. Sec*v.
First Nat'l Bank Bldg.

l-notfBBumai

Testimony.

ate, you haven’t to go to some
other slate in tte Union to
prove it. It’s

ran borrow on your
a first mortgage and

•hares, give

companies’
$66 596, shipping
fll4,878, logs and lumber f364,871, wood
and
bark $70,456. musical instruments
$194,021, < arria^es $4,026, furniture $143 040.
tru**t

NEW SERIES

open, Shares, tl each; monthly
payments, tl per share.

WHY PAY RENT

shows

L. H.

o

Maim*.

BUNKER. Jr”
J'
ATTORNEY
AT LAW.
Young,
*HN E

The

Only

COUNTY

experiment

station at

Orouo dur-

ing the mouth of December:
on

tl.ClO.siS89

farmer), Birch Tree farm, Partridge Cove,
OFFICE* AT
he says the number
road, North Hancock. Me., says: “1 had bar harbor and blukhill, m».
will aim to guide tbe garden and countrymarked Bymptoins of kidney trouble lor
offlc*“
limit Ht. I CM-rtH
k.
home
maker
the
5lrP.?.rbor
through
practical
B
neblliffflce open Saturdays
difficulties from April to October. The years and suffered a great deal from it
doub e ie-ues are four times as large as despite the fact that 1 used a vast amount
the magazine was originally planned, and of medicine and
doctored. Just before 1
print more beautiful pages, advertising went to
Wiggb.’s drug store in Ellsworth
included, than any other magazine, be- lor Doan’s
Kidney Pills 1 had a very seCHUse the subject^ are more beautiful.
vere attack.
In (act my back was
aching
constantly, and il the twinges ol pain
The Weather for December.
which
occurred
always
when
1
is
Hti
abstract of meteoroFollowing
stooped or
logical observation at the Maine agricul- brought the least strain on the muscles of
editor, is a
horticulture, and
tbe

tural

Phis signature is

u

yvi
withIP**
legislature, lder

last

made

newspapers about

illustrated

by excellent pictures
half-tone plant.
This, with its large corps of local correspondents, its full corps of staff writers
at all principal points, its travelling cor
respondents, enables it to present every
3vent of interest promptly and in a very
attractive style. The Journal is at once a
are

terms

the

years, and the assessors believe the*-© lands
are to day worth the valuation they have

Si mug

of

pnMs&t

accordance

In

$#,619,021

as

j

3,072 99

.137,730 51
~

65

Beside this increase, the wild lands have
been reduced in Penobscot county by the
organization of the town of Miilinocket
$500,000, and in Aroostook county by Sheridan plantation, now* Ashland, $56 807.
Tnis class of property h*s advanced in
value rapidly during the past two or three

uu

list which is

large

30,000 CO

companies, telepbc
s
value of the wild and express companies,
trust companies and general
a view of bring-

Special attention is called to tbe LewisEvening Journal. It-* news, both locourse, the public spirited citizen always j cal and geue al, is always late, fresh and real estate of railroads
$222 815, of street
subscribes and pays in advance for his complete. Every event in Maine is fully railroads
I
$61,600, property exempted from
home paper.
The Lewiston Journal Is
reported at t he earliest pot-si Lie moment. taxation a decrease of $137,481.
Bank
designed to supplement the home paper, Besides the news of the A sociated Press, stock shows a otcreane of
$472,774, c >rpor
furnishing to readers the g neral State it has special CO'respondents, and by the
□ews as well as the news of the whole
use of the telegraph gives all tbe
happenfflcDirai.
world.
It has from year to year made ings of tbe State in each evening’s i-sue.
advances both in the methods of produc- The Journal coutains a history of to day
ing the paper and also in gathering newt, and not of yesterd y.
so that no publication offered to Maine
During tbe season of tbe legislature its
readers contains nearly so much matter of corespondent at Augusta will ketpthe
interest.
j reader fully posted in legislative proceed- This is Ellsworth Testimony and
Its plant, especially adapted to the pro- ings, giving each afternoon the proceedwill Stand Investigation.
duction of a first class paper, enables the ings of the day in full by telegragh.
The price of the daily is fti a y ar by
publishers to present each week just such
If yf,u doubt the
following and wish to
a paper as is
to cover the news msil, or 50 cents a month.
attention to its

sudden and terrible attack of

croup our little gtrl was unconscious from
strangulation, says A. L. Spafford, postmaster, Chester, Mich.
One
Minute
Cough Cure reduced the swelling and In-

i

McKinny.

the

1,960 18
1387 50

years of

two

in this State with
ing the State valuation of the H«me to a
just and full value, the assessors have devoted a large portion of the preaeut year
to that work, and as a result of their labors the value of wi'd lands, including
public lots, has been increased to the extent of $6,649,021, viz.:
lands

FORFEIT if we cannot forthwith produce the original letters and signatures at
testimonials, which will prove their absolute genuineness
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Man,
from

Showing increase in

come.

carefully investigate

above

Lewiston Journal.
i selected
The Lewiston Journal company at the offered.

1

gWOI

Incompliance with an order passed fy
the last legislature requiring the board to

FREE MEDICAL ADVICE TO WOMEN.
If there is anything in your case about which you would like
special advice, write freely to Mrs. Pinkham. Address is Lynn,
Mass. Her advice is free, ami her advice is always helpful.

The

62/00 00
9,787 68

15,813 42

j

Dear Mrs. Pinkham :— I feel it my duty to write and let you know the
good you and your Vegetable Compound are doing. 1 had been sick ever since
ray first baby was born, and at the birth of my second, my doctor, as well as
myself thought I should never live through it. After that menstruation never
I also had womb and
came regular, and when it came I suffered terribly.
A friend of ray husband's advised him to get Lydia E.
ovarian trouble.
At first I had no faith in it,
Pinkliiim’s Vegetable Compound for me.
but now nothing could induce me to he without it. Menstruation has become
woman.
Your medicine is a God-send to sufferregular, and I feel like a new
this letter will lead others to try Lydia E. Pinklian*8
ing women. I ho
Yours
Mrs. Mii/drkd McKinny, 28 Pearl
truly.
Vegetable Compound.
(March 16, 1901).
St., San Francisco, CaJ

Unconscious from Croup.

Darin*

til

22,663 34

I

_

yours,— Mrs. May Drown, 57 Grant Place, Chicago, 11L

How Mrs. Pinkham

he
a

our

638 45

panaed bythorough canvr 88688or8 have
where apparent.
have secured informatiJ’ke Htate, and
!
The total valuation of the State for the of 670 bridges of over
ini year 1902 is f352.228 897. Tbe total
cost, construction, agefjftn
J urease over the valuation of two years ago complete report of all>k€
is *15 529,248. This increase is made up as twined on this subject w *
| follows:
be rendered by the board ^
Total Increase of real ami |>ersonal
Bion of the legislature.
estate,
To the report i» append!
Total increase of wild lands ami
received the present year *
',648.0Jt towns and
public lands,
plantations ci tP
Total amount,
$15,5*2 *,24# schedules of all corporate

Honor to whom

honor is due.’ and you deserve both the thanks
and honor of the mothers of America whom you
have so hie sedlv helped and benefited. 1 have
used Lydia E. Pinkliain’s Vegetable Conipound when I would feel run-down, nervous
and irritable, or have any of the aches and pains
which but few women escape, and I have found
that it relieved me at once and gave me new
strength. Several ladies, members of our Literary Union, speak in the highest praise of your
Vegetable Compound, as they have been cured
from serious female troubles.
One lady,
who thought she must submit to an operation, was cured without using anything in
the world but Lydia K.Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound and Sanative Wash.
You have hosts of friends in Chicago, and

to

-igain from “A”,
appreciated vour sympathetic letters,

much

Ijr

of Christmas-

A.

It will be

Your

^

:

—

$323,933 81
12,817 78
16,919 90

corporations!

(new tax>.
Express companies,
Collateral lnherlta*ee
(estimated In part).
Telegraph com panic*,
Savings banks,

a

1902

j

General

The military fund for the support of the
national guard twill be increased from
f33,669.96 to *35,222.88, a.tgaln of f1,552.92.
In fact, the increased valuation will add
g eatl> to the universal valuation every-

Mrs. May Brown, of Chicago, III., says:

all; let us hrlp Aurt
make the column interesting and

happy year

is

two years to

and

Dear Aunt Madge and Sisters of the Column:
DU1 you think, because ol my long silence,
that 1 hail succumbed to the lit of the blues,
from which I was suffering when 1 wrote In
-ueh a woeful strain some time ago? Perhaps I
ought not to have written such a melancholy
letter, but I can’t say I am sorry I did, forotheiwlse I should have missed the many expressions
of sympathy and also the pleasure of knowing
tne Identity off Aunt Madge who sent me a personal letter with a kind Christmas remembrance.
But real y 1 did feel tired and almost discouraged and could not help asking myself: '‘Did It
pay ?” 1 do not intend again to come so near to
overworking myself, for I have no desire for
No. 2 to have an easy life spending what I have
helped to earn. And It was not my “John’s”
fault that 1 worked so hard last summer, for he
did not wish me to, but when I eaw so much to
be done It was hard to let It go.
And now I wish to say a word to “Mildred”.
I cau sympathlze(wlth you In your loneliness
for I too have felt that n y arms were empty, and
I would advise all who mourn the absence of
little ones in their borne, to do as 1 have done.
Adopt one who has no home, and there are so
many little suffering ones In the world that I
telt as if 1 must give a comfortable, happy home
to one, and have been fully repaid in the pleas'
ure and comfort we take In our little one. She
is such a merry, laughing little-maiden, and we
have many a hearty laugh over her cunning
a

w

added to the mill tax for the benefit of the public schools for each of the

aeknowkdge with giaf.tude also.

ways.
1 wish

such is the

nearly f16,000

of

gain

A

will be

boys and girls daring the new year on
which we have just entered?
Will Mrs. Dieter please accept many
thanks for the pretty gifts which came
saftly to me from her distant home in
Minnesota?

Yet

1900
railroads,
railroads,
163,8,3 IS
Telephone eomjanlea 6,517 83
Palace ears (new tax* 11,030 46
Trust and luinklrg I
companion (new taxi
Steam
Street

splendid showing aud one
which the people of the State will be glad
to welcome. Through its means fl5,529.25

The current of

not.

assessors’ report.
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industrious

work—whether

e

report.

our

have not been

we

lncrea

not

000 in the
hole State is shown by
the figures incorporated In the complete

threads of

our

au

was

propebhows

S91 as per atscssot largest, being f234,The amounts opiums,
porations, etc,, to|®8 assessed on corare as tollowl:
, years 1900 and 1902,

valuation for

the
show

several million, but It

fact.

gather up the
industry.

to

Aroostook con
the largest inin
state, vir., f2,53°f any county in the
livestock is also "I, and its Increase 1n
crease

ft very two years he assessors make a new
valuation of the State. In 1900 the total
Iii• of »ll the property In the State was

valuation of the

and

Jf

tion-wbefeaalbt-of the State valua13 per cent. beli* years ago it was over

gover
be printed for public distribution,

soon

the

Night”.
Qui* Box.
[Any question may be asked that pertains to any phase of Christian Endeavor
work.
Address Lock Box 674. Binghamton. N. Y.]

[ AVnnrftee Jowmalj

With every day
To wake and say,
Thank God for work and light'
And when at last
The day 19 past,
Thank God for rest and night'

work

ASSESSORS.

anticipated that when all the figures were tabulated such a splendid increase would
l>e shown as is evident from a perusal of

over

decrease of

a

an

of
The annual report of the State board
aBsessois for the year 1902 has been prenor and council and will
sented to the

of

Friends:
Now that the holidays ate
pose we shall settle down to

classified,

Their returif
aggregate 4r the present year show
000,000 nearer l‘Hon of more than ffi,fore, thus briipate valuation than betheir returns to within
less than 5y,

YEARS—REPORT

OF 8TATE

This is to find
Sweet peace of mind;
To know life’s precious worth;
God’s gifts to take
And with them make
A paradise of earth!
—“Frank Leslie's” for January.

the

PLEASING

Labor and rest.
These are the best
Blessings that Heaven gives;
And happy he
Who makes them be
His gladness while he lives.

Dear

»t

credk

Urdat

THE PAST TWO

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American.
Ellsworth, Me.

we

THE

IS

THIS

Wferrosif
mjffoiftexr

communications, and its success depends large
ly on the support given it lu this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

|82.4ii'5.

ana tkwns foldao the assessors of cities
VALUATION INCREASED NEARLY
and wWk thef® able and efficient aid
SIXTEEN MILLIONS.
especially tlv-e given In tbe past, and
Che case during the last
two tears.
RECORD OF

MADGE”.

EDITED BY “AUNT

stock/--

at Ion

WEALTH.

MAINE'S

Number of clear days..
Number of fair days..
Number of cloudy days. ..14
! Total precipitation as water.4.74 Inches
Average for same mouth for34 years..3.87 inches

my back were not
in some ol my

more
excruciating than
previous attacks, they occurred so often that
they were a positive
nuisance. A tew days after I
commenced
the treatment relief
followed, and a continuation for some time so
strengthened
">v

Temperature.

m

Average for the month.ll.ut*
forjsame month for 34 years.9042*
Highest, December 22
63*
Highest for same mouth for 34 years.60.6*
Lowest, December 7
—20*
Lowest for same month for 34 years.—36 3*
Average of warmest day.
40*
Average of coldest day.

a-

Average

kidneys

cache

and

purified them that the

Paper.
THE AHERICAN.

ceased.

My sou Ralph can just
emphatically endorse Doan’s Kldnev3

P lls.”
* >ld for 50 cents
F osier-Milburn

a
box by all deal's
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole

agents for the United States.
■
Remember the name,
Doan’s, and take
no substitute.

Subscribe
For It.

.......-r7"

I he following fur bearing amm-l-

^'ftue of

-V

AT AUUI;

^

oo»|

BIRDS—NUfl
BUNTEKW

IT1NQ

THE NUD6E
MINING COMPANY

tiunterM and

"'per-*:
fisher, seVcmiy-eigut; marten.
y-one; mink, 263; skunk, thirteen;
ukrat. ninety-seven; fox, 121; hear.

rOrlgrinal.3
Silas

“Thirty-two marketmen were license >
this year.
Reports have been receive*’
from all but twelve of them. They rep >ri
having bought and sold at retail to then

Wetter

presented

ha* been

<^4l

Folloarlni

council.
“Tbe year 1902
activity 1» tbl"
previous year, alij
tblrtyflve yearn al
come to Maine to 4
and to bunt our

J

local

virtue of their

any
? 4 about

censes, 130

pie have
'/. ft nation

“The number of licensed tsxldermlsts
holding commissions at the present tftm

bltf K«me

is

customers, by

forty.

five
•v.rtment

of

simple farmer. One evening the drummer. being asked in the rotunda of the
hotel where Silas was staying. 4 Who’s
your country-Jake friend?” replied:

li-

*»eer.

Reports
these

received
show

‘‘That fellow? That’s Pinkerton's crack

thirty

from

that

they

detective. lie’s on the track of some
big rascality. What do you think of
his makeup?”
A man sitting near heard the words,
started and walked quickly away.
That night, as Silas was going to
bed, there was a knock at his door, and

Iibv*

has !

mounted, during the past year, the foi
/sar* until it ; lowing specimens:
Moose, one; moom
than In any prevl^
t one ot thei heads, 270; deer, twenty tour; deer head-,
“The work off
1,246; bear twenty-eight: fox, twenty
steadily (frown
of one skilled seven; lynx, twelv.; birds and small
now require* tb flfj,
cal help a por- animals, 1,722; fisn, 425.
commissioners
“Thirteen hold commissions st the
of the time, tbai
i„_ 1 IIIIM IIUUI UiC UlllUC
present time to take birds, &c., fot
clerk, and also
ettei*, or an average scientific purposes.
Reports have beei
lion of the tlm
A ^artful ! received from ten showing that ninety
dally.
T f
“There have
w^«er. m«ded, to whom eight birds and ninety-six sets of birds'
d„,„ tbey»

tjp|,

followed the knock.
“I'm on to your game,” he said.
“Reckon l- don’t understand you.
stranger,” said Silas astonished.
“I know what you’re here for. It’s
a certain mining
company.”
“Well?” exclaimed Silas, with eyes
and mouth open.
“You Can’t fool me with that farmer
business. You’re a Pinkerton man out
here to look after us fellows who are
getting up the Mudge Mining company. Now, you’re off your base. The
thing isn’t a swindle at all, but a bona
a

1

recotd

‘doof
record

e*<
c

>...

h«.

*en

f

H

accurate and
“Regular r
rI

Ornate,
_j|

b(J,lneM of

expected

Jfwicoa under

lhe
to

under the

which they

[»*‘JScd

|

AiiKICI L r IT BA I,

i

to work.
*or lhe ke*ter protec- I
2*
in t he State, and the!
Ilk loutpme
v?ffl Hah on the apawnlng I
itsi

widespread

pLCK, jp State,the well
last
aB

as

attention

!

in

j

neigh-

CuMuring

oer,

year,
much discussed by

rrt

hcatetfally.

The

tiehills arden

service

need

of

our

to

be

vu I finceded, if we are to retain
her Otie in any sutlioient quantities

and of

sportsmen, or to
whose
people,
lican.:■nuallv Increases, who go a
at-U>r obtain a livelihood out of our
visiting

Cla

satisfy

our

work iut< rests.

I

liar stations located as follows:
Heft of. ake, Hast Auburn, Monmouth,

ft lorop,
ft

Moose head Lake and

llton

ft .ed, with

a

a

public

In the

ft planted

Caribou,

quarter of tlsh were
loss of 11 per cent., and

and

the

waters of

during the past year.
The commissioners have expended

appropriation by

he

t

5,000.

SPORTSMEN INCREASING.

people have

“More

come

to Maine this

to fl*h and to hunt and to

ear

on

the year f22 560.94*
the Htate of

for

hatcheries

se

t of

cation

than

before in

ever

A

>f the Htate.

careful
It

results.

is

the

of

made, and it shows

date has been

urprising

spend a vahistory

the

canvass

shown

some

that

different persons have come Into
territory of the rtiate to spend

be inland

of

sort

ome

vacation.

extended

an

Vrnong these were 3,240 hunters to hunt
he big game of the Htate.
“From returns from those who actually
•ntertained these people it is shown that
II 371,201 were expended by them in
of
he Htate for hoard alone, exclusive
vbat they paid for railroad fares, steamboat and electric railroad fares, team hire,
{hides, or purchases
• hops.
It Is believed that
estimate
cave
it

the

more

most

be

that
each,

than

conservative
visitors

mi

average,
of
them

some

f&0 a day,

and

a

good

many oi luem speuu several luuutianu
dollars each year. It will be seen, there-

fore, that they leave from f6 000,000 to
112 000 000 with us annually.
“l'ueae figures do not represent the
tAalamouut. Tiie real amount is much
larger,

It

as

was

impossible to persuade

everyone to give the uesircd Information.
It la understood most certainly.
dud
“The
commissioners
f0,381 322

in
camps, summer cottages,
hotels, steam ano electric boats,
j
row boats and canoes.
Surely a wonderful and surprising showing of facts.
1

“The number of guides registered was
1,801, of which nineteen were non-residents. They report having guided 4,121 !

residents; resident hunters, 1,009; nonresidents, 9,199; non-resident hunters,
3,252; total number of dajs guided, 78,171
at 03.50 p-r day— f27i 595. The number of

total

a

of

moose

reported

401.

“Guides report that parties they have
guided killed 6,070 deer; they also report
2,489 deer having been killed by parlies
employing no guides. Reports received
from 200 towns, from the town clerks
and postmasters, towns w here there are
no guides to get reports from, show’ that
2,000 deer were killed in these towns,
tamp proprietors report as legally killed
•

id

lu

consumed

So that

we

have

a

their camps 303 deer.
total

of

10,862

deer

re-

ported legally killed.
“It ia impossible to estimate accurately
the

number

of

deer

legally

killed

of

record, or the number
of deer illegally killed.
Estimates, however, from those best qualified to judge,
do not place the number at less than
10,000. The conclusion seems to be irresistible that at least 20,000 deer have been
killed in tne State of Maine the prtseut
which

we

have

no

year.
Many good judges and close
observers place the number much higher
than this.
“Twenty out of the sixty-nine licens»d
having
hunters and trappers report

Qae BudMd Dalian ft Bo*
the value H. A. Tisdale, Hummerton, 8.
C., places on DeWitt’s Witch Hazrl Salve.
Ue sa>s: “1 had the piles for 20 years. I
tried many doctors and medicine*, bat all
failed except DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve.
It cared me.’’ Wiggin * Moobk.
is

Jes

I

Yet

ing to call it?”
"That is a matter requiring some
thought,” responded the eminent medical specialist. "I have decided upon
three or four
a name so far ns the first
have not
syllables are concerned, but
to clasmade up my mind yet whether
‘osis.’ ’’—Chicasify it as an ‘itis' or an
go Tribune.

so.

brought

us

n

eaduw-bloom

and

Kr

count
Aseum-1 hear that French
met abroad is
your wife and daughter

visit you.
Riehman—Yts; I believe be is.
lessons,
Ascum—Better take French

going

to

hadn't you?
I got a
Bichman-Oh. I’m fixed.
to say, "Sorprofessor to teach me how
to
but I have made It n rule
Plain Dealer.
lend money.”—Cleveland
never

j

“i can have it certified.”
“Don’t want nothin' certified. Gimme
the bills.”
The promoter went to the bank himself and brought back twenty-five one
Silas put one
thousand dollar bills.
hand on the pile and with the other

signed the papers.
"Silas Mudge!” exclaimed the pro-

moter.
“Jes’ so.”
Silas shoved the bills into his capacious pocket and moved toward the
A Word Too Much.
to
attention
door, leaving the promoter gnping after
She-You’re not paying
him.
May Koxley nowadays.
much
too
The stock of the Mudge Mining comHe-No; she had entirely
pany went on the market at par and
to say to suit me.
gradually sank to nothing, 200,000
said "No."-Washington I shares having been disposed of at an
The promoters made
average of $45.
Star.
I a handsome thing, the public were
__
to buy is dear gulled and Silas Mudge was content
Friendship you have
News.
with the sale of his patrimony.
at any price.—Chicago
“I s’pec’ the galoot what pretended
Usee
of
to be me,” said Silas, “was one of the
‘•Little Cold." neglooted—thousand*
No.
way
Or. Wood1*
saerlilcet every year.
company.”
big cold*
T*ne Syrup cure* little cold*—cures
MABEL ELIZABETH HOVEY.
consumption.
of
Jove to the very verge
rv

H^Tyes;"be

too,
Adv!-

when he revisited America,
u>ed to question each man introduccd to him

I>rv milling-j l
nnd lumps of frozen rushes
Are a I n <t in inbl to m* p,i ting ire id;
From e.oi.i.ige windows win re tne home light
flu-lies
X face lo »ks out, no la-t f trewel' Is a Id.

f,J}re

>

Bare

wall

th
rose-,

are

win

■>

blushe«l

re

his

garden

lag ed,
spU'ii

Unit

when
or.

he

shone

with

lavish

come to

me

’*

2

zee happy man!*'
But u hen the reply was in
the negative, tl c wily frier.d
ot America would give the a-ton is lied
bachelor k hand a

?

squeeze,

rule I is own,
pi
tilompiimt
That h miik no., ii of Ids gia<«- woul-i rentier
To me, a t.pp lam, on ms bounty thrown
■\

married ?

g

the stranger answered
“Yes,” the dear old Frenchman would exclaim :

(“O

Qo» e with ihe beam * of die Summer morning,
Tin it lea my 1 rili tie-a f ranis-ed d.-ys.
file
sky’- f«dl ul*»r> ami ihe aril’s adorning,
dune’s rosy lulu and Autumn’s nnlliw haze.
I

you

|

If

nil bare the tree boughs,
swaying o’er the
law n;
The grnp tiling lattice in^t a l«isf d! closes;
A ml i.o late wat- ner sighs that he is gone :—

chuckling :

**Lucky dog! Lucky dogI**
It is

la id and proffered, without stint or measii re.
The uimost that my daring words could crave

just

the

same

g

i

p

p

way with

He

With fml

arms

[jjase&Sanbcrg l

clo-lng round each hoarded

IT' a-ure,

My 1 p

forgot

bless the tmnd that gave.
He mad* the evening ».l id, ihe sunrise gohlen,
\ini
ii xi-ienc** richer il’H' hecame;
Y* t rcarce y finds my -pblt. thu beholden.
The lime to weave liI cnapl t in his name.
lo

Coffses.

■

■

klugl giver. ol I and uiialtt nde l,
Tin wm Id’- p or gratitude l- not for thee;
lll-ave* uii-u g the reign so nearly ended,
And turns lo hail the king Unit Is to !>e.
—Mrs. Abba Ooold Woolson.

i)

No matter which kind you get,
you are both happy and lucky.

g

BliAMJ”
Iti 1-lb. and 2-lb. Tin Cans (air fight).
Other high grades in riclily colored
parchment bags (moisture proof).

g

**

fi

SEAL

g

MAKKKT9.

RLLMtohlH

WEDNESDAY, January 7, 1903.
KA1NK

LAW

RKOARDING

WRIGHTS

AND

RTTteuy To caribou.

MRASCRRS.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 6t
>ounop, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shai
weigh 7(* bounds.
1 he standard weight of a bushei of potatoe*.
good order and tit for shipping, is 60 pou“ds:
A

d

mpples,

44

pounds

The standard weight of a bushel of oeans li
and lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds
Of wheat, beets, ruta-bag:: 'urnlps and peas, 6<
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 60 pounds; or parsnips,46 pounds.
n»iri»M ann buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement
1 u< prices quoted below are the retail prices
it Ellsworth
Farmers can easily reckon from
then-wti.it they are likely to receive In tradi
treash for their products.
-rood order

Country Produce,
Rutter.

Dairy and creamery butter are both In good
sopp y. Dairy butter Is still firm and high. We
quote:
Creamery per lb..28 §30
Dairy..8 §30
Cheese.
Best factory (hew) per tb.16fll8
Best dairy (new).16
Dutch (Imported).Of
06
Neufcbatel.
Kgg».

Eggs are scarce ami high, and demand con
tlnnesgood. The supply is better, and lower
prices are anticipated.
Fresh laid, per <toz.33§35
(June eggs, perdoz.28
Poultry.*

Poultry Is In good supply.
18 §22
Chickens.
Fowl.lb
Turkeys. 26
20
Ducks.
Geese.20

One

Winnowings of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
Nathan M. French, for twenty years
postmaster at South Chesterville, is dead
as

the result of

sleigh. He
leaves

a

was

Spinach, pk
beans, qt
Squash,

20

10
03

String

Beans—per qt—
Yellow-eye

12
10

p**r.

Celery, bunch

15

Fruit.

Pineapples,
Apples, pk

15

§25 Oranges, doz

.35 §.45
25 §30
10

20 Lemons, doz
] Cran uerries, qt
•Groceries.
*<*no 1?* due to the Increased
The rise In
demand for 1* »or fuel purposes.
Rice, per tt>
.06§.08
Couee—per tb
.16 §.25 Pickles, per gal .45§.t!5
Rio,
’■‘>5 Olives, bottle
.26§.75
Mocha,
36
Java,
Vinegar—per gal—
.20
Pure elder,
Tea—per tb—
.05
.45§ 65 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
.04
.30 § 65 Oatmeal, per tb
Oolong,
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Sugar—per tt—
.04
.05 * Graham,
Granulated,
.04
CoTTee—A A B, .05*4 Rye meal,
.05 Granulated meal,lb 02X
Yellow, C

There are no changes in prices.
Coa —per ton—
Wood—pei cord
Broken,
Dry hard, 6OO368O
3 00 g5 0C
Sto\e,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
Nut,
100$125
Blacksmith's
5 00
Buttings,

10 00
In 00
10 00

1000
7 0#

Flour, <Jr»ln ami Feed.
Corn i» now arriving; one car load is here,
The price Is
and another Is expected to-day
high, but a dr p to normal conditions is looked
We quote:
lor at au early day45
oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
4 25$5 25
Short*—bag— 1 10$ 1 15
1 25
1 50 Mixed reed, bag
Corn, 100 tb bag
150 Middlings, bag
Corn meal, bag
1.85 31.45
1 50
Cracked corn,

Two Dollars’ Worth of Freedom.
“Ef you please, sub,” said the colored
citizen to the lawyer, “I wants erbout |2
wuth er freedom.”
“W bat do you mean by |2 worth of

freedom?”
“I wants ter break ’way, suh—ter cat
de grit f’um beah ter
loose—ter hit
happiness—ter feel des lak 1 felt w’en
freedom fu«t broke out!”
“Oh, want a divorce, do you?”
“list’s it, sub—full freedom papers!”
“That,” explained the lawyer, “will
cost you iu the neighborhood of foO
“En ter think,” the colored citizen
muttered as he walked sadly away, “hit
only cost me fl fer a license ter get into
trouble, en dey charge me intrust on it
ter git out!”—Atlanta Constitution.

||
tiy
jtf
fl!]|
||
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building at Brownmillinery and general
store by Mrs. J. A. Jones, was entirely
destroyed by tire last Wednesday morning. The loss is $1,200; insured for f800
Edwin M. Knight, a painter of RockThe

story and

viile, occupied

half

a

as a

[Ijjj

Ujl
JHjj
pfljj

TRUE’S

FI

land, while at worK on a roof last Wednesday, slipped on the snow and fell to the
ground. He struck on his head and died
from the Injuries at night.
Mr. Knight

,

■
m

B
|U|]
II
B
iTk
y

sixty years of ago.
Thursday, Jan. 1, liquor fines in the
Knox supreme judicial court, amounting to about $12,000 were paid, the largest
was

B

tni

history of the country.
Justice Spear doubled the fine for single
sale, fixing it at $200 and costs with an
alternative of four months in jail.
A

y■

PIN WORM

elixir
Is the best worm remedy made. It has been
In use
1M51, is purely vegetable,harmless itn<leffectual. Where no wonnsni-eiiresent it acts as a Tonic, and corrects the condltion of the mucous membmneof the atomach and bowels. A positive cure for Const!nation ami Biliousness, and a valuable rcm“dyinall the common eompbiintsof «diildien Priee3T» cts. Ask yourdniKffiRt foritl>e. J. r. TKCF. A oil.. Auburn. Me.
Special ireatmeiii/pr Tape Worms. Free pamphlet.

amount in the

half dozen

liquor

dealers will go to

day’s

Landlord Paul

duration.

known

New

throughout

ownership

who

England,

Dyspepsia
Digests

whs
suc-

grandfather in the

of the hotel

is

which

country and is claimed
to have entertained Lafayette during *
Paul

was

un-

formerly

and

one

of

Maine’s

most

The material is

to

interior wails of

be

used

said

is

Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache, Gastralgia Crampsand
all other results of imperfect digestion.
Price 50c. ami 51. Large size contains SH time*
small slie. Book al I about dyspepslamailedfre*
Prepared by E. C. DeWITT A CO.. Chicago.

to

spreading.

to

line

Cure

stantly relievesand per.nanently cures
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,

ac-

democratic politicians, is just finishing the legal papers for the formation of a
milliou-dollar corporation for the manudisfacture of a fire-proof material, a
tive

covery by Mr. Hausou, which
be a sure preventive of fire

JJIji

aut
can

Belfast,

Hanson, ex-mayor of

F.

kill
■

WB

gans. It is the latest discovereddigesfc.
and tonic. No other preparation
approach it in efliciency. It In-

married.
E.

I III

B
B
nin

Itartiticially digests thelood and aida
Nature in strengthening and reconstructing the exhausted digestive or-

the oldest in the

Mr.

B
■

what you eat.

of

one

H

[JljJ

Kodol

jail.

W. J. Paul, aged fifty-seven years, proprietor of Paul’s hotel, South Berwick,
died Thursday after an illness of only a

visit to this count ry.

Vegetables.
Sauer kraut Is a dainty that may now be
b night in this market; 8c p r tb.
We quote
01 %
25 Turnips, lb
Potatoes, pk
lb
S potatoes,lb
01 >4
02>£ §<'3 Beets,
01
03
Cabbage.
Onions,
t>5 Carrots, tb
Spanish onions,
01>$
05 Parsnips, Tb
03
Lettuce,

Hundreds of Children and adults
have worms but are treated for B
The symptoms
other diseases.
■ are:—indigestion, with a variable ■
appetite; foul tongue; offensive B
breath; hard and full belly with oc- M
casional griplugs and pains about B
the navel; eyes heavy and dull; mB
B itching of the nose; short, dry
cough; grinding of the teeth; start- B
■ ing during sleep; slow fever; and
ffm often in children, convulsions,

widow.

§12

18

jjjf
M

being thrown from his
seventy-two years old and

ceeded his father and

Loose.10
Baled.

Worms

Week’s

Hay.
Best loose, per ton.
12 §14
Baled.18
Straw.
No loose straw on the market.

The promoter gave the supposed deOH—per gal—
gal—
tective a curious parting glance, as Molasses—per
.55 §.60
.36
Linseed,
Havana,
13 §15
.50
Kerosene,
though he wondered at his motive for* Porto Rico,
.60
Syrup,
keeping up his country character, then
Lumber ami Building Materials.
left him.
! 25
Spruce,
Lumber—per M—
125
When the promoter entered his office
llgl3 Hemlock.
Hemlock,
12 $13 Clapboards—per M
Hemlock
boards,
the next morning at 10 o'clock, Silas
12316 Extra spruce, 24326
Spruce,
had been waiting for him three hours.
Si-nice floor,
16g20 Spruce, No. 1, 17gl8
12 315 Clear pine,
35g60
Pine,
The papers were ready.
Extra pine,
Matched pine,
35360
15g20
“Send these papers to Silas Mudge,” Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
2.00
2 75
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
said the promoter, “and when they’re
.04 3-06
2 35 Sails, per tb
clear,
"
1 50
1 85 Cement, per cask
2d clear,
presented here, duly executed, we’ll de95
165 Lime, per cask
extra one,
liver the stock.”
7 $11
1 25 Brick, per M
No.
'•
Silas took the papers and studied
.75 White lead, pr tb .05 3.0
scoots,
Provisions.
them for a lung while.
Finally he
Steak is lower; the best cut- are now selling
asked:
f«»r 2 e, against the recent ruling price'of 3 c.
“Hev you got the stock ready?”
The I test roasts can now be had for 20c. Pork
cht ps are up again to 15c.
“it’s In that safe.”
Pork, tb.
Beet, tb:
“Git it out."
la
.15 8.25
Steak, tb
Steak.
"liut you don't expect us to deliver
13
IO3.2O
Chop,
Roasts,
.08
Pigs’feet,
.(’8q-10
Corned,
it till you produce Mudge’s receipts?”
16 3.20
18
Ham, tier tb
Tongues,
“Git it out.” repeated Silas.
.13
Shoulder,
.00308
Tripe,
18
I'.acou,
The promoter brought out the stock. Veal:
Salt
12 3*18
20
Steak,
“What'll you give fur it in cash?"
12 g 15
Lard,
Roasts,
.103.15
“Cash?
Why, let mo see—50 per Lamb:
05
Tongues, each
cent of par."
10 $20
Lamb,
“I’ll take it.”
Fr**«h Fish.
The supply of fresh tl-h Is limited. Cod and
The promoter, still believing that
We quote
tt»
for some purpose of his own the sup- haddock are lc per higher.
Ofl
06 Haddock,
Cod,
20
posed detective was keeping up his Halibut,
It 318 Clams, qt
tb
26
Lobster*,
check
a
13
drew
of
Smelts,
character
countryman,
12
Finnan Haddle,
for $25,000.
40
ny niers, qt
want
the
I
that.
“Don’t want
Fuel.

money.”
He Needed.

B LAFAYETTE i

And hit if song- ear ling ihe hear ns through;
Vow not n |iir< o bl l« flu'ler- a* hep s*« s.
Nor si»> s one tm ush to hymn a weetadb u.

__

All

atibirtiBfmmtB.

The Departing Year.
He c.me, he

the

buildings and it is said

that it will confine the fire to the

room

it

starts in and thus
of

a

prevent the destruction
The corporation will be

building.

under the laws of Maine.
A burning desire to fill a high place, to
do something unusual to attract public
attention, to do that which must be
accomplished with tremendous strain and
stress of the faculties—a straining ai*er
effect—this morbid ambition is one of the
curses of the age—Success.

Bargen—Yes,

ray

wife’s

quite

Cream Balm la placed Into the nostrils, spread#
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief ie Immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—doe#
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at
4
gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New, York.]

happy

over

this morning. Ascum—I heard she was
suff“ring from the grip. Bargen—She has
it, but she is not suffering. She bought
for 32 cents
a 50-cent bottle of medicine
some

—

Arranged.
"You have discovered a new disease,
have you, doctor? What are you go-

by parties they guided was
235. The number they reported as having
been killed
by parlies employing no
guides, 117. Tue uuinbei of mooae reported to the office as illegally killed was

killed,

day.”

Our
practice in feeding
been for the past four or
t his s» shod, and later,
at
feed
five years to
wo feeds of
hay p *r day, or a total of
and for
eighteen to twenty-two pounds,
grain two and one-half to three pounds
cottonof bran and about three pounds
If the hay contains
seed or gluten meal
a considerable amount of clover, nearly
a
balanced ration results, except an oversupply of fats, and tms is nearly always
ttie case with any ration. The results
have been fairly satisfactory.
N. B. Young & Son.
Terminal Not

moose killed

lo9, making

“Jos’ so.”
“Come to my office tomorrow and 1
will have a deed ready to be signed,
also a receipt for the stock.
Mudge
will have to agree not to sell any of his
stoek till the 1st of January, when
ours goes on the market, and then only
at the rate of a thousand shares a

I.AMOiNK

invested

GUIDES WANTED.

attorney.”

rni cn cows has

summer

MORE

llaucock

stuff- and wet it in winter with hot water,
and feed it warm, after giving hay. i
feed at morning, noon and night with
hay, and night and morning with grain.
The more regular the hours-of feeding ttie
F. P. COLE.
better.
Deer Isi.e— In t his vicinity Jersey cows
most
are considered the
profitable, lie
market being fwr butler, and t lie byproducts are used for raising calves or
has been a shortage
pig*. This year there
in milk and butter, owing to the fact that
fall on account
last
many cows were sold
of the high prices of hay; consequently
this year good milch cows are scarce and
The tendency
I command a good price.
will be to increase the stock the coming
I year. For feed 1 give the best hay that I
two quarts of
(•mii get, with a ration of
mixed feed and two quarts of middlings
at miking
tue
with
a
dav.
hay,
‘twice
inn'. It makes lime diflrence as to
is
If
food
given at the
tune of feeding,
K. 8. Warren.
name time each day.

and

stores

these
on

ludeed,

Htate.

ipend

a

flGO

would

at least

at -the

man

nue transaction,
me only weak spot
in it is the Mudge property, which isn't
worth $10 an acre. The other properSouth PKNOBSOOT—I commence in the
ties are nil right. We got our deed to
fall end feed my slock ai just such a tiim
as
near
as
I
Hud
that
every nay.
possible.
the Mudge land from a rascal who
regularity is one of the best tblngs to
He fooled us
personated file heir.
1 feed three umemake stock contented.
beautifully. But we don't want any
a day, and water twice a day, giving t hem
what they will eat up clean. If I am feedsuspicion cast on our company, and
ing grain, 1 feed it the first thing in the we’re ready to do the right thing about
moruing, as it glvea them a better appe
tlte for the hay or corn fodder.
My grain this Mudge property.”
“How much did you pay for it?”
is all ground Hne and I feed it dry. I cui
my corn fodder about one inch long and
“Five hundred dollars.
We had to
give it at night, and they eat it up clean.
have it to carry our ore through.
In feeding sheep, I give them good hay
night and morning and at noon an armful There is no other exit for a road from
of straw scattered around the yard on the
our other property. What we’re afraid
snow.
This they will pick up quite clean
of is that if the transfer of the Mudge
if it la not all eaten 1 rake up what is left
property to xm in a fraudulent manner
and use It for bedding. After they com
becomes known it will prevent our
mence to drop tiieir lambs 1 feed them a
small amount of grain. 1 depend on good
floating the stock of our company.”
hay, cut early, for uiy stoek, and 1 Hud t be
“You mean you're ready to pay me
stock compares well with that of my
neighbors who feed quite an amount of somethin’ fur goin’ back home an’ mak
iu' no investigashun.”
grain and do not give th* ir stock proper
N. F. Norton.
care.
“We’ll take you in on the ground
8 EDO WICK— My experience in feeding
floor if you can engage that the real
stock is that you must find out the needs
Mudge heir, whom I suspect you repreof t be animals you are feeding, as some
sent, will give 11s a quitclaim deed to
rt quire more than
others and diff rent
rations.
I feed three times a day with
his property.
There’s $3,000,000 of
i
good hay, giving coarse fodder for them stock, ail of which we own.
We’re
have eaten the
to pick over after they
to put $100,000 of it on the marhay. For gram I feed corn meal and bran going
ket at a dollar a share. We’ll give you
bran to my
to my cows, and cats and
young stock. 1 think oats the nest feed
$50,000 more stock for the same purI
that you can give to growing stock.
j pose.”
think stock can be overfed ss well as
|
Mudge was no fool. He thought for
A. 11. Dority.
underfed.
1 some time anil
finally closed with the
I have had no experienc*
BrookI.IN
man.
A contract was drawn, a notary
w.lb bugs. Have found Hungarian grass
bui
umvb
i.eVtr
teed
for
an excellent
cows,
! was routed out of his bed and all was
been able to gel a crop, or yield per acre,
made complete.
sufficient to make it profitable to raise. !
“I see.” said the promoter, glancing
Corn fodder I prefer to feed while green,
as it ts seldom that the weather will perover tlie paper, “that you have put
mit of its being dried enough to sto?e
everything in the name of the heir.”
awsy without danger of spoiling. I have
“Jos’ so.” replied Silas.
sometimes dried it but always felt that 1
“Well, then, he'll have either to call
lost by so doing. In feeding hay I have
never
practiced weighing, but always for the stock or send you a power of
other
feed
meal
or
imanure
middlings,

more

seems

BIT LLKTIN.

Interesting; Letters from
County Farmers.

*

|fflted

them

“The commissioners
take
strong
ground in favor of a non-resident liceus.
law for hunting big gsme.”

«nd

well attended

Aft

by

during

many
meetlngii,
fcbc commissioners

f»o

ij]4>

1

nests and eggs have been taken
the past year.

a

the hay had to be got In and the fruits
shipped, and it was three months before Silas started.
In Denver he fell in with a drummer
who was inclined to make game of the

each.

The report of the
land flaberlee and k<

Madge,

farmer, hearing that
an uncle had died in Colorado and had
left him a small mining property, concluded to go out and look after it. But

“The number of registered dealers In
deer skins was thirty four.
Twenty
seven of these have
reported buying 2,0b0
deer skins. Average price paid fifty cents

protection*

better
GAME

as

fenty-two; sable, forty-eight; otter,
•tenteen;
raccoon,
lyx,
eighteen;
eight; other small animals, thirty five

annual HEl'OIir
and game

their licenser,

Drug-'

time ago, and she was beginning to
use it
never have a chance to

Dr. Emmons’

fear she’d

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There i* positively no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
from
Longest and most obstinate irregularities
any cause relieved immediately. Successguaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or inter-

Stupa th* Cough and Work* ‘'ff th*- Cold
Laxative ftTuino Quinine Tablets cure a cold
In one day. No Cure, no Pay Price 2ft cents.

aiibrrtisnnmtj.

fere nee with work. Have n lieved hundreds of
cases where others have flailed. The most difficult cases successfully treated by mail,and ben-

Baby Suffered Awful From
Constipation
I wish to thank you very much for the
good LAXAKOLA has done for my little
She Is only
niece, Marlon Lurllne Bass.
two and one-half years old, and has suffered something awful from constipation.
She has never had what you would call a
Sometimes we w’ere
natural movement.
almost afraid of convulsions, it hurt her so
much, and she would be so frightened.
She Is awful pleased to think it doesn't
hurt her now, and she will take LAXAWe are pleased to
KOLA without a fuss.
think It helped her so much.
MRS. ORA MOFFATT,
Gorham, N. £1,

j

i1
I

J

/

eficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
ri-k whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further pari Iculars and free confidential advice. Do not nut off
Re.
too long. A11 letters truthfully answered.
member, this remedv Is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively leave*
no alter ill effect upon the health. Sent by mail,
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should bo
W. EMMONS CO., 170 Treregistered. DU. J.Mass.
mont St., Boston,
«

<

CURED BY LAXAKOLA
LAXAKOLA is the only remedy that
It tastes good.
should be given to babies.
Children like It and ask for it.
Absolutely
pure, being entirely vegetable. Its gentle
yet
speedy action commends Itself to
mothers of ailing, fretful babies.
A single dose of LAXAKOLA often relieves the Infant sufferer by moving the
bowejs and thus removing the cause.
LAXAKOLA will keep the bowels open
and the stomach In healthy, active condition, and Its tonic properties will keep
the little folks healthy, hearty and happy.
You get
It costs less than other laxatives.
more for your money and smaller doses
are necessary.
At druggists. 25r. and 50c., or free bsit?1*
of THFi LAXAKOLA CO., 45 Vesey street.
New York._
m t’lv OS I KOLA Table*
p
Distress You? will cure you. 25e.

Food

For Sale by

C.
14

A.
MAR*

PARCHER,

STREET.

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

IIDIFC Who Have Used Them
LRU I Lu Recommend as the BEST
DH.

KnVH

Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Immediate relief, no danger, no pain.
Used for years by leading specialists. Hundreds oftestimonials. A trial will convince von of their intrinsic value
Send ien cents for sample and
in ease of suppression.
book. All Druggists or by mail $1.30 bo*.

SING MEDICINE 00„ Ejx 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

__

j

_

Advertisers, Publishers and Printers.
QAI/r

*3''

TIME and
MONEY bv

(ha Hen’s

Record

osing

Rooks.

Advertiser’s Record,
Subscription Record,
Job Printer’s Record,
Advertising Record,
Correspondence Record.
Ruled, printed and Indexed for quick entry
and reference. Descriptive circular and price
lL»t on application. Publi-hed by
e. a. & w. E. CHILD,
New Vork.

14 Dover street.

EililiSWORTB

STEAM

LAUNDU V

AND BATH ROOMS.
“NO

PAY,

NO

WA8HKB,"

All kinds of laundry woru done at short o.
A
tlce. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. K8TKY * CO.,

|

|

chf

vi a*

rendered the greatest service

LOUL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
RV

""HE

NANCXK;k oOuaTY PUBLISHING
F. w. Rollins. Editorand

OO.

Manager.

a year, #1.00 for
month*. '■*> cents for three months;
Hirlcik in advance, #1.50,75 and 38 cent*
respectiveiy. All arrearages are reckoned a
tor rate of
pet yearCdvfrtmiia: lint**—Arc reasonable, and will
be ni»n* known on application.

tnbR.nFries—#2.00
•lx

paw

<-cm mu mentions should be addressee
ami ill tnoni‘\ orders made payable to, Th>
Publishing Co., EH*
County
ANuoch
Mall*.
worn

Busmen*

8.

rwcTfm

■
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1303

Canal Possible.
Secretary Hay lias practically concluded negotiations with Dr. Herran,

ITT 7

!

_4__5 _6 _7__8__9__IC
_Mj2 J3 J4J5_[6]7
]8 JO 20121 22 23 24

the Colombian minister, but be fears
they will not meet with the approval of his countrymen. To sign a
tieaty which did not meet with their

being put in.
Going through

25 26 27128129 30 31
MOON’S PHSSES.
W Quarter

0

p.

'£

13

WEDNESDAY,

on

€Tmra
Quarter

ZU

©Moo'

28

m.

a.m.

JANUARY 7, 1903.

Hollywood,

Venezuelan

were so
pleased that they elevated
him to the presidency, but when the
decision of the court of arbitration
failed to satisfy all the demands of the

many

E

E. Chase, of Bluehill, will
be re elected to the governor’s council without opposition. And he ought
to be; he has proved a wise, vigilant
He won
and faithful public officer.

E K. Whittaker, B. E. Whitney, C. G.
Hamor, S. J. Clement, W. H Sherman.

FROM BAR HARBOR.
Town

Special

Meeting

A letter

Obdurate

—

House will be presided over by Hon.
Oscar F. Fellows, of Bucksport, whose
unanimous nomination at the repub
tican

caucus

last evening amply
confidence his fellow-

attested the
have in his ability to preside

members
over

distinguished

so

a

body.

Senator Scott is one of
lieved to oppose the bill.

ing industry.

The

old

Cole

shoe

factory is now being equipped with
machinery, lumber to be manufactured is on the spot, the superintendent, Mr. Hardman, is in charge, and
the actual work of turning out goods
for the market will begin in a few

days.

Washington, D. C., Dec. 30, 1902.
the Editor of The American:
It is apparent to every one living along
our coast that ihe supply of that delicious
she 1 fish, the clam, will soon be exhausted,
or at least it w ill be so scarce that only

Aiut interesting developments may be
Mr.
looke.d for in the near future.
Halinau—to whose untiring energy is
due the progress tnus tar made iu

afford to

c in

indulge

fashioned clam chowder.
Our oiler brothers in
have

bbed

r<

u-t

nearly

f

<

iu

old-

an

Massachusetts
all

food.

our sea

chased

were

away by Boston steamboats. Their lobster-smacks have taken nearly all our

lobster-,

and

now

about the

left, the clams,

have

we

there iu barrels and
the

over

are

cans

only

food

sea

being shipped
distributed

to be

couutry.

I

selves to

as

they helped

m-okerel

long

as

there

were

On

Is there no la v to prevent supp'ying
the people of Boston with clams at about
>1 per Darrei, wnen mey mignt Drmg $o,
ju-t what they should be worth now wheu
der how

we cons

scarce

they

aie

becoming,

dig them?
Is there no law to prevent canning our
these matters that mean so much to
clams by the whole-ale, and trying to
Ellsworth—is expected here the latter
supply the whole country wi h the few
part of this week, and with him will clams we have left, at prices that only
several
come
gentlemen return a bare fraction of their value for
probably
who are closely identified with the home consumption?
1 know of no such laws, but if the legiswork.
»-.nd what hard labor it is to

power, it could
pissalaw that would protect our clams
of Maine has the

lature

The most interesting political feature of the w\ek is the publication of
Senator Hoar’s anti trust bill which,
if not

an administration measure, conterms closely to the recommendations
of the President and the attorney
general. It p ovides for full publicity
for the usual form of trust, and pro-

hibits

combinations

iu

restraint

serious opposition
Las developed iu the person of Repre
sentative Jenkins, chairman of the

judiciary committee,

the support ol
which committee must be secured
before the bill can come before the
There are
House for consideration.
many who regard the bill as unconstitutional, but it may be passed if only
to

test the law.

brothers

er

man

shoul

expressed by

members of

senators
the
Wisconsin
throughout the recent campaign, and

between

that the senator has never pledged
himself to support the theories of
Governor LaFollette, the Wisconsin

legislature
Spooner

joint ballot,
to
Mr.
votes pledged
of a total of 105 republi-

will include,on

ninety-one
out

members. Another peculiar feature of the situation rests in the fact
that at one lime the senator declined
to stand again, and subsequently reconsidered his deollnation. He is re
can

the
strength
garded
republicans in every sharp debate.
He is courteous and conservative, and
as

a

tower

of

to

Boston

in

vicinity

and

was

t

hem:

damages, £1,100; for profit, £1 250,
of

£2

Tue offer

350.

Jobii E
The

Clark

£3

settle for

control his

c am

that

flats.

a

More

his

incident could

one

be

neigh »or with a poor rocky pasbordering on th^ shore, practically

next

ture

except for the clam-flats.
who owns the pasture cannot
by law tre*pa>s on the man’s wood lot,
and cu his wood, but the more fortunate
worthless
The

man

who

owns

>r

man’s

by factory,

and g t

some

dig

a

1

clams, and sell them to

a

ship

or

can

them

whatever they choose t

T.uly there
justice in that,
haps

the wood lot

seems

to

why

be

to
>

no

up

Boston,

pay

him.

reason

or

fact? Perreader of The American can
and

is it

a

tell.

I confess I do not understand why we
as are now in operation in
N. V. Tibbetts.
regard to clams.

have such lawn

Brother

Dickey’s Philosophy.

De New Year Resolution is geltirj* ter
he tz frequent *z de chills iu springtime,
en des eroouc <z popular.
De won’ ain’t any older to-day dan
a hat
hit wuz ’way back yander.
De
rouble is, lots er folks thinks day’s older
jo wiser dan dem what
come
oefo’ ’em.
Wisdom don’t die
er tell de truth, hit

wid

some

folks;

en

won’t live wid lots
’em.
You can’t go ter heaven kaze you say
ougwinedar; hut you kin git ter de
vutber n'ace without savin’ anything at
ad —Atlanta Constitution.
sr

-——-

“What is your basband’s income now?”
We l,” replied the
inquired her mother.
long-suffering wife, “it’s usually anywhere between 1 and 4 o’clock in the

always says the right thing at ti e
•gbt time, but it is, perhaps, as a
nstitutional lawyer that he has morning.”

motion

on

voted to

of

accept

W

M

report

the

£225;

ages,

for

£1,40S 89

was

school board
soon as

'0rpranodlmcSwnar’,io„.
in\P*

ppptlron Is ma«lo
a ltonl
aromatic cordial clnrmsi In
11
also in chocolate coat*-»t
’r
liy <■ I, Htlm* ftt t0cper box,
Hood's Sarsapanlla. LolcO.. proprietor.
an

„'Ma,...U.

Selling Agent
0.

*:

P».h.r

“How dry
Owing

t

him:

O

runs

lie

t

rvic

s

a

made

a

these

by the meeting to defend

all suits

arising out of the t-choolhouse
with full power to employ attorneys and incur necessary txpenseo; 3, that
the town of Eden exhaust every honor-

claims,

Sunday

able and

legal means to resist the enforced
payment of exorbitant claims.
The report was signed by the committee— W. B. Higgins, E N. B< nson, Charles
B. Piueo, E. T. Humor, Chester Hodg-

addressed

was made
by S. J. Clement
report be accepted and recom
mendations adopted.
B. E. Clark offered following amend-

A motion

and instructed to settle

or to

contest

M

it

use

committee

th*

Stanley, Preble & Braun and J
E. Clark, or either of
them, as in
their judgment the best interests of th*

passed.
Hamor it

j

as

be

was

voted

both

com-

“that the selectmen be instructed
Preble & Braun and J.

to

E

<

fft-i

C ark

10 per cent, on their original contract an
protilH, and pay the actual amounts spent
on work
performed, and that utiles* a
be made

can

on

M

of

the

officers

of

the

at

Moore,

given

at t

he

social

Y

wt

M.

C

A.

w*s

In

man's

Toe aff.ir

committee,

p*,

reception

e

whh

given

display

rooms

feou

and

calendars

and

t

he rest of

c’a'

,-Tlie

cl'«* and

were

was

eo'leeted

•> ihhI

zoet

certain

of

amouuts

changes

which

added
the

to

cover

selectmen

thought should be made, the coutract

tigned
Add

)iou,

amounted to
to

aud

$450 for
$864 04, cost

this

the total coBt of the
been
As

$15,075

arcuitect’s commie*
of

furniture,

J

Sale of Coats

pot of

J|

at Moore’s.
j

If you have been

down, no a is
to give

♦

I
For New Year's?

V.

and

building would have

progressed changes

nade aud extras added
to date is

so

$17,325

the cost

of

the

on

Ladies'

( oats,
and 25 per cent,
Misses’ and Children's.
I
also
shall make some
low
prices this
month on a number of kinds of merchandise, as I want to reduce my stock
all I can before I take account of it
the first of February.
If you are
looking for good trades you will find
them here.
15 doz. Men’s Heavy Underwear, 50e

on

quality, for 35c.
Boys’ Underwear, 15c to 20e
Buy your Boots and Rubbers

each.
when

get them at cost—do not
now before they are all

wait—buy
gone.

A. E. MOORE.

The committee thought the building a
satisfactory one; well planned, well

rery

Igbted and heated, plumbing practical
ind sanitary. The report was signed by

Salary

Telephone

A

34-2.

[

»-;-»4-»4-»4-»4-a-i-S4-s-t.».!
Subscribe for Thk American

\

VlT

TO Ht’Y

COOPS

rtOOD ASSOKTMKNT OF

EBONY, EBONOID and

6

SILVER NOVELTIES,
O

1NCLI HIM)

X

Manicure Sets,

1

\

Nail Files,

Brush anti Comb Sets,

q

X
X

Tooth

Brushes,
Bag Tags, x
Button Hooks,
X

X

Paper

Knives and

3

$}

Shoe Homs. Q

X

Tliese gm,ds, with many others, 8
2 were bought to sell, and I do not *
6 propose to carry them over if «

5 price will

|g

E. F.

R

sell them.

ROBINSON,

§

Main Street,
Ellsworth. pf
? CrCs^CMX<><:s>OOOC'OOOOCH>OOQCtOO

DO YOU

If not. try some this winter.

COMB HONEY in pound Sections
I’er doz. Xo.l, $2.25; No. 2, $2;
Fancy, something very nice,
EXTRACTEOIloney thrown out of combs by
centrifugal force —simply pure
honey—lo lbs. $1.55.
F. O. I!, at Franklin Hoad.

A.

or commission paid
weekly. Our 1 200nursery reqidres local and traveling agems
everywhere to dispose ol ils pr.Klucts. Also
seed line.
Will arrange lor whole or part
time. Outfit free. We guarantee profitable and
pleasant employment the year round. Write
to-day tor special terms.
acre

Brown Brothers Co.,

Rochester, N.Y.

R. AUSTIN,

NORTH HANCOCK. ME.
For

A STEADY INCOME.
+

<5

or

were

23.

II

|HOLIDAY

for a markI am going

33 per cent, off

you can

I'

waiting

your time.

04.

the work

building

as

$13,761.

Sffcljrrttscmcnta.

(

$2.50.

evening w hm spent in
inspecting h“ corns

a

YOn:

EAT HONEY?

US’jrrttscmmta,

a

just

With

IkO

t lie

'Will you have

X

by

building

George P

O )ChX>o^mX)OOOCkX.XhX^X«X

^TORE—

Secretary Smith from a I p*rt« of the
country. Tberq,were about 400 in the
collection, and some of them were very
R frethnei ts were served,
handsome.
«*<

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cuniculocus Park.
1
demand protection to life and property
from the county of >1 ucoek. the State of
Maine, and the United 8ta e* of America.
Mary C. Fkktz Austin.

singiug

defecting-room there
of

OVER

Ca let.

A short progrnmme
consisting of gymnasium work,

in the large
fi-*e

NOTICE.
To official authn-ity for the State of Maine,
county of Hancock, lotcnahipa of J.a moine,
Hancock. Franklin a rf plantation .Vo. h.
three thousand ac es in Cuniculo< us Park
have been burned to glacial
deposits, cl i\ strata or rock bottom. I demand exemption from taxes on this Austin
property lor une hundred year*
Mary C. Fkktz Austin.

Boom*—Brat floor and basement—
k 1
in Ma-.>nic block on State street, until
recently occupied by the Hancock 1’ounty
Publishing Co inquire of Joun B. Rei man,
agent, iir he same building

iarge of

building,
meeting

follows:

NOTICE.
HAVE thi« day given my non, Harvey I.
his
time during the remainder
Benson,
of his minority.
I shall claim none of hi*
wages nor piy any bill* contracted by him
aft-cr Mis date.
Hichakd 1). Benson.
Witness; R. H. Howard.
Sedgwick, Dt c 82. IMS.

li led all t he evening.

cub-swing.ng, fencing

Ernest L. Hooukixr.
1908.

I

Thursday
auxiliary to t ne

arm t

G.

Jeweller,

5 Main Street.

pay any of its debts.
Brooks W. Orindlr.
John J. Bakeman.
North Brooksville. Dec. 10, 1902.

Rockland,

of

appointed

as

goods.™

A. W. Gree!\l

nor

/
xMethodist

is tin* life.”
ttiiip |ihs
ever
cases be taken to court”.
jrone >• y •' *1 that drill 1
iHlein' t.t of scripture.
»t..t li Ha- I] iin-liia'ed that -iMlcnient aid Ken
The next business was to hear the rei' n iii. iiiiln? v, r
a-te. l.,? with th** linna-Wlien the blood Is
“to i"»f '"'Hill of ki i.w iM^e
port of the committee
had” nr Imp ire p l« not > lone «h6 |»o y which
confer with the selectmen and get all the
-ulfer- itimuuli dl-ea-e
The Inalii’ la also
o
<
e
information possible regarding the in.d.il, tmIia
d judgment ate aflTiPd,
and nm y a»< e 1 deed <„
Impure
thought may
creased cost of the school
and
'•i* ill reel*
tr red to helm u-py oft *• hlooil.
\
me ran he Wi ll h l<need in
of the
mind and body
report at the adjourned
I whose hi .o«| 1- lint ure
Vo one ean have a
town”.
'• hob-some
and pure
lfe u > le « the blood i*
The
referred to is the new |> re Konl ldoo*l rail lie n ml- pure I v the u»e
ill
l>r
I’lc'ce's Golden
M ith-al
Inactivity.
grammar school building
completed " Hen He • 1 nnl «s pure,
body and brain aie
on School street.
all'e Iwaltl y a-id life la c >m* and Uy happiness
Kr*-e —l»r l'li*ic«*» < oinmoit M-ttse Medical
W. H. Sherman read the committee’s
Nd l-er. It a i.aire-, 7«
ill u-trati *ns. 1- sent
tr
«r*
Ip' of aia in pa o defray exp* nae of
report. The committee had an tbeorig
V' on
matilnir only
'tend 'I one cent
stamps for naInal bids of the different contractors
c* ver-, or SI -tamp-for 11 «th. to t»r. H. V.
p
The contracts in every case were let lo l*ierce 161 Main St rest, HufTalo, V. V.

bidders,

Novelties

Kindred

'll
the nndersigned hereby give notice to
y »
all concerned that we have withdrawn
our money from the Rainbow Orange Store
Co.
We shall not claim auy of its earnings

oore.

M.C. A.

the

this basis the

Billings, carpenter work, $7,10D; Tripp <fe
Norris, mason work, $2,889; C. E Parker,
painting, $449; R. E. Stanley, plumbing,
$1,140; Fuller & Warren Co., beating and
ventilating, $1,517, a total of $13,095.

Silver

in

Clocks.^™

In Watches,

NOTICE.

a

evening by t he
V

!
wag vo*er

ms

was

;

On motion of E. T

offer'

can

!

NOTICE.
annual meeting of the stockholders of
rP!l
the Hancock Co. Agricultural Society
1
will be held at Kane's hall. Blue hill, on Wednesday, J n 14. 1903. at 2 o’clock p in., to act
upon the following business, to wit:
To In ar the report of t he Secret »ry.
To h- ar the re port of the Treasurer.
To elect a board of directors.
To transact any other business legally
brought before tala meeting.
c K Snowman, Secretary.
BluehiU, Dec. 29.190%

lost.

was

The third annus! New Year’s

o

claims of

j

F,

large audience on “The Home
T aining of Ch ldrtn’
The meeting was
under the auspices of the VV. C. T. U.
j
m
Lurch the'
Sunday evening at the
officers of Epworth league were publicly |
installed, and an address was delivered by 1

that the

authoriz

afternoon

church Miss Alice

kins.

the lowest

this dale.
Trenton. Jan.

bor

recommen-

That the selectmen be

but I

good bargains
mas goods—

NOTICE.

Harmony chapter, O. E 8 and Bar Harwas held at
lodge, F. and A. M
Masonic hall, Monday night.
Music was
furnished at intervals during the evening
hv the Casino orchestra.
The < fff era of
Bar Harbor lodge was Inst a I leu by P D
1). G. M., C. F. Paine. Mrs Luther Leach,
past matron, installed the c ffi 'ers of HarAfier the installations
mony chapter.
refreshments were served.

total of

Emery £70, and to A. II. Davenpori
£285 in full settlement; 2, that a com

mittee be chosen

Somel

“Take

my wire, Fannie M. Hodgkins.
r\
having left me without just cause or
provocation. I hereby forbid all person* harboring or trusting her on mv account, as I
shall pay no debts of her contracting after

meeting then a«^j turned.

joint installation

A

retu-ed.

waa

tlu^B

carnal

to

TI^HEREAS

beard.

to the

motion of E. N. Benson it

The

1, That the selectmen pay to (De-

settlement

over

to

tlist the expenses incurred by
mittees be paid by the town.

total

For dam-

profit, £1 183.89,

This offer

was then

turned

instructed

hat each member of

£3 205, and will

offered

The committee

ment:

be

piid £25 for his

refused.

claims

to

ness” I

Special Xoticcs.

E.

town

A motion that the expenses incurred by
the last-named committee be paid, and

For

a

of

motion

000

committee

Stanley,

cited where
two men own land on the coast, one with
a fine wood lot running to the shore, and
than

near

There is

Emery’s
for $593;

Osmond

His contract

they

wou

would p >y for their darns or go w ithout,
and t ere is no question which they would

the po

Che Senate the greatest satisfaction at
the removal of all doubt as to the re
Notelection of Senator Spooner.
withstanding that there was friction

i

ol

man

t

j

years, and all the
d be that every

of

tonics—in

lL.li’s Catarrh • 'tire l* taken intenihl'y, and
net-direct y nil the Mood and mucous **uriacea
o! the rysu in. send for testimonial-*, free
F .1 CHENEY x COn Toledo, O.
Sold by Dnu-gl is. 7V.
H iirsVamtl. 1*111* are the beat

nearly as they can in accordance with
the report of the committee, and that the
town accept the building, and that
the

town may require, and in case of s*-itie
meut to u-e for the purp »se any bonds ui
man who o-\ns land on the shore could i
tbe town. The amendment was carried,
control it to low water mark; then our and Mr. Clement’s motion as
amendeo

that’s necessary

law

do; they w uld psy our prices.
of
It is only reasonable and just

Already,

trade.

for the next hundred

settle

that

wan

The committee offered

mand

them-

»J«
“1.WSSV3
'bVsfapproved

we saw.

\^TT l

exeeedii g £17.100, and that the selectmen
be authorized
to settle
all claims
as

Stanley, Preble & Bruno's claim is
£5 000, And they will settle for that

Co.

any left.

was

| voted that the

for

paid

price for, which v\as always es
little as they thought the p or clam digger
would ta-e and continue work. The men-

—i—*

o' the committee.

£1,487.

that

own

the afternoon

S ntton it

have agreed to settle claim of A. H. Davenport Co. for |285; cuniract was for

dations:

1 say robbed u-, because the clams
have been shipped tbere they have
their

agreed to
|70.

had

claim for

sum.

The menhaden and mackerel

haden and

There is nothing of consequence to
■ay this week regarding the water
power and electric railroad schemes,

port which, in substance,

To

Stetson,

W.

spected

in regard to settling t heir claims.
Higgins read the committee’s re-

build,
W. B.

Clams.

W.

superintendent of schools, who inthe new
The letter
building.
prai9td the building in flattering ?ermc4

N. Benson, it was
rescind Its vote of
The first committee was to confer with May 9, 19J2, limiting the cost of the
the contractors of the grammar school ] grammar school bui'ding to £15 000, and
nuthor ze the selectmen to expend not
building, which it waa voted last March
to

Cortrspontinire.

the rich

The new jear opens auspiciously
for Ellsworth. In this, the first issue
of 1903, we are able to say not that a
but
new industry may be established,
that one is established—a woodwork-

those be-

read from

was

State

Contractors—Installation.

viously-appointed

Hancock county will, as usual, be
conspicuous in the affairs of state, as
that
conducted by the legislature
The
convenes in Augusta to-day.

x:ita
PepiLnzWes
ity, vigor,

of

of Ohio, city of Toledo,
I.uc»aC unty.
i'
Frank .1 Chenry maker oath mat he la
aenlor partner of the Arm <*f F J. Ciieney A
Co., doing hu-lnea- In the City of Toledo, Couutv and S ale aforesaid, a»»d that *ald t] m wH
psy the t*u in of ONE HUN OK El» DOLLARS
for each and every ca* of C tarrh that cannot
L'ke.
b« cured by the use of II ll’k Cat .huh
FRANK .1 ( HENRY
Sworn to before me and nuhsertbed In my
presence, ibis bill day of Januaiy, A. O. i8r6.
A. W. €2 LEA SON,
Notary Public.

GOVERNOR JOHN F. HILL

to the President.
Nevertheless there are some senators who regard the bill as the first
step in a movement which has for its

champion.

anther

debi!itan4ement'or°*
muences.

State

force the issue, in so far as the administration has the power, and to make a
vote for its ratification a test of loy-

contest

a

which

too

much study,

!"“C 'T,,o

too close 42

Christmas Day, at Long Beach. “How
that for high?” How would you have
out if you had taken a p unge in
Union river on Dec. 25? I imagine five
have
minutes out of water you would
been like a frozen frost fish.
Our persimmons are now dead ripe on
the trees. 1 wish you were here to pick
P G. Wooster.
and eat.

opposed to the convention. Senator
two years ag after
spirited
Bar Harbor, Jan. 7 (apecmi)—A special
of
Connecticut, returned to
agsinBt able opponents, and his Platt,
with a view to adjourned meeting of the town of Eden
Washington
early
course in office has been marked by
was held at tbe
municipal court room
a grasp on the situation, and
sound husiness judgment and a keen getting
of furthering the interests of the yesterday to hear the reports of two preregard for the State’s best interests. measure of which he is a known
committees.
>

acres

duties,

lEiny

is

The Cuban Treaty.
There is intense interest in the fate
of the Cuban treaty. At the last cabinet meeting it was determined to

ultimate end the lowering of the Dingley tariff, and they are, as yet, strongly

to

7

come

alty
Judge

acres

remedy

on

him to flee to Paris for his life.

pelled

hundreds of

Egreeable

a

paleness, nerrLl exhaustion,
whethe
many
Ll
too

One of Sooth-Hancock’s boys out here
enjoyed a delightful swim in the Pacific

revolution
and com-

a

we saw

Pept-iron,

in

for J
fc
vousnd

pretty foothill town,

a

fh li

specifc

It was a
peas in all stages of growth.
grand sight, and we could not help thinking of you there in the frozen Northeast,
knew
half buried in snow, and
you
would be delighted if you could have a
bunch of carnations from the gardens of

boundary question, his couutrymeu

deposed Andrade,

As

26

are

would be dangerous.
It will be remembered that when
Senor Andrade, the Venezuelan minister, secured the intervention of the

which

Girls
ys and
i<? Iron

July

country of about twenty-five miles.
This was a charming ride, I can assure
Bt cause of
you, through green fields.
the recent rains, all bills and valleys are
green. Ob, t hey are so pretty!
As we rolled along through the country
we saw many gang-plows at work, each
drawn by six horses, for this is saving
time, and thousands of acres of barley

that

Venezuelans, Castro led

a

get a brace-up.
We stepped aboard a car almost at our
very door on one line, and went to Lob
we
Here
Angeles, nine miles distant.
coanged cars to the Santa Monfct line
which took us through a fine farming

years, and continuing thereafter for
all time, or as long as the United
States shall maintain the canal.
It is believed that these terms are
personally satisfactory to Dr. Herran,

the

n,

and

construction of t he Panama canal.
The terms of the treaty as they now
stand provide for an initial payment
and an
to Colombia of $10,01)0,000,
annuity of $100,000 beginning in ten

in

war

^ ^

Vomen,

shade.
b, wife and I took a
ride on the electric railroad to Santa
Monica to eaten a whiff of the sea breeze

day, ?2 degrees
Yesterday, the

of Colombia, ami
is now awaiting the decision of the
Colombian government in regard to
the treaty which will authorize the

States

was

very
above la the

representative

United

to

Cbr!nlm«ti here

approval

Su. Mo. Tu. We. Til. Fr. Sa.

crtfarmmtz

the Seashore.
Trip
27, 1902.
Pasadena, v al., D
To the Editor of The American:
A

Panama

the

AT

CorrcBpontirncr.

his

to

worth American, j party.

sinnlleramn'im, w C .1. Smith Egypt
Hancock. Me. [Agents.]

E. t] raves, No.

REMOVAL!
A\ ishing for larger and more
convenient
Q11 arte s, we have leased the John M
Hale stable. Main street. The
stable
has been renovated
throughout and
we are now prepared to run
a firstclass and up-to-date

LIVERY and BOARDING Stalls
At lien in Ellsworth, leave
your horses
in our care, if
you want them properly
attended to. If y0U want a good turnout, give us a call. Prices reasonable.

DODGE BROTHERS,
MAIN STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

HANDSOME ROCKER
FREE !
With $5.00 ordqgr of Spices
Soaps, Tea. Coffee aud other
liKht Groceries. Also other
i'retoiuuis.

Homo Supply Co, dept. A
AUGUSTA, MAINE

rnatnder Hi tend'd only
the
common
schools. Forty-four have had legislative
experience.
There are
twenty seven
sh g'e
men, six widowers, and t he remainder are marrltd
A > tie profusions and
occupation* are represented as follows:

STATESMEN.

HANCOCK'S

SKETCHES OF THOSE IN HOUSE,
SENATE AND COUNCIL.
OP TUB

STATISTICS
PH»

TWO

Profession

BUANCHE9—

firmer

'FES9ION8—OCCUPATIONS—

SENATE.
Maine

ia

Me

thirty republicans aud

the

entile aa

In

he

composed of
potuica there

In

numbers.

'thirty-one

one

teat aession.

democrat,
I'ne two

at the board are Hon.
.\ideo, of K*nnebec county, aud
M. Pnllbronk, of Oxford
Hon. John
county, vvno are each eix y-two years of
Too youngest
member
ia
Hon.
age.
Howard Pit rce, of Aroostook county, who
ia thirty one.
Thirteen were born in the towns where
me in tiers

oldeal

Kuluiu*

reside,

no v

they
out

of the S

and

omy tine

were

Fire received

ate.

horn

giate aud fifteen an acadtiuL-al education;
twenty-seven ate married, two a uwid
ower*% and two aiugie.
J’weuty-eight of
the

member*
O

ence.

Her

have had !< giiialive
fact*

are

compiled

aa

cashier and

colle-

a

II

h11ci

Pain in Stomach
It lias been baid that a heall/ny perdoesn’t k*now he has a stomach.

Occupation—Farmers, 24;

m

pscter,
faiiuer and

1;

farmer

!

expert

paymaster,

sometimes

house,

bouse

joiner,

f

ICI

sard me
merchant, in
buatnea*,
lumberman, insurance, dealer in real

oalai

e.

1

B

B

SENATORS.

Oriand, republlBfc«n, CongregHiionaiist, merchant and
Born In Oriand;
age 54.
[Ffarmer, married;
educated at
Bucksport seminary and
Auikrt

Buck,

R,

■

Bluehtil
town
ber

Has be d the offices of

academy.

and first select man. Memlegislatures of 1893 and 1899

treasurer

of

and of

he
the

a-t

Semite.

Burn

iu

F.

EiiHWortl«;

educated

iu

assistant

the

OSCAR F.

treasurer of Hancock

Always

a

republican.

Fellows,

republican caucus
presiding officers

F.,

held

was

last

for the
of

I
f

Boston.

two

evening, and

as

P

M

been

long predicted Senator H. B. Virgin, of
county, was nominated for
president of the Senate, and Representative Oscar F. Fellows, of Bucksport, for

Cumberland

Bucksport.
The House i« compostd of 151 member*, j
publican, Proieatant, lawyer, married;
la tb*» present House there are 128 repub41.
Bum in Bristol, N.
II
and
age
lican* and twenty-three democrat*. The
educated lu that slate. Member of the
olde-l member is Capt. Lemuel H. Stover,
Dst House.
of Bruns iek, who la seventy seven years
Farnsworth, Alton E., Tremont.
of 8i»e
The youngest member is Lewis
Republican, no religious preferences,
A. Barker, Of Bang >r, wbo is ( wenty four.
sardine manufacturer, married; age 36.
There i* mii u< usually large number of Burn in
and attended
the
Re-

speaker of the House.
As

the

legislature

republican, it goes

of the

This evening the

caucuses

to-morrow the
in

joint

nominees

convention.

of

for the nomi-

nation of State officers will

be

will

held,.
he

daily Globe by

teachers.

these nominees will be elected.

Eastern Maine Festival Ass’n. /
The Hlinual meet'D' of the Eastern
Maine festival association was held in
Bangor, Dec. 31. and officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows:
President, P. O Beal; clerk and treasurer, G>nrge S. Chalmers; directors. P O.
B al, Charles
J.
Word'ey, Mrs. Frar.u
Hinckley, Mias Jane B Picketing, M. H.
Andrews. Joseph M. Bright and John J,.
Parker, B«rigor; P. W
Rollins, El'sworth; P H. Longfellow, Machias, John

10 45

Tue most

school,

a common

aim will be to

elected

no

There will be few

A

*

...

Hill, AugUHiH.

•Dal’y Sundavs Inc1 uderi Boston to Ellsworth
and Wa hinglon County R R, but Simony loaves
at 7 p in.
fStop on signal or notlceto Conductor
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and Welt
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket 0068,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tloketi
before entering the train, and especially Ells-

◦n

worth

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
F E. BOOTHBV. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, Maine.
to

Study.

a

staff of

competent

important
a

branches

high school and a
be taught.
The

business education will

and

AM
9 00
P M
i2 40

lioston Globe’s Free School for

It will be conducted within the columns

overwhelmingly
without saying that
is

I

*7 40

KANGOR.
6 Oil I >0 00
4 55
6 05 10 0
4 50
Bangor, Ex 8t.
Brewer June......
6 >2 1 12
5 06
Holden.I tfi 34 |10 34 f5 25
Lake House. 16 41 10 42, r5 32
Greet Lake.
6 49 11« V>
5 40
Nicolln.1 16 59 110 19 15 60
Ellsworth Falls
11 13 6 03
7 ll
ELLSWORTH
7 16; 11 Is 6 0S
7 :-o ll 27 6 18
Wash’gton .Ic.
Franklin Road. 17 38 ll 37 6 26
Hancock.
f7 48 11 4V 6 34
6 3ft
7 49! U 48
Waukeag, S. Fy.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
7 55 j 11 55 6 45
Sullivan.
8 20 ..'
8 45 .'..
Sorrento
BAR HARBOR..j 9 20,12 45
7 30

A large portion of the following births
marriages and deaths are printed for the
first time in The American. They will
next week, or the week after, in
of
education.
New Englanders have appear
our contemporaries.
The American is
been leaders in every movement for the
the only paper printed in the county
advancement of learning, and, therefore,
which systematically collects the vital \
should be expected to give enthusiastic
statistics of the county; the others sys* !
welcome and hearty aid to the “Globe’s
tematically steal them.
School for Home
Study,” which will
open Monday, Jan. 12.

branches
hes

|

Fortlam.

It is not necessary to point out to the
people of New England the importance

nomination of

the

NEW IDEA.

Home

Maine’s
seventy tirst session of
The
legislature will convene to-day.

member of

Oscar

The

The

the (J. A. K,
Knights of Pyt h a*, and masonic orders.

HOUSE.

a

9

j
*4*25
j \ft «o|
67 7 25

3’
Of I

BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR

The fortieth annual
meeting of the
Maine press association will be held at
the capital
in Augusta on Wednesday
and Thursday, Jan. 28 29.
commencing at
m.
30
7
p
Wednesday.

Representatives.)
A

Downing, Sherman K Sorrento. He ■The 71st Session Opens
To-day—Inpubitcau, Uuitariau, farmer, married;
auguration To-morrow.

Is

OF BUCKSPORT.

ST A T E LEG IS L AT U R E.

can.

Burn lu that part of Sullivau
CLARK, Edward 8 ,Bar Harbor, repub- age 56.
lican, no religious preference*, sttorney- now Sorrento, where be has always reBoru in Ells- sided. Educated iu the common schools,
bI-Ihw, married; age 38.
worth; attended the public schools of where he was a teacher for some time.
Has held the office of selectman
aud
Ktiawoith and Bar Harbor. Selectman of
At present
Bar Harbor in 1891-92. County attorney l superintendent of schools.
of Hancock county two terms, beginning chairman of the board of selectmen In
in 18J3.

FELLOWS,

of the House of

(Speaker

county savings bank of Ellsworth. Member of the last House. Always a republi-

Sorrento.

Boston.

Fire at Eden.
/
Eden, Jhii. 6 (-pedal)—The store
owned and occupied by John Hodgkins
was totally destroyed by fire
Mouday at
midnight
Nothing was saved.
The origin of trie fire is not known.
There was a mimll insurance.

public schools of Ellsworth, and at the
Boston uuiversity law school.
Director
iu Burrill
national haute of Ellsworth,
First national hank of Bar Harbor, aud
trustee and

P"ft

•‘ortlaiid.

the whole

P.

Carroll, Ellsworth.
C'ongrigHt loiislist,
lawyer
insurance agent, married; age 27

mm

PMIPK

AM

48.

Burrill,
Upuu.icrtii,

—

which

trav-

REPRESENTATIVES.

each.

uongregat lonatist, <; rree
Religion
Bapi'hi, 3; Meiuodlst, 3; B«plist, 2; UnlHlfreaiisi, 2; Unitarian, 2; Spir dualist, 2;
^■b religious preferences, 10.

Sarsaparilla,

Cure dyspepsia, invigorate and tone
digestive system.

urer, 1 each.

ences,

Hood’s

and Pills

—

and

feeling”;

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

and

Occupation —Ltwyera, 7,

or

to take

me

Religion Congregat ionai ist, 31; Universal.it, 21; Kjiuan Catholic, 10; Methofartii- * 4; mereuauta, 4; manuf-«ci ureis,
d t*i,9; Baptist, 9; Free Baptist,
9; Unita2; l»Ualue*a men, 2; donum*, pHysiciaiiH,
rian, 7; Episcopalian,
3; Independent
and
a.toroey
undertaker,
auperpenaion
Christian, Liberal, tiecond Adventist,
iutendfcnl, civil engineer, general agent,
Presbyterian, 1 each; uo religious preferand
lumber
farmer
dealer,
shipbuilder
Profession

I A M

did, and after the use of four bottles
gained my appetite, and I was soon conpletely cured, so that now I feel like a ne'
man.
On no account would I be witliou
Hood’s Sarsaparilla in my house.” Hen a'
Cai.lan, 71 Commercial St., Portland, Me

eling salesman, real estate and Insurance,
laborer, woolen business, sardine manu-

follow*:

“all-gone

an

Oct 13, 1002.

UAUJIOE TO BAM.’

BA R HA RBOR.
8 25
10 30,
•jorrentc.
4 i» '.
4 jn.
Sullivan.
Mi Desert Ferry.
4 56
11 W
9 <4
Waukeag, 8. Fy. 11 26 ft (2 9 07
Hancock
ft (M 9 10
tJJ 2«»
Franklin Road
f11 ; 7 6 4 9 20
Wash'glon.Ic... il 4i* 16 23, 9 40
ELLSWORTH
ft 3»'
9 47
11 .Vi
Ellsworth Falls ...Ifl2 01
ft 33
9 62
Nicolln.
fl2 15 ft v f 1* 05
Green Lake. 112 24
ft 59 10 14
Lake House. *12 82 f6
t »0 22
Holden..... t!2 40 t« I ?I0 30
Brewer June.
f» 3,i io 50
ICO
6 42 10 57
1 07
Bangor, Ex.St.
6 45 11 00
1 10
BANGOR, M.C.

sometimes a “burning sensation.”
“I suffered from pains in my stomact
and roiiId not eat. An old gentleman tub

builder, salesman, ship builder and vessel
owner, lecturer, investment broker, railroad manager, blacksmith and
agent,
manager opera

KAK

IIow unhealthy the dyspeptic must bel
He feels as if he were all stomach,
and one thing that makes him feel sc
is that pain at the pit of the stomach—

and

contractor

Commencing

son

lumberman, 1;
insurance busmtMH, 1; farmer Mini atone cut ter, 1; farmer
and salt linker, 1; farm* r and hotel
proprietor, 1; farmer and teacher, 1; farmer
iid c-itiie detier, 1; farmer and
caipenter,
1; iaw>erb, 25; mere n-tit la, 18; pnyaiciaiis,
8; dealers in lumber, 8; master mariners,
4; lumber manufacturer*, 3; manufacturers, 3; lumbermen, 3; druggists and
grocer*, 3; law students, 2; trtasurers, 2;
painters, 2; no occupation, 6; miner,
machinist, »uo marine diver, mechanic,
teacher, undertaker, cashier, surveyor of
umber, surveyor of land, publisher,

KKLlUlOUd PllKFEKENCe.8.

The Brnate of

or

feduioatiB anb Attaint „

help those who have bad

opportunity

branches of

a

to learn

common

the

rudimentary

school

education

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mt. Desert Division.

I

_BORN.

DRUMMFY- At F11 worth, Jan 5 to Mr and
Mrs Wi Hum J Drummiy, a daughter.
1)1 X
AtTreinoi t, Nov 27, lo dr and Mrs Hiram
A l>ix, h daughter.
GOIlin iN—At Sullivan. Jan 4, to Mr anti Mrs
Henry D Cordon, a daughter.
RKKD—• At Tremont, Dec 15, to Mr and Mrs
I ewla F Reed, a on
TRKA D\Y F. 1.1.— M \inherit, Jan 2, to Mr and
Air« Arthur II Treadwell a son.

I
!
i

Steamers leave Bar Harbor (weather and lea

permitting) Mondays and Thursdays at a a m.
lor Seal Harbor, Northeast Haibor, Southwest
harbor ami Stonlngton, and cor nectlng at Hock-

Jonesboro,
contests for these positions. Byron Boyd
and those whose common Bchool educa
land with steamer for Boston.
public schools. Has been a resident of will be renominated by acclamation for tion wa< not completed, as we I as ail
MARRIED.
were
born
in
the
towns
Severity
they Tremont forstxieen
of
years.
Oramsndal
Smith
for
readers
of
the
Boston
secretary
state;
daily Globe who
RETURNING.
limn
uow represent, an unprecedented
r.uoUi.nrl Cmter. !
Foss, Orlando W., Hancock. Repub- State treasurer; George M. Beiders fur wish to review the lessons of their school CII\NiW.KR-QUINN-At
•I.in 3. by R< v
'I > l'rel I *.
Miss Kuh (4
her; ten .ure lorn out of toe biale, and
< I im.iI
f North Buck-po t, to Lincoln G
From Koston Tuesdays and Fridays at f» p m.
For
lican, no religious preferences, master attorney-general; A. W. Gilman for com days.
mo.e
ambitious students
eight out of the country, l'niriy received
From Rockland Wednesdays and Saturday#
Quinn, of «nuth (irringtou
mariner, married; age 55 Born in Han- missioner of agriculture, and C. B. Bur- I special departments will be established.
a collegiate education; forty were eduC< »N \ R V
F I Y K A t Swl(i wick. Pee 3'. hy Rev at about o «t m.
The course for the present will embrace
cock; educated in the common schools leigh for State printer. William H. Reid,
E s Un a.
1-- Florence \
of
Liue
••nary,
I
in
cated
academies, seiuiuariea, business mid st Hebron
hi 1. to Let-lie Hy
of Brnokltn
academy. Has been mas- of Augusta, will be elected State binder the following studies:
“Penmans!) p,”
K. S. J. Mobse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
colleges and similar institution*; the n
K R
\ t Stonlnutu". Pee. 21.
ter mariner the greater part of the time in place of his former partner, H. E
I»y Rev
“English Composition,” “History Ques- GRW-TYI
VV
Coi
l
livery
y. Mss Jennie Kva limy to
since t wenty years of age.
I
" illi im I’ett-r
! Smith, as there is no opposition to his lions,” “Geography Questions,” “The
Calvin Austin, Vice-president and
Tyl-r, hotli of .*>ioni.igton.
itebirtisr.tunts
1 Best
Morrison CHari.es L\, Bar Harbor. I selection.
HP IT HIN’son
|*| KKSon
Books and How to Bead them.”
\t
stonlngton. Gen’l Mgr.. :k>8 Atlantic ave., Boaim
Pee 3
v Rev Henry W Pot 1 y
*
Mi
m
,rv
Republican, no religious preferences, | For the position of State assessor, howPenmanship will be taught by means of
A lluiehtoHou to diaries K
ierson, botu o’l
Slnningiou.
physician, married; age 46. Born in Ma- ever, it is expected there will be a lively di grams and by pictures showing the
M
A K Klt-S >l ITH —At South Orrp "ton. Pec
riavilic; educated in Maine, Philadelphia, j contest. Otis Rayford, of Canton, who proper position to take while writing.
3«,
by Rev Mr Young, \ll*a MmIiH Maker, of i
The members of the teaching siaff of
Paris, Vienna, Berlin and Loudon. has held the position for twelve years, is
S. uth Orriugtou, to Leslie C Smith, ol Lucks1
I'Ort.
I opposed in his desire lo be re-elected for the “Globe’s School for Home Study” v\H
CLOT Hi NO. MATS ami SHOES. Always h republican.
Re- six years more by George 11. Clarke, of ; cheerfully answer in the daily Globe all OSIPR-WATSON-At McKinley fTremont),
Mills, Sumner P., Stonington.
Jan I. by Rev Clarence Kmeiy', Miss I'.e-sie
Gsier to Wiilis It Watson, bo h of licmoni.
publican, Btpn-it, law student, single; Auburn, who is known as the accom- questions coming within their respective
Burn in Deer Isle, in that part plished secretary of tire Maine State agriPRWKY
11 It K'V i-R
\ t Itrewer. Pec *2o. bv
age 2S.
departments.
R* v It It Merrill,
Mbs I’oi*h I, Penney to
o (ne town now known as Stonington.
How to form a library will be considered
cultural society and a leading member of
Clarence It Itrewer, both of M.trlavilie
MLUEIIILL LINK.
from the following points of view:
P ♦■pared fur college at Kent’s Hill and the Maine Stale grange.
A
WINTER SCHEDULE 1902-3.
Graduated
at
Three members of the present execu
died!
good library for a girl, a good library fur
Buk-iport seminaries.
Commencing Wi dnesday, Dec. 3.
Bostdu university. Has been superinten- tive council will retire. The new mem- a boy, the best twelve books, the best COOK—At
Chicago, Pee 3:, Aimerlu 8 Cook,
Steamer *‘.fi»llette’* will leave Rockl nd Wed-*
dent of schools of Deer Isle and Stouingbers will be S. J. Walton, of Skowbegau; twenty-five books, the best fifty books,
formerly of KHsworth.
n
m1; y. Di e. 3, ami thereafter through the winter Mif* n
COl.oMY-At Stoning ton, Pec 2
the N. M. Jones, of Lincoiu, and George A
the best 100 books.
eveiy Wednesday and Saturday,
At present law student in
Mrs Mary
to»i.
KHztlnth Coioup, ngeu 37 vears, 1 month, II
up m arrival of reamer from Boson for Dark
The average circulation of the Globe for
office of C. E. L'filetteid in Rockland.
Murchie, of Calais.
larhor, J l.titie Deer Isle, 'South BrooksvIIle,
Jay*.
ih* year 1902 was 196 579, of ihe Sunday
eiuciem
naucucK
Taplky, GEORGE H Brooksville. ReLPRVEY-— M Stonlngton, Pec29, Kva Jeanette, Sargent' ie. Deer Me Sedgwick, Ilrooklln,
county «
present
Soulh Bluehlll, Bluehlll and Surry
‘"r,,t ''aughier of
Mr a <1
.Mrs Murray
Order your newsdealer to
publican, Ccngregstionalist, master mar- member o* the governor’s advisers, Hon. Globe 276 296.
KKf UKNIN14.
Luivey, age»t 2 months, 5 (lava
Will leave Surrv at 6 0 o’clock every Monday
70.
Born
in
deliver
the
of
be
and
re-elected
E. E. Chase,
dally
iner, retired, married; age
Bluehill, will
Sunday Globe regu- IT RCK At Souih Peer Me, Pec 29, Margaret ami
I hur**day, making above landings and con! without
the
common
at
Phil
attended
home.
Infant
A pretty content
■mi,
ibuurluer of Mr ami Mrs necting at Rockland wl h (-teamer lor Boston.
larly
your
Brooksville;
opposition.
1
II iwritnl Pierce, a get! 4 Jays.
t La ml Saturdays going east, and Mondays reschools. Went to sea when thirteen years
was
for
this
two
waged
position
S WVY'KR-At Bear I* a
IP lit station, Jan 2, turning.
half
a
f wge; passed more than
century J years ago. Judge Chase won, and during
Democrats Organize.
Vienna 15, wife of Leals h Sawyer
II.hiui We-metdays going east, and Thursday-* returning.
at sea.
Town clerk for the last three | (ha-term now diawing to a close, he ins
The democtaLic Sixie committee organA good N a Year res ■mti ui is withzed at Wuterville last evening with the
Note—This company will comply with above
years. Always a republican.
amply justified the confidence reposed in
rJ HE .Aw I-RICAN prints more vital sta
1
out value unless carried into effect.
sc.he u'e, except In ■ vi nt of unavoidable causes
tie has proved one of the most choice of George E. Hughes, of Bath, as
him.
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.
tistics—births, marriages and deaths— '■ of dclav to it- »t* am* rs.
Neither is advertising without it is
of
Governor
Hill’s
valuable
officia* | chairman. The selection of t he secretary than all the other
N.i Htag*- beiweeu Ellsworth and Surry during
Bluebill. Repapers printed in the
Chase, Edward E.,
ihe wbutr.
lived m> to by a linn of the highest
!
and no serious efforts have been or was left to the chairman, and the treas- county combined,
and most of them n
O. A. CROCK I TT,
lawyer, family,
Congregationalist,
publican,
vnnis from one to two weeks ahead
urer
will he elected at the
of it>
standing. Truth wins every time, and married age 41 Born in Biuehill; edu- will be made to supplant him.
Manager, Rockland, Me.
February C on fin in irw tes
;
1
Lock land. Me., Dec 3, 19C2.
There will be the usual good-natured
so do \ve because we always follow in
of the committee, which will
meeting
Westbrook
cated at Biuehill academy,
! scramble for the minor
offices, for which be held at Augusta.
her wake. When you come to us to
i-eujinary, Haliowell classical school, and
At the caucus cf the' democratic repremake a ; rreliaae you jea v your inter- a short lime at Buwdom college. Has llaucoctc county has no aspirants.
Among the pages of the House will be sentatives, Hon. Cyrus W.
Davis, of
Postmaster
ests in our bauds, and if we betray held various town offices.
! Charles C. Knowlton, of Ellsworth, son of
Waterville, was nominated as the party
court
of
the
those interests we
»ur
f
municipal
of
judge
he
one
years;
sure
may
Mr. candidate for the speaker of the House at
Clerk-of-Courts J. F. Knowlton.
thing—you won't come agai". Can we eight years; delegate to republican Knowlton is a freshman at Bowdoin, and the election of House officers.
Louis
iu 1S93
at
St.
ion
vent
con
national
make it in object for you to come, not
will re-enter bis class at the close of the
The representatives art- for resubmissiou
of the Hou*e in lb85. Member of )
only oi.ce hut every time you want Member
session.
tirst, last and all the time.
the last council. Always a republican.
Governor Hill will be inaugurated for
anything in nur line? We have got
REAL ESTATE
j
a second time to-morrow.
through with our tall business and beCHURCH NOTES.
bis
is
remain
who
Gov.
Hill’s
staff
will
always trimming
unchanged,
The man
ginning dan. I, 190:;, we shall uff.'r a
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
liberal discount on all winter over- sails—» acking and apologizing because he It is made up as follows: Maj Geu. A. B
do
Mils
who
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
or
that,
!
general;
has not been able to
Farnham,
Bangor,
adjutant
suits
coats,
and heavy underwear, as is not content to be himself, who is always
Sunday, Jan. 11—Morning service at
j Brig. Geu. F. L. Hoyt. Lewiston, inspector
we wish to close out all we can before
trying to be somebony else, will never de- geueral; Col. Frederic H. Parkhurst, Ban- 10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Junior
Ohs-Merer.-Success.
n
strong
ve'oii
stock-taking.
Ellsworth, Maine, December 11,1902.
league at 3 p. m. Preaching at 7.
gor, commissary general; Col. Eugene B.
Epworth
Col.
...
league at 8.
general;
This
is to call your attention to the Union River Light, Gas & Power
banger,
Bangor,
surgeon
.«»»•**•**•»*«* It*.
Hannibat E. Hamlin, Ellsworth, judge
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Company, located at Ellsworth, Me., and incorporated under the laws of
advocate general; Col. E. C. Dill, Augusta,
Bay side—Service Sunday at 2 30 p.m.;
the Hta'e of Maine. This company offers $500,000 five per cent, twenty-jear
inspector geueral of rifle practice; Lieut Mr. Simonton.
bonds at 102% and accrued inte est. Th- legality of these bonds will be passed
Col. Frederick Hale, Lieut. Col. T. H.
CONGREGATIONAL.
Anderson, Portland, Lieut. Col. Francis
upon
by Ha e
Hamlin, of Ellsworth. Me and Whipple, Sears & Ogden,
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
won! I seem to be tin* proper vehicle to purchase just now, but .mother spring
Keefe, Eliot, Lieut. Col. W. M. Ayer,
of Boston. Owing t > the fact that the elec’ric light plants at Bar HarJan. 9—Prayer and conference
Friday,
will
It
pay
Is coming, and you may want a single or a double team wagon.
Oakland, aides-de-camp; Maj. Holman F.
bor and Ellsworth, Me., have been merged into the Union River Light, Gas
meeting at 7 30.
to one-third w hat t
,,
^
^
you to buy it now, because you can save from one-tourth
Day, Auburn, military secretary.
Sunday, Jan. xl—Morning service at
& Pow^r Company, which is about constructing a dam on the Union river
will cost you then.
10 30. During the wiuter months services
to produce electricity by water power, thus doing away with the excessive
Hancock county’s burglar has been will be held iu the
chapel. Sunday school
rounded up at Bucksport. Trenton and
cost of the present steam plants, the operating txpenses will be largely
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.
Lainome folks will sleep easier now.
decreased and the business enormously increased by giving twenty-four
UNITARIAN.
young

men

in tuts branch.

|
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i.cck:aua, CliieMll & Ellsyortli taiiM Co.
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1 he Geo. H. Grant

1

Co.,

INSURANCE, INVESTMENTS,

j

••

A

Sleigh

•.

A Harness
you must
that defy

have, summer
competition.

or

winter.

1 have them,

single and double, at pri<

*

s
•

Fur Robes
Fur Coats aiul Mats I
most

FOR

A

SIDE

LINE

can

I have

H. E.
Water Street,

sell you

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 11—Morning service
10 30. Sunday school at 11.45.

2U)UcrUsrmcnts.

#

•

BAPTIST.

EDWIN M. MOORE,
9
■

as

just received

cheap

a

as

anyone,

carload of

and

pressed hay

cheai>er than

and straw.

Maloney,
Ellsworth.

.•

|

dealer In all alnds of

Fresh, salt. Smoked and Dry

f

FISH.

f

Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
Sunday, Jan. 11—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by the pastor. Sunday
school at 12 m. Junior C. E. at 5 45 p. m.
Evening service at 7.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
TVenfon—Service Sunday at 2.30 p. m.;
Mr. Kerr.

..

Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh,2
j4 Cod,
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, f
0

Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

4

0 Campbell ft True Blue.. East End Bridge, #
♦
ELLSWORTH, MK.
u4040404040404040404C

4040,*

Mistress—You don’t appear to have as
affection tor the children as you
might have. Nurse-girl—No? Well, I was
just thiukiug 1 don’t appear to have as
much wages as 1 might have, ma'am.
much

j

The earnings of this company and the signed power conmen as F. W. Ayer, of Bangor, Me., will more than
pay
twice the interest on these bonds after paying all operating expenses.

hour service.
at

tracts

with such

Therefore

we

strongly

recommend the

vative and safe investment.

Believing

purchase of these bonds
that

a

purchase

as a conser-

\hese securities

will result to your credit, we solicit corresp
egarding the same.
All checks are to be made payable to the Mel
ie Trust Company, of
Boston, Mass., who are trustees for the bonds, ^.ase address all orders or

>i^

inquiries

to

the undersigned.
Yours very respectfully.
The

George H. Grant Co.

Tfifc

:/ th(
the

ail

BCAN

reach

»*of

not

*

to, but

only paper that

can

bt
art

f-oJled

lion

of

County paper; all
The circuit

Barbc

Record's

Uantha,
in Hn»-

ai:

u,

summer

list, is laro

County News

Brook'1

sold his cow to J. H. Hooper.

I. Mb?
J. J.

nell

\

Bath la-

returned to

his work

in

day.

O. A. Cr

lady of the house in the
oum, seated himself to a wait her coining

-tt.

the Lynn

E. E. I.urvey has finished his work at
Bergentvilie and is home for the winter.

Aug

purchased

has

Staples

sta

j

a

|
\

horse of It vin Candage, of Biuehill Fall-.

Naskeag lodge F. and A. M. w'ill hod
fts annual meeting next Wednesday eventegC. H. Johnston is employed on th*
.steamer ‘Juliette” as engineer for a short
time.

finding

[•i

moment he heard

a

the

up stairs

someone

of Woburn,

Gott,

Mass.

by the serious

Is in town, called here

ill

of her mother.

ness

Mr*. Belle Blake returned from South

Thursday,

Harbor

west

employed

been

in

a

his

store.

The McF iriand reunion met with Mrs.
D. Bray instead of Mrs. Bracy as re-

he house

Bluehill last week

install the officers in the I. O. O. F.

drive

from

at

Portland, much improved. She was accompanied by her husband, who is employed in Beverly, Mass
Une Femme.
Jan. 5.
KftHt

h

Gladys

Miss

returned

M. Street

and

from

window

the

“tea-man”,
tramp or
hurg'ar, because she had wrongly supp >sed that her doors were securely fastened, and t bat an entrance could not be
and

the

saw

from

Portland last Monday
A. Judson Grin die, who has been at
work in Portland, returned a few days
ago.

for

a

Saturday

left
she

will

O’Brien

employed

Be careful bow

Moral:

entertain

you

ramps.
Jan 5.

Spec.

The

for

Ida Hooper recently visited

Eastport.
Horace Sperry's h^use
he is now occupying it.

Irving

is

Johnson,

completed
has

who

and

been

years, have
where Mr. Pike

for about

Washington,
will find
employment. They
greatly misstd by the people here.

will

be

The Bunker memorial sewing society
Mrs. Abbie
met last Thursday with
Hamilton, and the following officers were

ensuing year: president,
Bunker; vice president, Mrs.
Hooper; secretary and treasurer,

chosen for the
W.

spending

Ashe, of

Nathan

Bar

Harbor,

a

a

V

Thompson

is

MM ledrucf.

Rev. and Mrs. E. K. Drew spent New
YeMr’s Day in Sedgwick with their son,

j

Fred G. Wight and family spent Saturday and Sunday with his parents, Oils

employed

the surest way to

save

Hamilton.

sight

the

and

ol

gift society of King’s Daughters
sale

a

A

were

was

5.

place;

this

G.

Bunker, of West
Bedford E. Tracy, of Winter

Mrs.

Sullivan; and
Xiut Sullivan.

Mrs.

Hill

Julia

A.

guests

at

are

William

Dyer
Ordway
and

tue

Hanna and

their children

Miss

and

Harbor,

Sarab

circle of

home.

wife

of all in
Jan. 6.

entertained

grandchildren

New

-«»uth

Year’s.

M

The ladies’ aid of the Harland
held its

district

Edgar Simpson came from Bar Harbor
Wednesday with his nephew, Eugene
Durney. of Lisson, California, that he
might visit among tbe scenes of the earl>

William

parents. James N. and Carri

Lord

and

wife

The Cbrit-tmas concert

enjoyed by

have returned

a

at

the hall

:arge audience.

Mrs. R. C. Smith left
weeks at

Mrs.

.Mb

vrh

of

West Gouldsboro.

same

his

B.

F.

Miss Mertie

here

few

a

who

has

been ill for

weeks, is out again.
Byron M. Moore left last week for Portland, where he expects to get employment.

Cowpertbwaite.
Briggs, from the

place, has been spending

Stanley,

several

her

with

studies

r'r<»*|>ect Harbor.

Esther Briggs, of Monticello, is
winter

to-day. .Mrs. Brown
sister, Mrs. A. E

her

was

Miss Iva

Mrs.

past

at Harvard.
Mr
accompanied by bis sister
Georgia, who will spend the wiuUr at
Maldt-u, Mass.
Jan. 5.
W.
♦

Monday.
the

who

L.

Coggins

J

spending
daughter,
Her niece,

Harbor,

here tbe

Coggins, who hai been home
-pending the holidays with his family,
eturned to Cambridge, Mass, Friday to

W. Pettee, wnc was called to
Sorrento by the serious illness of her
father
L. II. Buuker, returned home

same

accompanied by

W.

Hancock.

Mrs.

returned home

Wooster.

spent Friday and Saturday with Flossie
Mrs.

of Bar

been

week,

v

Tracy,

a

Henry Brown,
visiting relatives

Mrs.

Bragdon and Miss Ordway hud
the affair in charge and the Sabbat!
school did credit to their careful training.
Capt. O P. Bragdon.. superintendent.
H.
Jan. 5.
itinh Harbor.

Friday to spend a
Newton, Mass. Mrs. Nettie

Higgins will keep house for Mrs. Smith
luring her absence.

wa*■

Fay F. Larrabee
delphia to finish

days

with her.

left
his

Saturday
term

at

PhilaJefferson

for

medical

The

college.
Miss Margaret Louise Moore left for
Norton, Mass., Wednesday to resame her
studies at Wheaton seminary.

morning

izabeth Hamilton is quite ill.
Her daughter, Mrs. John Foss, of Winter
Harbor, came the last of the week to care

Jau. 5.
Winter

F. W. C.

Harbor.

W. C. T. U. met witt Mrs. Torrey
Thursday evening.
Mr. Palmer
preacher again Sunday
and

Mrs. E

evening.

School commenced Monday.

for her.

Campbell

The pupils of the grammar school preFriday evening, under the auspices of sented their teacher, Miss Ella Lewis, a
fine volume of poems for a Christmas
the W. C. T. U., Migs Alice Moore, State
-present.
of the Y. W. C. T.
us
Baker teaches the grammar school.

organiser
an interesting
Jan. 6.

U.,

gave

Halcyon assembly had a red letter
ing Tuesday night. Both degrees

talk.
Sub.

evenwere

_

The crowned head of
every nation,
keep on feeling distressed after
Tbe ricti men, poor men and misers
eating, nor Glebing, nor experiencing nausea
All join in paying tribute to
between meal*.
Hood’s Sarsnparllla cures dysDeWitt’s Little Early Risers.
pepsia—ll strengthens the stomach and other
They care constipation, Biliousness,
digestive organs tar the proper performance of Torpid Liver, malaria and all other liver
skeir functions. Taa^ IfoodV —Adrt.
troubles.
Wiooin & Moore
You needn't

I

bouse

Esther

the Nortp Bend
George Howard,

on

Smith
the

Bloomfield

Mrs.
Her

sister,
Sunday.

was

called

Smith,

in

went

the

who

of

village and

Trask and wife.

care.

had

Day,

of

in home

South Bluehill, spent

day with friends here Monday.
Pierce, of Brooklin, spent the day
with friends in this place
Sunday.
Mrs. Irving Candage had a New Year’s

the

Fred

ary to India, announcing her safe arrival
at the Suez canal.
•***“• 5.
Substitute.
Brookavlllff.

Mi'S Minnie Christy is the
Mrs. W. W. Black this week.

guest

of

Leonard Green has purchased the
baud ball and had it put ou her bouse
for an ell.
Mrs.

the

salesman.

Subscribe for The American

feeding

sample

will be

request.

SCOTT &
i

crack

a

been used

tire

around

old Move that

an

bott'-ro and had

the

across

by parties shaving hoop-poles.
the

not discovered until

was

maining

end of the shed

re-

enveloped

was

Y.

BOWNE,
CHEMISTS,
409 Pearl St., N. Y.
50c. and $1; all druggist*.

SurS'iitvlUs.
y
Miss Edith Wood is home from

holidays.
Frank Fitzgerald has moved his family
into the house of J. W. Orindle for the
The

Minnewauicon
inn, under the
management of Byard & Hooper, is
proving a success.
They have a bouse
full of guests.

Sloop **C. H. Edwards”, Capt. Hill, has
Mulshed her work for the Ice company,

PrankItn.

Mrs. Evelyn Donnell is visiting her son
Carlton, in Ellsworth.
Fred A. Patten, of East Sullivan, was in
town calling ou frieuds Monday.
The Baptist church will observe the
week of prayer by holding cottage meetings.

There is

village,

|

Bert Gray

on

Simpson

the Aaron

farm

in

Hullivan.

Blaisdeli has gone to West
.Sullivan to *tay with Mrs. Henry Gordon
Mrs. C. M.

two weeks.

Hooper

and
were

Hugh,

son

in

of

Jan. 5

towu

business.

Hattie Maud Blaisdeli is taking
painting of Mrs. Fannie Blahdell at the village.
Deacon J. E. Dunn, who came home to
spend the holidays, returned to Stillwater
Jan. 4
He t a-* regained the use of his
lessons in

for

epidemic of mumps io the
the school has had to close

an

aud

a season,

tootle

a

number are

| present time. Oscar Uooper
I latest victims.

Is

ill at the

one

of

the

Fred, the eldest son of Edward Brown
wife, died Dec 29 after an illness of

and

j
working for Mrs.

Miss Lena Blaisdeli is

port—Roc a laud—

and sailed for her home

Saturday, Jan.3.

John Patten, wife and
sister, Miss
Martha Tregilgas, went to Ellsworth last

Tuesday.

ter.

wiu

to her

r«iM

Bangor

for the

scenes.
Miss Julia was profuse In her thanks to ali who had lent aid

South Gouldsboro,

Be sure that this picture in
the form of a label is on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

Alonzo Snow, president; Manning Perkins, secretary; Robert B. Gray,
Manning Perkins and Harry Dodge, trustees. The
company has employed Fred
as

for

him fat in this
which
is
often the only
way,
is
half
the
way,
battle, but
Scott’s Emulsion does more
than that.
There is someabout
the combination
thing
of cod liver
oilandhypophosphites in Scott’s Emulsion
that puts new life into the
weak parts and has a
special
action on the diseased
lungs.
A

elected:

Jan.5

method of

sbavloga

had

ohs! I In flames.
Jan. 5.

the

j

J

|!

four

days,

lie

man, aud

was

promising

a

family

his

has

young
heartfelt

the

sympathy of all.
O. P. Carter and

wife,

who

have

been

visiting in Lynn, Moss., returned WedWhile there they were
nesday, Dec. 31
the guests of tneir daughter, Mrs. Fred I.
Moor. They were also guests of K. E.
Coiiary aud wife. It was Mr. Carter's first
visit for t weoty-ft. vc.i years and be found
wonderful changes, eapecalC
in
locomotion
Subways, eitvuied railroads,
etc.

C.

Jan. 5.

A cake and coffee

srciible will be givan

band, which r* ceived quite a severe burn by the King’s Laughters at Grange hail
j tb s evening.
jusi before he came home.
Mrs. K W. I’m r*on and Mrs. Ashman
Mrs. B. B. Havey, of West Sullivsn,
called on b« r broiher, Art hur Hooper, who j Clough, of B ii bin, were in town Friday
is til, on New Y-hi’s Day.
Her many calling on fr n is.
frieuus are rejoiced that she la able, after
William Hutchins, wife and aon Harher long illness, to ride so far.
land, who have been employed at HalT. M. Blaisdeli went to
week not btcause

the

Bucks^ort
illuess

last

of

hi-

stated, but to see bis sou
and daughter Forence
baptized
Mr. Sutcliffe.

daughter,

Lloyd
b\

of

v

as

Jan. 5.
FI ssie Clark has gone to Ellsworth

Miss

Whittaker has been here visiting relatives the past week.
George and Charles Coombs are coasting
in
the 4*E. A. Whitmore”
among the
islands.
Eva

Everett Morse, Eugeue Goodwin

Eugene Butler

are

at

work at

E. G. Burnham.
avee

ham

ai

are

sawed

at

come soon

and

Egypt for

the Burn-

mills,
sawing will

if

snow

stop?

for

of stock.

Ju“-_
Hancock

Ch’e’ek.

Tula school

in

town

in

the

Leach

will close Friday,

a

rcgu'ar

Daughter**,

meeting of the King’s
Friday evening, the fol-

held

lowing

were e

ing

erted for

year: Lead r.Kiitb
leader, Helen Hellers;

P.

I

he

com-

Hmitb; vice-

secretary,

Addis

Beach; treasurer, Mary Varnuui.
Jan. 5.

Suba.

Eden.

here will b

a

Thursday, Jan.

grand ball in Eden

ball

8.

Mrs. Caroline Richards who b«6 been
very ill in much Improved.
Charlie Thomas went to Boston Monto visit reU tires and friends.

day

Point.

V. M. Carter bought
son

Friday excepting

Jan. 9.

I

being

d the Bcammon

does not
want

All the winter terms of school

At

Mis*

S

The pupi m and teacher of the league.
Loach district, will ,,lve au ice-cream
sociable Wednesday evening.

district.

rrxnkiiu.

Vt

lowell, have returned home.

closed

Fh.is.

sent free upon

At the annual meeting of the Farmers
Store Co., the following officers were

Hawes

feast

Feeding

present of a Mason & Hamlin organ.
New Year’s Day was celebrated here by>
a picnic at B. A.
Gray’s and a shooting
match in the afternoon.
Letters have been received from Miss
G. O. Woodside, of Brunswick, mission-

North

a

fat to
the consumptive. Pork is too
rough for sensitive stomachs.
Scott’s Emulsion is the most
refined of fats,
especially
prepared for easy digestion.

Blue lilll Fall*.

Mrs. Clara

prepared

Scott’sEmulsionis the modern

Chips.

_

son

most.

before night.
Jan 2.

the

mother’s

his

years ago.
Salt pork is good if a man
can stomach it.
The idea
behind it is that fat is the I
food the consumptive needs'

J. Babbidge and wife, of Bar Harbor,
who have been visiting relatives
here,
returned to tbeir borne Jan. 1.
William P. Harding, in
the
sloop
“Grade Lee”.went to Bank’s ground, four
miles east of Duck Islaud, and caught
was

with

Salt pork is a famous oldfashioned remedy for consumption. “Eat plenty of
pork,” was the advice to the
consumptive 50 and 100

A.

and

family, especially
dependent upon

so

home

West
wife, of
visiting Mr. Trask’s parents,

codfish,

tbe

Consumption

home

William Trask and

of

table,

the

of

Miss

Jan. 1.

weight

decorated

aha!

tlon of

The

behind the

ou

E Gott took Mrs. LawCapt.
-on arid Miss Currie Col6 to Bass Harbor

200

Robinson,

who

William

L. S.

Smith

road

G.

are

and

Adelbert

outside.

Jan. 5.

of
a

SUfrertSgtmtnia.

Uott’s islttnd.

rremont,

were

the

Miss Julia A'java Norwood, of West
who is stopping with her Aunt
Emma and attending the Southwest Harbor school, celebrated hor eleventh birthday in a happy way. She was given a
pretty tea or cocoa party at the home of
her
grandmother on New Year’s Day,

V

scholars here

long

Tremont,

Mrs. C. 8. Hagerthy starts a private
iu the grammar schoolroom tblMrs.
morning,
Hagerthy will have

doubtless others from

year, after

painful suffering, Mrs. Lydia

widow

tender

school

several

set

j and

the way so that no restraint had been felt
by the guesis in their merriment.
Jan. 5.
Hpray.

Chester,

illness of her mother,
Moon, of Ellsworth.

Charlena

new

Pharmacist.

1

Tbe funeral services

bereaved

moved in last week.
Miss

cordial

large
family, most of
whom were present at the burial.
Her
daughters tenderly cared for her throughout her long illness.
She was a woman
of a cheery, sunny nature, in spite of her
Tbe
many years of shut-in invalidism.
sympathy of the community is with the

parents.

L Smith, with his team, left Friday
Horning for the Buffalo, where he will be
employed for the winter.

Edward

Miss AH

Bangor attend-

C

pleasant visit to their daughter,
Mrs. George Osgood, in Ayer, Mass. A»
unwelcome guest went through then
house during their absence, but nothing oi
value was missing.

Gasper’s

A.

and has rented it to

a

fall

home Sunday afternoon, Rev. H.
speaking words of comfort to tbe
sorrowing relatives. Mrs. Robinson was

Stephen Goodwin has bought Herbert

Wednesday by

^

Lottie Wooster is in

with his

a

much

S. M. S.

Miss Marcia Young returned to Everett,
Mass., Saturday evening.
Hoyt N. McCauley, student at Colby
university, is home spending his vacation

Simpson Durney.
from

friends, who have the sympathy
their bereavement.

Hancock.

iss

wide

a

college.
Carl R. Wooster left for Boston Thursday morning.

meeting of the season with
Ashley on Wednesday.

home of Ms

relatives and

near

ing Shaw’s business

at

Mrs. Jane

also

Peter

None could

held

life.

mother

teaching.
William Tracy, an aged and respected
Frank Dunbar lost a very valuable
Nathan F. Twining, who came home citize
i, died at his home Friday, Dec. 26
|
heifer Sunday caused by breaking one of
for the holidays, has returned to RedI while sitting in his chair. He had been
her legs.
etone, N. H.
I ill for about three years, but for the last
The dance at Evergreen ball on New
S. Watson Cousins, 'who came home | year had so improved that he was able to
Year’s eve was well patronized by the
from Portland for his Christmas vacation, 1 go out at times. He whs an ab e and indushas returned.
[ trious man, always working for the good young people,
Eddie Remickarrived home from Bosof his place. He was a kind husband ami
Mrs. W. F. Chapman, with her daugb
ton Njw Year’s day to visit his mother,
ter Sylvia and nephew, Earle Curtis. !» ft fa her. The funeral services were held at
Mrs. Mary Remick, for a few days. %
his late home Monday afternoon. Rev.
last Sat urday for North Conway to visit
Jau. 5.
H.
Mr. Cutter, of Prospect Harbor, assisted
her husband, who is working at Red*tone.
Rev. Mr. Palmer, a former pa'tor of sum.
The boys have been trying to do some by
Win er Harbor, officiated. He leaves a
smelt fi-hing but with little success, as
Joseph Brown is seriously ill with
wh lat present is very ill, and four
the cove has been clear of ice for the last wife,
pneumonia. His brother, Fred Brown,
hildren:
Mrs. George Gouldsboro, of
who drives the Mount Desert stage was
two weeks- There is quite an encamp
Wes; Gouldsboro; Mrs. J. W. Bunker, of
with him Suuday.
met of ’-melt tents at the old brick yard.
Jan.

NERVES

birthday party, especially to her
grandfather and uncle for keeplug out of

tbe

They

with George Darke
Thursday evening.

on

BLOOD

GEORGE A. PARCHER,

Hill

spent.

THE

Sole agency for thxa city at the atore of

at the

invited to meet

and wife

large, proved to be

affair.

the

new

party gathered at the home of
wife on New YTear’s

pleasant evening

ar

Kobinson found release and entered

Arno Marshall a^.d
eve.

enjoyable

moot hs of

for the benefit of the churches.
A whist

THE

same

At tbe dawn of the

and supper at
evening, Jan.

Evergreen
Wednesday
All
14. If stormy the next fair evening.
are cordially invited, as the proceeds are
hall

FOsi

delighted surprise at the
appreciate
hospitality pretty sight of the big birthday cake,
extended to guests by their well-beloved !
lighted by eleven colored tapers, the
!
pastor and bis charming wife, who were green spruce tips, and red rose tops adding
assisted
in
the
i
entertainment
tbe
ably
by
to the beauty of adornment, were very
mother and sister visiting them.
gratifying to the young ladies peeping in

Climax.

and Sons will bold

FOR

y

to

Trenton.

The

liome

season.

at

community

most

-—

West

came

holiday

the

Join their friends to engage occasion. The little miss received and
occupation.
entertained her guests with the graceful
T.ie annual reception at the parsonage
hospitality of a full-grown hostess, and
Jau. 2, given by Rev. and Mrs. Dean when the bevy of little maidens entered
A. Walker to the people of the church j the
dining room where “Aunt Alice” had

nis eye.
»

for

Holmes will

at

Stoninglon, was badly injured last week
by a wedge glancing from a block of stone
and sinking bun in the eye. The physi
clan at that place advised him to go a<
once to the
hospital In Portland, this

being

with

Medfield, Mass.,
factory
with its pleasant work and good wages
entices a good many of our young people.
About
tbe
middle
of December the
Misses Grace Lawton, Kate Carroll, Lizzie
Whitmore
and
Eisie Leith and her
brother Willie went to that city, and
ntxt week Misses Lulu Mayo and Maud
in the

is

being

time

students

The straw

J. Griudie has returned to
hitii.sviiie, Mass., to resume her duties

Wifht and wife.
Roberts, who

after

some

Dt'USOU.

Miss Nan

Frtd

again

Among them are Esther Dixon from the
C. of M., her brother Herbert from
Bangor high school, and Charles Fuller,
who returned to Bangor to-day in company with Miss Lissa Mayo and Miss

vacation.

R »berts is home from PawWill C
tucket, R I for a short visit.
v
Everett Snow has moved into the house
owned by his father, James W. Snow.
W

TION

a

for the invalids.

new

school

from
from

home

is out

graduation date.
Many of our young people

Sumac.

Mias Maud

Bangor for

TISM

their

over

boy, just

a

y
entering the
Maine Central institute at Pitlsfleld from
here is Cl aries Rea, w hose zeal has not
been lessened by a month’s hard study.
He is helped and encouraged by his roommate, Fred Higgins, who is nearing his

on

South I’enobarut.

care

Among the

is in town

business.
Jan 3

them

His wife is still

cold.

severe

with and

his

with

IfJDfGES-

quite ill,
her chief trouble being an inflamed eye.
her husband stay
Their daughter and

h

H. Norris, of Bar Harbor, made
C.
fl> ng visit to his mother recently.

two

'tart d for

Mrs. Abbie

spend

Jan. 5.

Fulton Pike and wire, who have been

Stephen Gilley

Northeast

from

New

cenflued to the house for

home.
came

congratulating

Year present,
trifle delayed to Jan. 2.

ill.

Christmas

RHEUMA-

friends of Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Phil*

are

due

parent*, James H. McFarland and wife.

winter with her husband.

here

quite

Saute is

McFarland

Harbor to

her

mother in

H.

resume

tew weeka at

S.

living

lips

for

for

his

Northeast Harbor.

at

there.

Hnertnun McFarland has been
a

South (iouhlMhoro.

Mabel

jimin

Bei

Mrs

,vTTt-<

F?OMCC MAN

Bunker, of Sullivan, has been
sister, Mrs. H. B. Gilley, also
daughter at Hail Quarry, and his son

vUiting
bis

ROCS

years.

Daniel

Rev. E. 8. Drew.

Mr-. R. H.

Miss Eth'lyn M. Long
Everett, Mass., wnere

Thomas

family.

husband who is

well-known

bom she bad mistaken

doing millinery here for the past year, has
gone to Farmington, N. H., to spend the

Sun

general hospital

Maine

the

home last

came

lady of
crying

hat the

“Don’t bother to cad
along to the next house
Imagine the chagrin of the

here she is,”
ady when she looked

Mrs.

Mrs. R. A. Bracy

for

out

went:

v

lodges.
day

I’ll

>er.

look

neighbor’s

was at a

be

as

Mrs.

Dr. F. 8. Herrick and E. H. Rridges
went to Ellsworth and

to

animal, still believing

tut

in last week’s American.

ported

left the house

owner

effected without force.

A.

to

iis

she has

where

repeated, followed by a pistol shot.
frightened Mr. Smith’s horse, and

vere

r<iis

v

Mrs. We«ton

by

several

Thomas O’Brien left last week for
Port Townseno, where she will joiu her

his customers, and I

of

one

nnt

I ailing loudly. He supposed it was some
iK-rnber of the family ca ling to the lady
Miss Nettie McKay, of Swan’s Island
»f the house who m ght be at a near
Is the gue-t of Miss Hattie Allen.
ami
seated
He remained
teighbor’s.
Mr-. Henry Allen, who has been visiting
onused himself by playing with the dog
friends in Rockland, returned Saturd y.
In a short time the l< ud calls or screams

Mrs.

Junction,

Mrs

Smith, the tea-peddler, entered

ho home of

I

Geore* Stew art is employed at
more cottage in Sargeotville.

tbe

near

|

our

E<ank

been sold to Cap?.

vharf has

We-t

house

vacated

recently
and

|

v

Phillips

George B’ancbe has gone to Franklin,
present passage of I he burglar ;
where he will cook for a crew in tbe
town, many of our 1 idles
woods.
have been possessed with a nervous fear. ;
Miss Helen Abbott is at home from
\s a result of this, an amusing incident
Bangor, afier an absence of some months.
•ocurred last week.

through

——-

saps-

BURGLAR.

A

Since the

po

see othet

into the

I
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NTT NEWS
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evening.

io-morrow
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FROM A

ROMOC

Eliza Robbins is slowly recovering
of pneumonia
critical illness
from a
which has attacked her every winter for
Mrs.

II. McMsster and wife have moved

1)

THE
MEO’CIHE
MADE

MAN NEVER
MADE ANYTHING LIKE

here.

during the

retnatu

pagt$

J. T. R. Freeman left here last week for
Bangor and other cities on a business trip.
Clayton Gilley, of Bar Harbor, with his
wife and son, has been visiting his friends

Ells-

winter.

conferred upon a
The fourth degree
ass of sixteen by Latnolius grange last
utsday evening, lostai atiou of officers

county.

net

worth, where she will

other

aee

A

C.
to

County N*u>$

HhiImiT.

^•umweai

alternate.

e as

Mrs. Minerva Rich has moved

prayer.

for additional

II uncock.

Wrm

whu

he other papers print,

*

the week of

Mrs. L P. Co

Jan. 2.

Lydia Hodgkins

The cbu-cb here will observe next week
>s

the

barring

AMERICAN,

sembly,

is visiting her
Stover, in Ellsworth
\1 rs. Cyrus Cook, of P uehill, is acting
housekeeper for Shepa d Cousins.

pro?

merely local papers.
rwF

Whitaker, of Bar Harbor,
clays in town la-t week.

few

a

Mr«

t

a

>**

abbtrti»nnntt».

CO U XTYNE VVr8.

was

bv tbe brothers of Schoodic
lodge, and thirty-1o Pythian sisters did
full justice to it. Mrs. J. M. Williams
w as elected as delegate
to the grand as-

nee, Mrs. Helen

n

m-ly

po

Supper

two candidates.

on

furnished

Lena

Mine

pent

claimed

never

ether

-**•«•

worked

iiiome.

only paper printed

the

the

co»

AV»/>

Countp

viditional

The Amki

many.

so

-aunty, and has

Banco

feet

OUNTY N EWiS,

v

papers in th* county

.'her

Mned d.

a.

post-offlces in Pancock cou-ntx

■

J

svbscribers

has

tiican

a cow

of

W.

Jelll-

recently.

Mrs. Andrews, the postmistress, who
very ill, is much improved,
O. W. Young and wife, of Southwest

has been

Mr». Edith Penney hi. teen
visiting
relaiiveB in Baugoc lor tbe past two I Harbor, called on friends here Sunday.
Weeks.
George Richards has moved his family
George W. Young, of North Hancock to Bar Harbor where he has employment.
Dannie and Collie McKay, of Bar
expect, to begin plastering the Clark

cottage

soon.

Mrs. Emma Carter, with her little son
Elmer, visited relatives at Nicoiiu a few

days

home.

la«t week.

Jan. 5.

E

_

North

last week at home.
Delia

McFarland

morning

to

studies at

Coburn.

Watervllle,

Ernest Smith, of Readville, is teaebiug
high school, which commenced 'bis

the

L.MUiuiu«).

Kaymond McFarland, teacher at Castleton, Vt spent a few days of his vacation
Miss

Harbor, spent Sunday with relatives here.
Miss Nettie Hodgkins, who has been
employed at Bar Harbor, has returned

return,
to

resume

this
her

The shed and
hencoop attached, belonging to Dr. Hodgkins’ place at Partridge Cove, together with

twenty-five
chickens, were destroyed by fire on tbe
night preceding Christmas. The fire was
supposed to originate from an accumuia-

morning.
Jan. 5.

T.
_

It Will Surprise Yon—Try It.
It Is the medicine above «•!! others for catarrh
and la worth Us weight In
gold. F.ly’a Cream
Balm does ail ibai Is claimed for It. B. W-

Sperry, Hartford. Conn.
My son was afflicted wtth catarrh. He used
Ely‘» Cream Balm and the disagreeable catarrh
all left him.—j. c.
Olmetead, Areola, 111*
The Balm does not Irritate or cause anee/lngSold by druggirtt* at 10 els. or mailed by Ely's
Brothers, u Warren St., New York.

COUNTY
AdOounif

f„

news. COUNTY
JV.trs,... other popes

V
0i ..I mMis. Maud Perry Is iu town,
jl. II. Wood wss In Bangor last week.

Judge Chase and wife expect to spend
tbe week In Augusta.
Msx Hinckley has gone to Portland to
attend commercial college.
Msit Is

Mias

tbe geest

Roberts, of

Brooksvllle,

Is

Installation

Thursday

services

evening.
Tbe evening aervlcea which have usually been held during tbe week of prayer
bave been positioned a week, as Rev. R. L.
Olda is assisting In conducting a seriea of
meetings at East Rluebtll.
Mountain
Friday evening, Jan. 2,
Rebekatt lodge received Into tnetnberablp
Roland Howard and wife, Harold Morse
end Mra. Nettle Baundera.
Supper wss
served after tbe Initiation. This lodge
expects to hold Its Installation Jan. 16.
Tbe J.

Real Estate Transfer-Some Vital Statistics.
t,
BUCKHPORT, Jan. 6 (-peciai)—The tramp
burglar, who has been ransacking bouses
in this county for the past fortnight, tn s
finally been rounded up and neatly chj
tured Deputy-Hherlff Snowman endt> g
the festive career of the young man Ut
the present.

Tbe remains of Mrs. Lewis
Sawyer were
brought hero Friday from Bear Island
light, where she died on New Year’s Day.
Her son, Heber Sawyer, and
wife, of Egg
Bock light, accompanied the
her
husband

daughter.
Mrs. Sawyer

family,

Miss

and

wbb a

man, and the news

Leah,

u

A.

M.

their

held

Installa-

tion ceremonies Friday evening, Jan. 2.
An oysier supper was served, followed by
an in Hint ton service.
Following are the
officers: Councilor, B. C. Sylvester; vice
councilor, Walter E. Stover; recording
secretary, Mark H. Carter; A. K. secrem Emerton;
financial secretary, M
tary, O'-nr Billings; treasurer, F. M.
Rot*';
doctor, L. C. Curtis; warden,
H. L
Ht*rrlck; Inside sentinel, F. M.
Grind * ; outside sentinel, Alfred Staples;
Jr. I*, t J. B. Bettel; chaplain, William
Horton.
Too i» a Hat loti of officers of Bluebill
lodg- .1 O O. F No 79. occurred ThursIt was well conday «vetting, Jan. 1
du
by Dr. E. S. Herrick, D. D. G. M.,
both of Brooklin.
at»«i Mr. Bridges, G. M

contents, aud jail left In the greatest
fusion.

Nothing

young

there is the blessed

He

sorrow

assurance

has

the

George Parker

baa gone to

business college.
Decatur Gott and wife
Boothbay, visiting friends.

atleud

the

Snowman, K 8. N. G ; Allen
Flake, L.8. N. G.; Uslel Curtis, K. 8. V.
(j.; Lewis 8a under*, L. 8. V. U ; Ira
Grindle, U. 8. 8.; George Morse, L. 8. 8.
M.
Jan. 5.
Omni

I«aughlin haa been at home for a
few days on account of poor health.
Mr. Mitchell’s foreman, Mr. Tracy, was
called home to Sultlvsn by the illness of

on

who

fleece-lined coat. Tbe young
an
old-fashioned candy

with

a

folks

enjoyed

where

N.

E.

under

of

is in Calais

for

a

and

Adeibcrt
crews

Merchant
into

woods last week.
Jan. 5

tbe

X.

A Scientific Discovery.
Kodol <1e*» for the Kt macli that which
it 18 unabi to do f«*r it»* If. Kodol dign,t*
w hat you tat and enable** he ftomach and
digestive organt* t<* transform all food into

Harvey

firm

name

rich,

red bio d.

Wkkiin <i

special meetings Thursday
evenings.
in

Robert H. Blaisdell
last week

bis brothers

was

spendiug

a

aud

Tbe town

there
and

Success
Calendar

Mrs.

and

j

I
j

Wednesday

ai

to attend

the

Some

boys

with

a

beat

their assistance, and rescued
their perilous position.

subjects
interest.

of

general and inspirational
The original of the one for

December,

for instance, is a most exquisite painting by the famous artist,
C.
LeyendeCker, representing

"The Three Wise Men of the East”.

7fts SUCCESS Calendar will be sent
entirely FitKE (f charge awl postpaid to any address on request.*.*.*.

The SUCCESS COMPANY
h*|H- S, University Building, Washington Sq., New York

business

parish

meeting

Baptist church, held Monday, the
Parish
following officers were choseu:
committee, J. M. Allen, O. S. Hanscome,
F. M. Cioaeon; M. L. Elwell, parish
clerk; F. P. Allen treasurer. A balauce
of |2U remsius in the treasury, aud all
are

North Sedgwick grange held its
Friday evening, at which officers
installed by Fred Phi-lips, of Brook-

The

lin

grange
officers
thanks

was

in

refreshments

After

grange.

called to order

was

with the

the
new

rising vote of
Mr.
cheerfully given

charge.

A

Phillips.
Harry Thurston got

oxen into the
day last week but
got them out without much difficulty.
Jan. 5.Kak.

ice

on

the meadow

39

to

her

candidates who
first and second
Ti e
degrees next Saturday evening.
admission of these will make tifteeu new
names

of

live

members in the last four mouths.

C. M. Leach and wife, Roland Ward wet
and Miss Helen Dunbar attended the
public installation of offices of Hancock

j

lodge, F. and A. M., at tho village last
The participants,
Thursday evening.
seventy-four iu number, partook of a
turkey supper at theCas'ine house, preher
pared by Mrs. J. M. Vogell in
The members then reinimitable way.
lumed totheir ball where the installation
was

his

one

impressively

close

performed by

A due musical

Davis.

was

well

E.

protected against
is by

A.

L.

Atkins is

harvesting ice for

use

at

the dsb station.
Misses Bernice Mason and Bertha Dorr
returned to Bangor to-day.
A.

E.

trip

Marks returned

Wednesday

postponed

one

week.

___________________

Terrible plague, those Itching, pestering di«
of the skin. Put an end to misery. Doa 'n
Ointment cures. At any drug tore.—Advt

no

means

Subscribe for Tlie American.

an

uncommon

tiling to

sun

Wam^

wife and

my

One of the Two.

case

wife’s

the two are my
mother.—Boston

Transcript.

!

Overptnyed Themselves.
“Confound it!’’ exclaimed the sallow
dyspeptic in the Hftli row. uuder hit
breath. "We’ve overdone the applause
Instead of merely coming out and
bowing her thanks, she's going to slug
again.”—Chicago Tribune.
Child labor is

Take

specially to be
bright a light. It

are

too

nurse

quarrel.
Harry—In this

E. C. Mason is having a bath room
built. Henry Duubar is doing the work.
Many of the young people atteuded the
dance at North Bluebill New Year’s night.
Mrs.

Mrs. Annie Blaisdeil and daughter
Ethel visited her aunt, Mrs. Pearl Uriudle, at North Bluehill Thursday.
Jan. 5.

iuj

Uncle George—You ure always com
plaining about your wife’s bad temper,
but you know it takes two to make a

Owing to the storm Saturday night, the
was

a

He

from

to Portland and Boston.

danoe

ugut

is

when the weather is not too
warm, but 'the eyes should always be
protected against the bright glare,
whether direct or reflected.
the

Kaat Uriand.

Mr.

iuv

(Original.!
“I hear you spent vocation at the
seashore,” said the senior to the junior.
“1 suppose you sat on the beach with a

girl, lulled by the music of the waves.”

wheeling a young Infant in
the carriage while the bright sun Is
pouring into the child’s eyes. This does
not argue against taking infants into
see

received.

cases

To Cure a Cold lo One l)»y.
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money if It falls to cure.
K. IV. Grove's signature is on each box. £Sc.

The infant's eyes

programme at the

Jail. 5.

uariiuess

wueu

Even

"Music of the waves, rot! I heard
that when I’d rather have heard a
• am whistle screech in my ear.”
“How was that?”
“I

admit there was a girl In It.
Speaking of gsrls, do you know they
never have the sense to be frightened
at the proper time. At least, that was
the way with the girl In this case. You
know I’ve always been ‘stuck’ on ocean

canoeing. This year I took my canoe
to X„ on the coast of Maine. It’s risky,
I tell you. I knew it and took all the
I could. I never went out except
In the best of weather and always took
a compass and a barometer. I reached
X. in July usid paddled outside every
care

any mat

was

Hue ana tue

sea

was not

rough, so that by the last days of
August I bad my hand well In. I would
feel my way, so to speak, watching the
sky and the water, with an occasional
look at my Instruments. The people
all thought I was foolhardy, but what’s
the fun without a spice of danger?
too

"One afternoon when

the sea

was

especially smooth and the sky serene
I paddled farther than usual. There’s
a singular feeling In being far from

i

a

COKOBKNIKO

SLKKI'j

Midday V11 (> In lieCU'r Thu
the Nuun Meal.

Tho scholar ami proft.1 man,
like the anxious housewife. is upt t»>
carry his cores to bed, ami msumnlfc
becomes a curse. Men ami women whV>
are busied In getting and gaining, tip*!
merchant, the banker, all alike, fail to
which eani
secure that self control
manage the mind us well asleep a»;
awake.
Normal sleep should be purely ml
physiological repose similar to the res*,
of animals, who go to sleep with Uu«
darkness and awake with the light.
Some one has said Hint sleep is likte
hunger and thirst, representing a dirat
nution of energy throughout the entlh*
body. 1 hardiy think this can he trU®
but In my judgment sleep rather Bug
gests the diminution of the energy ol
the brain, and he is a wise man wjic
takes the hint when brain fag sets to
of an evening and goes comfortably
and properly to bod.
Of course it goes without saying that
night is not the only time for sleep.
Men and women who are busy could
steal just a few minutes before or after
the noonday luncheon to catch a little
nap, and, indeed, I am nearly Bure
that the noonday nap is worth far
more than the noonday meal, for the
dlgesOve processes are surely hindered
during the periods of mental activity,
and It is the excepUonal person in this
busy world of ours who is not called
upon to use all his brain and brawn to
make a living. It bus been my habit
to advise mothers to steal a while away,
from
“cumberous care” and,
every
even if sloop fails to be wooed, to take
about twenty minutes every day In ah
solute peace and quietness, diverting
tho mind from all auxieHcs and relaxing all the muscles. A habit of this
lUud is easily acquired, and we might
have fewer neurasthenic women, whos®
nerves make life hideous to their families, if a word like this, spoken froto
considerable experience, wore heeded.—
Pilarim.
_

Sore of Applause.

That the theatrical claque is not confined to playhouses was demonstrated
beyond all shadow of doubt to tb«c
teacher who was drilling the pupils tot
the exercises in one of the public
1
schools.
The unresponsive bit of femininity*
over whom the amateur “coach” work-*
ed rejoiced in the name of Sarah.
When Sarah began to talk, all her
vocal organs took joyful holiday and
retired In favor of ber nose. In vaiu
and
the teacher begged
implored.
Sarah still clung to her monotone.
Then the teacher threatened.
"Sarah,” she said, ‘If you don’t try
to do bettor you will fall utterly, and
then how will you f<*el?”
applaud me, Miss
“Oh,
they’ll
Brown," returned Sarah easily.
"My
mother is coin' to give my little broth*
er Andy 10 cents, and if he don’t begtn
clappin' the minute I sit down be’«
goin’ to he sfrapptsl within au inch of
his life.”—New York Times.
Another Biblical Dlnpnte.
"Do devil Is lak a roarin’ lion." said
Br’er Williams.
"No, he ain’t.” said'Brother Dickey;
"kase ef he wuz dry ain’t a sinner
among you what wouldn’t climb a tree
w’en yon heerd him cornin’!”—Atlanta
Constitution.

Tim Tuff—Aw, I cud lick yonse wldr
both me hands tied behind me.
Swlpsey Mulligan—Will yer let aw
tie em?—Ohio State Journal.

atebtrliaontnts.
^

»

Film.

Florence Hutch
«pe»t ThursMiss Bernice Wardwell.

iVl ias

DARK*

After he had recovered the use of
both eyes he began to find out that
everything was not flat, but that many
things had a certain thickness as well
us length and breadth, and in this way
he began to see solid objects.
But even for a year or two after complete recovery he was unable to decide
whether a certain figure was a flat surface, as in a painting, or a solid body.
He was also obliged to learn the different animals and objects, not knowing the difference between a cat and a
dog until he had touched them.
We all go through just the same process of learning how to see In Infancy.
The child may be two or three years,
or even older, before it has control over
its eyes and can Judge of the distance
of objects in the room, etc.
The care of the eye is a question of
great importance for mothers and
The eyes of newborn Infants
nurses.
should be carefully washed with fresh,
clear water, and if anything unusual
is noticed the physician should be seen.

=

a

paid.

session
were

43

Sorih Caitlnn.

of the

bills

1902

wedding of Etta U. Chandler, « f
North Bucksport, and Lincoln Q. Quinn,
of South Orrington, took place on Saturlay at Bucksport Center, Rev. Melvin 8.
Preble officiating. [For additional Bucks*
:>ort uews, see page 8.]

ceived the

her

went out to

I’he publishers of Success have issued
an
exquisitely engraved twelve-leaf
Calendar. This Calendar is one of the
tinest examples of the famous Colortype Process, which excels lithography
in its beautiful soft tones and colorings. The twelve desigus are original
paintings made for Success by America’s leading artists, and represent

as

Chelsea, Mass., last Saturday.
Mrs. Anuie Whitmore, of Buckspi rt. is
the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Georgia
Dodge.
Castine grange, at its last meeting, re-

tunsonic

young people hud a watch
Year’s eve et tie Grange

At the annual

births
are

school iu

Thurston went to

Some of the tent-, with the boys inside, went sailing down the pond on ice

them from

marriages and
The figures

more

Miss Helen F. Dunbar returned

Sargeut-

Julia Ulosson is quite til at

Saturday.

being

fewer deaths.

rather

statistics
with last year,
vital

day with

Mamie

hall.

cakes

records show

The

up from Sullifew days with

home, Hillside cottage.
our

clerk’s

Deaths.62

meeting.

Some of

in

will be instructed in the

Mr. Elwell and David

mtetiug New

position

darrtAges.•“»

vtlle.

Mrs.

new

1901.
Births.38

B.

Sedgwick Monday

bis

follows:

North

F REE

take

gratifying figures in the
of Bucksport as compared

Frauk aud Enoch.

Thurston spent

here

July.

Moore.

SUmtiUaraunts.

same

coal

Hayes Crane, son of Mr. and
Ueorge D. Crane, has received th
much coveted honor of being
elec ed
interne of tbe Eastern Maine genem
Crane
will
Mr.
graduate
hospital.
from Jefferson medical college in a few

Friday

Jau. 4.
*m*«Uwi«K.
Mrs. Elia Powers

uo

Mrs.

M. Blaisdell,
of Blaisdell
&

aud

Rev. C. E Petersen assisted Rev. B. W
Russell in a watch-night observance an
West Builivan New Year’s eve and also

vau

There is

Harold

dence of Mr. aud Mrs. Arthur Bunker,
Christmas eve, when their daughter, Miss
Bertha Barton, and Gerald C. Wi.uu.* wete
The bride was becomingly
married.
In white. The ceremony was pergowned
Jan. 5.
Dolly.
!
formed by Rev. C. E. Petersen. Invitations were limited to relatives and a few
EMtbruok.
Madeline Clow is quite til with tonsil- friends. Mr. aud Mrs. Wilbur were the
it is.
recipients of many valuable and useful
gifts, Tue best wishes of hII follow them
Laura McCarthy begins teaching school
to their home at Northeast Harbor.
in Ellsworth this week.
'uinhtring

last week.

as

Methodist parsonage in South
on Wednesday the wedding of
Miss Mabel Maker, of South Orringtou,
to LeslieC. Smith, son of Howard Smith,
of this town, took place.
The ceremoiiy
was performed by Rev. Mr. Young, of
the Methodist church.

birthday with a few of her schoolmates.
and a nice treat of
were played
All
cake, candy and apples was served.
report a pleasant evening.

their

a

At the

Games

Henry French

buy

can

Ornnglon

store.

Mrs. Ward, who was quite ill last
pushing work on the mill they have
week, is improving.
erected near the station.
Mias
Dec.
31,
Wednesday evening,
A pretty wedding occurred at the resiLanio Hearin celebrated ber fourteenth

moved

individual

sight.
Plenty of wood is being
brought to market, aud prices are a litt e
easier, a good grade of the manufactured
article selling for f6 per cord.

Blaisdell, have completed arrangements
for a winter’s work in the woods, and are

Swwaii.

thirsty

a

months, and

the

before” is the situa-

ever

sized up

in

or

previous.
W.

purchased
O. F. Fellows,
repaired.

been

Tue fuel situation is about the

B. Bunker spent Christmas
New Year’s with his parents
Mrs. Bunker came several days

John

pull.
Jan.4.

as

AND

JPACT8

GIRL'SCOURAGE

eyes.
The eyelids open and shut from birth,
but they are not always moved at the land in a canoe, heaved up and down
as the waves roll under you, nothing
same time with the movements of the
eyeballs until the infant has reached but sky above you and water all
the second or third month. Under two around. There's such a ghostly lonelior three months of age infants do not
ness about it, such helplessness.
All a
wink when the hand or an object is
fellow can do is to dexterously avoid
waved before the face, because they I
the force of the waves with his paddle,
do not see the hand distinctly.
as a man might keep putting a tiger's
One of the remarkable points of inwith a stick so as to prevent its
terest In the development of the In- eyes
him. Kneeling in the canoe,
fant’s power of vision is the way in devouring
was always on a level with the water,
which it learns to appreciate the ob- I
at one time poised on a crest, at anothjects seen. It has to learn to discover
far down iu the trough. It’s a sinthe distance of objects, their shape, er
different from any othsize, character, etc., and this it does gular sensation,
with the asslstange of the sense of er 1 have ever experienced.
“Suddenly glancing at my barometer,
touch.
I saw it was sinking. 1 swept the horThe face of the mother or nurse is
made familiar in that it is brought so izon with my eye and landward saw a
black cloud rising. In an instant 1 got
close to the infant's face.
for
After the infant has learned to see; one leg straight forward and made
shore with all my strength.
objects distinctly at the distance of
"1 was still a mile away from the
several feet It begins to use both eyes
In common. At first the eyes act inde- harbor’s mouth when 1 saw ahead of
me the flashes of a double bladed padpendently of each other, so that it undle. Then I remembered that a lot of
doubtedly has double vision and sees
had come to X. the day
everything double. This double vision college girls
before who had been canoeing in the
can be produced by many at will by
interior, and my blood ran cold as it
looking “cross eyed.”
them
The infant having reached the point occurred to me that some one of
come out on
when it sees an object clearly. It must had been cra»y enough to
of muscle
also begin to understand objects of to tlie ocean. I have plenty
in my best work, so
three dimensions—that Is, to find out and was putting
on the canoe ahead and
the difference between a flat surface that l gained
Here the sense of soon saw a girl in a Tam O'Slmnter
and a solid body.
and padtouch also assists. The infant grasps and blue sweater kneeling
dling for the shore.
an object and, putting it to its lips and
“All of a sudden there came a white
face, satisfies itself as to the shape,
space under the rising cloud, and the
character, etc.
seemed to shoot toward
It is interesting In this connection to whole heaven
the zenith. There was a terrific puff
note some cases in which a person born
of wind, and for thirty seconds I had
blind recovers sight when grown.
afloat.
In one case a young man who had all 1 could do to keep my boat
I looked for the
lost his sight in early infancy was so Then came a lull, and
canoe ahead, expecting to see it bottom
completely blinded that he could not
and relief, there
distinguish even the strongest light up. To my surprise
was the girl battling with the water.
from darkness.
close to me, for she had
After on operation on one eye hail She was pretty
while I had partbeen successfully performed he began been blown outward,
held my own. I hailed her, directto see objects without understanding ly
and I would run
them—not being able to judge their ing her to slow up
When l did so, I found
distances from his eye—and he felt ns alongside.
Whether
cucumber.
If everything was touching his eye, so her as cool as a
I both were
that «o touch an object he at first she realized that she and
be blown out to sea
would put one finger or the hand up almost certain to
At any rate, I adbefore his face, pointing at the object I did not know.
aimed at, and reach forward until his mired her pluck.
'You must get lido my canoe,’ I
finger came in contact with the ob

drink.

Eugeue
here.

houses at

by one who knows.
left-over liquor stock is pretty well
evaporated, ana there is no place in town

E. A. McNeal is confined to her
by illness.

week and

anu

Tbe

Mrs.

the evening they were much surprised by
their friends, who presented Mr. Clarry

than

tion here

LiOtlT

Intense, and It may even knit Its brow
In sleep If a bright light be brought
close to Its face.
On the same principle a striking
bright color will also be noticed when
held close to the face.
In all these cases, however, the Infant follows the object by turning its
head and not by the movement of the

Boston.

having the houne

are

“Dryer

A solo was sweetly rendered by Miss
Bernice Dunn at the Methodist service

borne

her way to

damaged dwelling, has
by John N. Swazey and

Dr. H. F. Collins has reuted the office

parents. Tbe family dined
at the Clarry cainp ou New Year’s Day. Iu
ith her

who entered the

same man

here

Ray Dweiley, of the University
Maine, spent Buuday with his parents.

Bunday.
Mrs. George A. Martin
Miss Lillian Clarry, of Bangor, arrived
visit of several days.
Tuesday night. She will ►pend a few
w

locked

The Putman property on Center street,
consisting of a large lot and one badly

his wife.

weeks

and

“Irving Leslie”, Capt.
Cushing, has secured a cargo of
potatoes at Souris, P. E. I., and is now

S mnkiln.

Havey

placed under arrest
on Friday arraigned

was

The schooner

of the

the

the

Charles

the

friend and patron.
Jan. 5.

over

in

The week of prayer is being observed
by union services of the Cougregatloua
aud Methodist societies.

liberal

Ptinn.

John

seen

here from

are

prevailing distemper, but
mending hand.
KMbekabs
furntsbed
a
Tin*
supper in tbe
The public library and reading-room
banquet hall. A pleasing entertainment here bad a.recent addition of sixty volwa* given by Drs. Barrett and Littlefield,
umes, teu from the church library aswh<> gave a variety of selections on their sociation, through the Misses
Farring,
phonograph, which were much enjoyed summer visitors for several seasons here,
by the Odd Fellows and their guests. and
fifty volumes of choice books
The following are tbe officers for the from
Mrs.
Levi
Wade, of Newton
ensuing year: Frank Stover, N. Q.; Har- Center, Mass.
A
box of
books
has
vey McIntyre, V. G ; Forest Snow, 8.; J.
been long on the way from Mrs. G.
H. Morse, F. 8 ; I E. Stanley,T.; Welland
M. Neall, of Philadelphia, one of the
Clay, chaplain; K 8. Osgood, I. G ; original founders of the library, and a
Clarence

been

HAS

What a difference there Is between
the dull eye of the newborn Infant and
the sharp vision of the young chick,
which is able to pick up with precision
a grain of corn or even snap up a fly
while the eggshell may be still sticking to Its back! The eye of the Infant,
however, Is developed very gradually,
and during Infancy and childhood It
learns how to see. In the first few days
It notices the difference between light

tallied exactly with that of the young
man seen in those places, and he gave the
same name here, William Merrill.

Portland to

Thomas W. Jackson, who has been seriously ill, is now recovering, though not
able to go out as yet.
Mrs. Jonathan Rich and Mrs. Fred
Rich, at the Head of the Harbor, have had
are on

had

BABB

fully developed.

Lamoine, North Larnoine, Trenton and
probably other places. His description

m

attacks

con-

before Reup, and
corder Remlck of the Western Hancock
municipal court. In the pockets of the
young man were found articles identified
as coming from the
He
Gray house.
waived examination, was bound over in
|800 bonds, in default of which he was
committed to jail.
There seems to be no doubt that this is

passed and that
shores of the blessed land she
awaits her loved ones, in a reunion that
shall be forever unbroken.
on

who

man

BURN

The sense most early exercised by
the newborn Infant Is the sense of
sight, but at fli'Rt It has the power only
to distinguish light from darkness and
is in comparison with Its later development blind, while in many of the
lower creatures the senses are at birth

few odd

a

NBW

NEft!B.

port Center.

Though the New Year opens with over*
whelming grief tor her afflicted family
friends,

except

TUB

BETWEEN

neighborhood during the day, aud who
had been given a breakfast at one bouse.
Deputy Sheriff Snowman started out on a
hunt, and finally found his man at Bucks-

cemetery at the Head of the

that for her all

missed

was

FIRST

the power only to DitmNUUibU

The burglar was evidently looking
for money. That night a man broke into
the Small’s schoolbouse, so called, built a
fire, and made himself comfortable.
Suspicions pointed strongly to a strange

Harbor.

and

AT

coins.

character, a devoted wife and mother, a
loving sister, and as such will be always
lamented by her surviving relatives. The
interment will take place In the family
the

TO EXERCISE If.

On

only

LEARN

SLOWLY

HOW INFANTS

Wednesday, the house of Mrs. Mary
Gray, at East Bucksport, was entered in
most estimable wo- the daytime, and ransacked from one end
of her death carries to the other.
Every drawer, box and
of a very large circle closet in the bouse was emptied of the
her

Before her
she was Miss
marriage
Vienna Dlx, a favorite sister in a
large
Her
family.
brother, Capt. Robert Dlx,
was
lost at sea about two
years ago.
She la survived by live brothers and two
slaters—Capt. Hiram Dlx, of Holden,
Christopher Dlx and William Dlx, of
Uooee Cove, John Dlx, of Bartlett's
Island, and Reuben Dlx, of Holden, Mrs.
Jonathan Rich and Mrs. John B. Thurston, of Fort Point light station.
Mrs. Sawyer was a woman of sterling

lot 111

THE SFiNSF OF SIGHT.

Burglar Caught

Mayo.
sorrow to the beartB
Stover, of Cambridge, Mass., of friendB and relatives.

of Miss Alice

Cbarlcs A.
la visiting bis parents, R. P. Stover and
wifeEllery Varnnm and wife, of Penobscot,
Mr. sod Mrs. Llnulken, and Mr. and Mrs.
Hagertny, of Burry, attended tbe Odd

Fellows’

FROM BUCK81*0RT.

DEATH OF MRS. LEWIS SAWYER.

business.

on

NEWS.

additional County Xomm other
pa gee

Khms Harbor.

Capl. II. P. Johnson, of Boston, Is In
town

for

an

undesirable "iufaiil

Industry.”—Boston ileruld.

‘“Ami leave mine? No, thank yon.’
‘“Then I can’t help you.’
‘Who asked for help?’ she said.
“I then pulled up In front of her, and
as my quarter grazed her how 1 grnbln d both rails with my hands and rolled
over

Into her

canoe.

this point you’re looking for some tine talk. Well, here it is:
‘Lit down in the bottom,’ 1 said. ‘Lie
down yourself.’ It was a ease of life
’Lie down or I'll brain yott
or death.
with this oar.’ She saw that the time
had come to quit fooling and lay down.
I paddled away against the wind, mak-

'T’erhaps

at

ing little headway,

expecting every

twist the canoe
around and roll us over. Thanks to
long practice, I evaded them, but it
was discouraging, after safely ridlag
wave

one,

as

it

came on

10 see a

bigger

to

one

right

upon

me.

The fool girl kept poking up her head,
and every time I rode a wave she'd ex
claim 'Bravo! Isn’t it tine!’ as though
I were performing in a circus.
•‘Well, we got into the harbor at last
1 ran the canoe ashore, and ws liotl)
stepped on dry land.
“‘What did you mean by going out
there?’ 1 asked, a sudden anger coming
as
over me after the terrible ordeal,
though she was to blame for the wbolf

This getting up every night
with the baby, or some of the
older children, is all wrong.
Not that the children are to
blame. If he's the baby, probably his food is wrong. Vinoi
will help his mother stand the
strain of nursing.
We have often seen whole
families of older children who
keep the parents awake o’
First one, then the
nights.
other is ailing.
These children seem well
enough at times; but they are
white, hollow-eyed, often list
less, with irregular appetites,
peevish and fretful, wakeful at
night and constantly taking coldThe use oc Vinoi, in conjunction with Vinlax to regulate the
bowels, will benefit these children almost in a day.
There is nothing in Vinoi that
can hurt them.
It is pleasant
to take.
If it doesn’t do the
work, we will give you the
money back.

affair.
‘I’m sorry I forgot to ask your per
mission,’ she snapped.
‘Don’t you know that we have es
eaped drowning as by a miracle?’
“She cast a glance out over the angrj
waters.
‘It does look pretty rough out there
Much obliged to you. Goodby. I g< i
back to college tomorrow. We’re al
lowed to receive Friday evenings. Sor
ry you lost your canoe.’
“She ran off to her hotel, which wat
near by, leaving me to take care of hei
boat. Now that she was safe asliori
she was beginning to get frightened
The nearer she got to the hotel tin
faster she ran, and just as she reachet
the piazza I saw her fall Into sonn
woman's arms. She was the biggest”"How many times have you been ti
see her?” asked the senior.
DRUGGIST.
“How many? Let me see. I thlnl
Mai' Ore era Supplied. $ f jm’t Ho!!!-’. Jh* paid
It’s six,” replied the junior sheepishly.
ARTHUR CHESTER LOVERING.

GEO. A. PARC HER,
Subscribe for The Aweiucan.

V.

...LJ^~—-

—-
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fib mutinous.

GALLERT’S

M

|

M. GALLERT’S

OF

REPORT

Gigantic January Sale

Every item dein which he offers the most marvelous values ever known.
serves your most careful attention. Every price quoted means a money-savin?

opportunity rarely equalled outs de this store. We never opened a January
Every department has somethin?
sale with so many truly wonderful offers.
of forceful, irresistible interest, it will be a bargain carnival well worthy tin
name.

BE

CONDITION

pin

is

co

.dllion

of

Hancock

report is that

the

Coanty-Treasnrer O.

be

to

coun.y

Included In

excellent.
of

shows tlie A-taocia'

and

Tapiey.

W.

Tne county tax levied lr 1902 is tbt
same as t bat levied in 1901—114 705 55, and

Immense reductions in

Garments, Suits,

10e

•*

4.90

Limited lot of Ladies’ $10 Suits,
reduced to
This lot contains many odd suits,
If you can find your
no two alike.

size, you

13.00

10.00

17.50
20 and over,

12.50
15.00
Whole stock to

liniK'
LHUIto MAT?—'the
bUAiO be

sold at the fol.

lowing prices: $4.99, $7 aml$lO,
this being a reduction of nearly oue-

specially

for this sale.

buy

You can

for
Plain and Trimmed Corset Covers
and Children’s Drawers.

IQq

half.
French
As it is impossible to give
a detailed description of
we have decided to make a re-

*UI9

Corset

Covers, Night

Gowns—tucked yoke, cambric
ruffle

round

sleeves;

and

neck

Cambric Drawers trimmed with rufflt
or hamburg.
duction of 25 per cent, from former
prices.
/On Square Neck Night Gown,
French Corset
Cover, Short
Corset Cover, Cambric Drawers.
WAIST SACRIFICE.
Ii .50 French Flannel Waist at
1-2

••

STRIPED WAISTINGS.
All of our 50c

Waistings

75c
1.00

at

32 l-2c
59c
79c

"

Our Dress Goods

““

87

1048 61

1048 61

55

464 55

126 59

126 59

Night Gowns—empire

9l 95

9l 95

410 05

410 05

57 77

57 77

Eden,

4 019 06

4 049 06

sworth,
Franklin,

1,954 65
33198
324 68
289 77

1 954 65

68 30

68 30

tiouidsboro,
Hancock,
MeauHaut,

77

289

59

185

64 01

6101

6-104

881 94

8S19-4

Oriand,
O.is,

299 29

299 29

Penobscot,
Sedgwick,
S irrento,

283 71

283 71

232 67

232 67

Stonington,

279 92

279 92

Suiltvau,

341 91

341 91

27 30

170 34

Surry,
Swan’s

27 30

Island,

T'emo.it,

189

155 64

78
138 67

562 78

562

Trenton,

59

189 59
155 64

Verona,

66 82

66 82

W

74 33

74 33

325 93

325 92

ham,
Winter Harbor,
Loo* Inland PI.,
.it

are

a"ow"uirked

GREAT WRAPPER SALE

or

neck

square

—

least one-third under the regular selling price. While writing this we
concluded to put two other lots on sale
at 08c. the other at ijt 1.48.
The 98c lot is reduced from $1.50; the
$1.48 lot reduced from $2.
—one

100 Eiderdown Dressing Sacks at
79c_the dollar kind; the $1.50 and $2
kind at 90c. No other price on any of

Amount assessed

$499

$10

532

less tban the net

14, wblcl
ol

resource**

extraordinary expense

con-

is taken

lnt<

case

account, the allowing fa a retuarkablj
good one, and indlcatea that the flnancei
of the county hive been carefully looker
after b.v he present hoard.
The report of Sheriff Howard F. Whitcomb is appended to the report of th«
Tbe number of comco mni-'Blonera.
mitments to the county j ill ia forty,
Hgamst thirty-six last yeer, which wa*
toe smallest number for years.
During 1902 the number of
board of

forty,

committed

thirty-seven

whom

of

msles.

were

Tue crimes for which prisoners were
committed
during the year were a*
follow*:
Arson, 1; carelessly wounding h
human being, 1; assault, 2; cruelty tc
animals, 3; debt, 1; drunkenness, 22; kidnapping, 1; larceny, 8 murder, 1.

Tremont,

of

care

chairman for tbe

Receipts.

of

the

roadls

in

these

townships,

Wrappers

at: 59c.

GOODS'

Wrap-

These

have

waidens

as

been

follows:

appointed in
Isaiah Tracy

R Shuman, Noa. 32, 33. 34 and 35; John
Hiker, Nos 39, 40 and 41.

COUNTY
For additional

NEWS.

County hews.nee other pages

re a

iu the town hall

dance

Tuesday evening, Jan 13. Music by
Monaghan’* orchestra, of Ellsworth.

n*xi

Capt. O. A. Crockett, of the Rockland,
HIuebill and Ellsworth Steamboat Co.,
b«§ purehused the sleauiboat wharf property here.

boys,

son, and unable to be

proi-ured.

These goods are entirely new, and
will be offered at reduced prices to

LINEN and HOUSEKEEPING GOODS
Towels, Napkins, Table Linen, early buyers.
As a money saver, .January will
Quilts, Crashes, Tickings. Now is
a banner month to our customers.
your time to buy your supply.

—

M

G A L L E R T.

.

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

County

AV

tos, see

other pages

BuvHitiMiri,

officers of Hancock R. A. chapter
were installed on Monday night
by P. H.
P. Parker Spofford.
The

The remains of Mrs. Cynthia J. Walker,
widow of Capt. Frank Walker, were
brought to North Bucksport for burial
in the Cobb cemetery on Monday.
Mrs.
Walker died in Portland on Friday. She
leaves two daughters and one son.

The steamer

Bucksport

and

Merry coneag”,
Camdeu line,

of

has

the
been

tied up at her dock since Friday night bea
disagreement between her
Capt. W. D. Bennett and Daniel
W. Kerst, the engineer. On the arrival
of the boat at her wharf here on Friday
night, Capt. Bennett served notice on his
cause

of

owners,

partner that there must be a change, and
that he would buy or sell the property of
the line, which includes besides the boat,
considerable wharf privileges, valuing a
half interest

on

the basis of

$7,500

for the

At last accounts no settlement
whole.
had been made. The route is covered by
the steamer ‘‘Golden Rod”, of which
Messrs.
Capt. Bennett is half-owner.
Bennett and Kerst have been in partnership for nearly ten years, and have built

op

a

be

good paying

W.

B.

Russell

in

Among

the out-of-town visitors during
past week were noticed: Misses Grace
Gordon and Mary Scott, of Bar Harbor;
Sidney Ash, Frank Spurhng. of Gouldsboro; and Harry Gordon, of Franklin.
John Dorlty grange, of Esst Sullivan,
will hold its installation and anniversary
next Friday evening. John Dority, of
Bluebill, will be the installing officer, and
there will be degree work, a programme
and supper.
Jan. 5.

came

Benjamin

the home of

New Year’s to

HaMett.

to be gone about four months.

Tapley

was

West Sulllvnn.

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry D. Gordon Sunday, Jan. 4.
Mrs. Charles Newman and Mrs. George
Miller recently visited friends in Corea.
M. H. Havey and Oakman Bunker have
moved their families to Tuuk pond for
the winter.

Franklin,

is

$37,465

welcomed

short visit to his

home Thurs-

father.

Jackson is improving slowly.
Allmre anxious to see him out again.
The young folks who came home to

holidays

have

returned

to

treasury,

$9,623 47
27 30

Unpaid taxes, due from towns,
Unpaid taxes, due from unincorporated places,
Unpaid taxes, due from planta-

195 33

tions,

74 59

Unpaid plantation

road

taxes,

1,059 04

Total,

$10,979

The jolly whist players met with Misses
Ethel Thompson and Georgia Moore Saturday evening.
Edith Benson
entertained friends at
pong Wednesday
ments were served.

73

Liabilities.
bills of cost allowed by
supreme court,

Due

on

Due

on

bills of cost allowed

$137 34

by

county commissioners,

260 25

$397

59

Total resources, Dec. 31, 1902,
Total liabilities, Dec. 31,1902,
Net resources, Dec. 31,1902,
Tbe supreme court
as

was

bills

were

evening.

Refresh-

Willis Watson and Bessie Osier

were

quietly married at the bride’s sister’s
home Thursday evening by Rev. Clarence
Emery.
Spec.

or

their work.
Pains, aches and rheumatism come from excess cf uric acid In the
blood, due

to

necderted

kidney trouble.
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteady i
heart beats, and makes one feel as though
they had heart trouble, because the heart is
over-working in pumping thick, kidney-

poisoned blood through

OTHER NOTABLE CURES.
A Husband Escaped the Pangs
of Catarrh of the Lungs.
Most Cases of
tion

Incipient Consump-

are

Catarrh.

veins

Don’t make any mistake, but remember the
Kilmer's Swamp-(toot,
name, Swamp Uoot, Dr
and the address, liingnamiou, N. Y., on every

73

397 59

rrm.mm

never without Peruna,
have found during the p-.st six
years that there is no remedy that will
at onco alleviate suffering and actually
cure, as Peruna does. Four bottles completely cured mo of catarrh of iho head
of several years’ standing, and if my
husband feels badly, or either of us catch
cold, we at onco take Peruna, and in *
day or two it has thrown the sickness
ont of the system.”—Mrs. Frederick
Williams.

Mrs. W. A. Allison, of 7.7D Sheffield
Chicago, 111., Is tbo Assistant
Matron of tile

avenue,

People’s Hospi-

anticipated, owing

following

to say
abont Pernna:
“X have had fre-

quent opportnnlI ies to olwervo the
wonderful curative effects of
.j
especially t
Mrs. W. A. Allison,
persons sufferEdward Steven*.
with
a
ing
eonjested condition of tha
Mrs. Edward Stevens of Carthage, head, lungs, and stomach, generally
railed
catarrh. It alleviates pain and
N. Y., writes as follows:
I nt>w takfc pleasure in notifying you soreness. Increases the appetite and on
s
up the entire system that tha
that my husband has entirely recover* d torn
from catarrh. He is a well man today, patient quickly regains strength and
thanks to you and Perana. He took six health.”—Mrs. W. A. Allison.
bottles of your medicine as directed, and
If you do not derive prompt end satisit proved to be just the thing for him. factory results from the use of Peruna,
His appetite is good and every thing he write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
eats seems to agree with him.
His full statement of ycur case and he will
cough has left him and he is gaining in he pleased to give you his valuable adflesh, and seems to be well every way.”— vice gratis.
MRS. EDWARD STEVENS.
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
Any internal remedy that will cure The Hartman Sanitarium, Col uni boa,
catarrh in one location will cure it in Ohio.
rerun*

on

!

COUNTY NEWS.
County Nexct

tee

other

paget

famous Sarah Ware

of ahout

note”,

$1,000;

this year
inserted
in tbe

3

w

ciyA

“explanatory
report, reads as
an

follows:
“Included In tbe bills allowed by the supreme
court are the costs In State of Maine vs.
William T. Treworgy:
Officers.
$1,208
Witnesses.
8,791
Jurors aud grand jurors.
856
Counsel fees and expenses.
376

DOST
DON’T
CONT
DON’T
DON'T

flOo

hurry your meals.
overwork.
borrow time that belongs to sleep.
na'lect symp-nms of s ckness.
*
get constipated.

Scallops are quite plentiful this winter.
Smelting has been a failure so far this
winter.

F. L. Haskell is building
“Pea Pod”.

a

barge,

the

The “Gold Huuter” is loading wood for
J. S. Condon.
S. W. Tapley was delivering in this
neighborhood Friday.
The “Lizzie J. Clark” is discharging
freight at the steamboat wharf.
J. J. Bakeman and J. H. Tapley have
each bought new horses recently.
Capt. E. W. Haskell, of the schooner
“John C. Procter”, is at home for a shu t
vacation.

Capt. L. F. Hutchinson is at home. His
vessel, the “Adam Bowlby”, is wintering
at East Boston.
Jan. 6.
C.
Northeast

a

*

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Jen ness McGown baa moved
worth for the winter.

Ells-

to

Mrs. Emery Hastings, of Green Lake,
Bates.

Is with Mra. Coimsu

Mrs Emma Carter and eon Elmer, of
Hancock, spent New Year’s with her
mother, Mrs. Mary Maddocks.
Mrs. Mary Moore fell and injared herself quite badly. She Is now with her
daughter, Mrs. Melvin McGown. Carrie
j for her.
Lynch la c

George Oner has sold his farm
Mitchell, of Northeast Harbor.

Mr.
Mr.

to

Mitchell expects to ro** e here this week.
Mr. Ober will live for the preseut In Rev.
Nelson Hadeen’s house.
LAKEWOOD.
Charles McFarland aud wife, of Eden,
have been visiting here.
Charles Garland has gone to Bangor to
attend

a

business

college.

Dee. 6.

R.

Ha.hor.

atrarrtistmrnta.

whooping cough is prevalent here.
L. Eirle Holmes is building a store on

The

Barrel*) of

Main street.

y
Knox has bought an addition
to the Huberts bouse and moved it to

Samples.

William

his lot

on

News

Cross street.

received here last week of the
death of Rev. L Bradley at
He owned a cottage here.
His loss will
be keenly felt by ibis community.
was

Philadelphia.

John

Hasteni, jr.,

Harbor,

after

brother

Moses,

and

week’s
have gone
a

family,
stay
to

of Bar

with

his

California.
H.
f

handsome

revs

Over Two Hundred Thousand Trial
Bottles Sent Free by Mail.
By special arrangement with the tuanuI hat
justly famous Kidney
medicine. Dr D«vid Ktunedy’s Favorite
Remedy, I he readers of THE ELLSWORTH
faclurtrs of

American
bottle and

enabled

are

pamphlet

to obialu

a

trial

of valuable medical

advice absolute y free, by simply sending
tbelr full name aid post office address to

KENNEDY ( ORPORAKoi.dout, N Y, and mentioning
this paper, t lie publisher* of which guarantee »he genuine)*** of
thia liberal
the

DU. DAVID

j TION,
offer.
Of

course

this

pense to like
have received

Involvea

enormous ex-

manufacturers,

but

lb'»y

so

many grateful letter*
from those w bo have t een hem filed and
cured cf the various disease* of the Kid-

Liver, B adder Rnd Biood, UheuimMstn, Dyspepsia and Chronic Constipaneys,

tion,

and

all

weaknesses

peculiar

to

women, that they willingly send trial bottles to all sufferers.

Upon investigation it was found that 91
per cent, of thoBewbo had used the trial
bottle had received such benefit from tt
that

they purchased large sized botl.es of

store

of

tbe

ibeir

in

It matter* not how sick you are or how
many physicians have failed to In «j» you,

building is completed, and is one
best (quipped business buildings

tbe county. The foundation is of split
granite, and tbe interior is finished in
North Carolina pine. Mr. Richardson
has made his son. H. P., a
partner, and
the buhinoa wilt be conducted In the
name of P. W
Richardson & Son.

A

druggists.

send fora «r»a! hot lie of this great medicine, it coats you hut a post-1 cord, and
benefit and cure will most
certainly be
tbe result.
Favorite Remedy is the only kidney
medicine that acts us a laxative ail others

constipate.

Trenton.

ball

and supper will be given at
Evergreen hall un Friday evening, Jan.
36
Monaghan’, orchestra, oi
will lurolsn the music.

Put some urine In a glass tumbler and
let it stand 24 hours; if it has » sediment
if it is pa e or discolored,
or

■>r

stringy
Ellsworth! oloucy,
Bladder are in

MOUTH OF THE

$6,231
This sum, added to the round $1,000
previously expended on tbe same case,
brings the total cost to the county well
within the estimate given out in these
columns last

South ltrookHVtll*.

McKinley.
P- W. Richardson's

to tbe

She has the

tal.

■

Some

$10,582 14
unusually

Mrs.Frederick Williams, T:. 1 "it of
the South Side Ladles’ Aid
’y of
'■■■•
word#
Chicago, 111., writes the f .lion
of praise for Peruna from 97.1 Cuyler
avenue, Chicago, 111.:
My home is

Jan 6.

— ——

any other location. This is v hy F run*
hue become so justly famous in the cur#
of catarrhal diseases. It cures catarrh
s
re:■ sin.
wherever located. Its o
Peruna docs not palliate; it cures.

for I

and arteries.
It used to be considered that only urinary
Died on Rear Inland light station, Jan.
troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
but now modern science proves that nearly 2, Vienna B., wife of Lewis F.
Sawyer,
all constitutional diseases have their begin- the
light-keeper, leaving a son and a
ning in kidney trouble.
daughter. The son, Heber, is keeper on
If you are sick you can make no mistake ! Egg Ruck light station. The intermeut
by first doctoring your kidneys. The mild j was Mi Buss Harbor.
and the extraordinary effect cf Dr. Kilmer’s
Jan. 6.
p,
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy is Waltham.
It stands the highest for its
soon realized.
Mrs. Susan Jordan visited friends in
wonderful cures of the most distressing cases
Ellsworth recently.
and is sold on its merits
The firm of Haslemf& Googius has been
by all druggists in fifty- g
cent and one-dollar siz- j
changed to Hsslem & Buzzelf.
You may have au
es.
B. F. Jordan, with a crew of men, has
sample bottle by mail nom» of swamp-Root.
free, also pamphlet telling you how io find moved In the woods near Rocky pond.
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mrs. Zella Colby was presented with a
Mention this paper when writing Dr. KUmer fine string of beila from G. L. Jordan and
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
wife Christmas.

tr^l. Tbe case
figured in last year’s report to tbe extent
now

the waste

Impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
of order, they fail to do

bottle.

$10,979

judicial

school.

Jau. 6.

16

Resources.

heavy,

Tfiomas

ping

69

9 623 47

Comparative Statement

Fannie Benson sailed for Florida Jan. 3

the

477 69

Total,

daughter

a

1,000 00

treasury, Dec. 31, 1902,

B.

Tremom.

day, after

193 00

RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES.

the

i

40

3 800 00

revival

eye.

spend

Constables’ fees,
Salaries of officers,
Kan. Co. Bar Asso.,
State treasurer, State and Co.
taxes,

Cash in

I

595 00

2,034

Traverse

this wtek.

A little

jurors,
jurors,

Grand

jj)
ZB

1,233 62
1,29114
9,756 41

$27,841

Otis Hardison, who had an eye removed
recently, is not as much benefited by
the operation as was hoped, and grave
fears are felt as to the sight of the other

Dr.

Co. commissioners’ bills of cost,
Supreme court orders,
County commissioners’ orders,

Cash in

v

route.

Rev. C. E. Petersen, of

assisting R-v.
services

Prominent, members of the clergy are giving Peruua their unqualified endorseThese men find Peruua especially adapted to preserve them from catarrh
of the vocal organs which has always been the bane of public speaker?, and goneral catarrhal debility incident to the sedentary life of the clergyman. Among
the recent utterances of noted clergymen on the curative virtues of Peruna Is the
above one from Bishop James A. Handy, D. D., of Baltimore.

on

—

men,
women, misses or children.

for catarrh.”—JAMES A. HANDY.

ment.

For additional

AmnerM.

SE?.“4 Underwear

Hosiery

cure

as

by the commissioners, will be
as follows:
No. 7, $70 72; No. 8,
$82 67; No. 9, $57 60; eastern part of No. 10,
$148; western part of No. 10, $81.04; eastern pirt of No. 21, $91 05; western part of
No 21, $79 10; eastern
part of No. 22,
$86 66; wtstei n part of No. 22, $78; No. 28,
$66 12; No 33, $83 84

$13,587 64
hand,
George W. Rodick, jrM formerly of Bar
91 34
Municipal tax 1901,
SPRING
Harbor, is a conductor oil the Charlestown,
pers were in our stock at $1.
tax 1902,
14,678 25
Municipal
division of the elevated railway in BosIt is a little early to advertise Spring
521 39
Tax on unincorporated places,
ton.
Goods, but we beg to call your atten- Plantation road taxes,
736 62
tion to the fact that we are receiving 8iate and Co. tax, Nos. 8, 21, 33
246 57
Ram Snrry.
5 00
There will be a social dance at Rural
Women’s heavy lined Vests and an elegant line of White Goods (for Peddlers’license,
from 20c to Fines and costs, supreme court:
Wilson’s
ball next Friday
evening.
Pants
regular price, 25c; special Waists), ranging in price
For violation liquor law,
6,742 38 orchestra will furniab the music.
$1. Many novelties among them that
price, 19c.
For violation of other laws,
66 06
as
Women’s extra-heavy Vests and we shall be unable to show later,
Fines, Ellsworth municipal court, 130 04
jjbbcrti&immta.
a limited quantity was imported.
only
39c
50c;
Pants—regular price,
special,
Western Hancock mun. court,
190 18
Misses’ and Children’s Vests and We were on the lookout for them, and Bar Harbor mun.
187 16
court,
Over-Work Weakens
Pants—regular 25c and 50c quality: secured them.
W. F. Bruce,
5 00
Reuben F. Lurvey,
Your Kidneys.
5 00
special, 19c and 39c.
We shall also open 40 styles of new
9 00
George R Fuller,
Unhealthy Kidneys Make Impure Blood.
574 83
SCOTCH FLANNELS Howard F. Whitcomb, sheriff,
All of
in either
Unciaeu
215 08
0 S161 j y cotton or at 37 l-2c. An elegant line of Ging- Interest on deposits,
our 25c
All the blood In your body passes through
I,aces and Em$37,465 16 your kidneys once every three minutes.
cashmere, reduced to 19c. All of our hams and Percales,
* we
a
Expenditures.
iwuucya «ic yuur
Some new Dress Goods
-60c Hosiery, 39c.
This applies to all broideries.
R. blood purifiers, they fil$7,460 43
which will be scarce later in the sea- Supreme court bills of cost,
in stock for
ter out
150

safe

a

ensu-

Rronlilin.

Following is a summary of County*
Treasurer Tapley’s report, as examined
and approved by
the county commis*
siouers:

and

estimated

There will

$15,213 90

ui take great please-e in acknowledging the curative effects at
Peruna. At the solicitation of a friend I used your remedy and
cheerfully recommend your Peruna to all who want a good tonic

ing year.
Agents for ti e care of township roads
Rufus
have b^en appointed as follows:
A Smith, Sieuben. No. 7; John F. Whitcomb, Ellsworth, No. 8; Lincoln C. Bragdon, Franklin, No. 9; Samuel N. Campbell, Cherr> field. No. 10; Charles P. Silaby,
Aurora, N is. 22 and 28; John R. Shuman, Great Pond, No. 33.
Themnounta needed for the repair and

HniMtofR.
8 85

SAYS

county commissioners at their anmeeting elected Perry W. Richard-

50

on

HANDY

BISHOP

weeks

317 4 7; prisoner*

was

prisoners

townships
7; II. C. Fletcher, Nos. 8, 9, 10. and 16;
Ctmr'es P. SHsby, Nos. 22 and 28; John

TREASURER’S REPORT.

Cash

are

No

508 35

them.

free fron:

797 73

these

on

unincorporated places,
Timber and grass
reserved lands,

be

the

nected with the Ware

Fire

87

136

$10

resource-*

year ago.
When the

son,

3.4 68

net

$3,280.63

The

331 98

185 59

Ltmoine,
Mariaville,
Mount Desert,

uni to

nual

Drawers,
30 48
30 48
1.50 Skirts, Corset Covers—trimmed, either
$14,705 55 $14,678 25
$91 34
1.99 lace or hamburg.
Amount assessed on
3.49
towns as above,
$14,705 55
These are remarkable bargains, at

2.00
2.50
4.50 and 5.00

Muslin

TCn

$1.12

2.8 06

464

El

celebrated Defender Underwear,

58. *6

*

242 87

Isle,
E«sl brook,

We have secured another lot of the

89

218 06
242

Deer

Cotton Underwear.

Unpaid.
46 $

46 79

581 46

Dedham,

17 1 -2c.

$

45 79

C«sline,
Cranberry Isles,

a

Paid

89 46

*

Bucksport,

8c.
lOc.
12 1 -2c.

25c

bargain.
Our $12.00 suit, $ 8.95
secure

Anherst,

Brooklin,
Bruoksviile,

1 Oe.

Ginghams,

12 l-2c
15c

TAX.

county tax for 1902

Taxes
Aurora,
But hill,

3 1 -2c.
4 1 2c.

12 l-2c Percales,
10c Ginghams

a

treasurer

fobows:

for Sheets and Pillow

5c light apron prints,
6c Dress Prints,

of

statement

unpaid,

remains

county

complimented.

is to be
COUNTY

.The

7c.

Cases reduced.

3.75
4 75

tbe

Tapiey,

O. W.

r> c.

$2.50 Wide sheetlncs

Walking Skirt,

50
5.00
(i.00
7.50

$91.34

,

sheeting.He.

6c

but

which

sum

for

cord

r

8c.

7c unbleached
8c

Dres;: S irts and Furs
Our

of ihis

BARGAINS IN DOMESTICS.
Our 7c blenched sheeting at *»c.

a

In

he* ca*h

it

Tnw

The annual report of the county comW
P.
P.
missioners, J.
E'dridge,
R’cnardeon and Nahum Hinckley, has

to

treasury to tin
amount
of
$9 623 47, and outatandini
Its total resource!
liabilities of $397 59

debt;

EXCELLENT—COUNTY

completed,

---—--——-

FREE FROM DEBT.

JAIL REPORT.

been

Sbbtrtiarmtnt*.

'airy tales t hat placed t l.e figures anyfrom f12 000 o $20 009

The county continue*

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

TO

he

where

AND

TREASURER

REPORT SHOWS FINANCIAL

Furs,

I

HANCOCK COUNTY.

RIVER.

milky

your Kmoevs or
condition. Dr. David
Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy speedily
urea such dangerous
symptoms *.» pain iu
the

or

ropy,

bad

back, inability

to

hold urine,

a

t urn-

ing, scalding pain in passing it, frequent
working in desire to urinate, especially at mgin, me
at home.
staining of tineu by yoor urine end alt
Sunday school In the Morriaon district unpleasant and dangerous effect* on the
has closed until the fiist
produced by tLe use of whisky,
Sunday in April ksystem
wine or beer.
Frank Closaon
has moved his
family1
All
into I be James Wilson
sell Dr. David Kenned?’# Fa
house, recently vorltedrutffft~t*
Remedy in the NKW 50 UK.N r «r/.g and
purchased by Dr. Uagertby.
the regular $1.00 atm hollies.

Percy Garland, who ia
Sedgwick, spent Christmas

summer—namely $7,500.

These figures also effectually dispose of

■n

